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Parks and Boulevard Systea Survey

Kansas city, Missouri
The SUrVE!y of the parks and boulevards which were
planned in 1893 for Kansas City, Missouri was. begun in
August, 1988. The plan was funded by the Prairie Gateway
Chapter of thE! American Society of Landscape Architects with
a matching gra.nt through the Missouri Department of Natural
Resources, His,toric Preservation Program, which receives
allocations from the Historic Preservation Fund of the
Depar~ment of Interior, National Park Service, under the
provisions of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966
and subsequent. amendments. Additional matching funds for the
survey grant T,;'ere provided by the Kansas City, Missouri Parks
and Recreation. Department.
The survey was conducted by Deon Wolfenbarger, who was
hired as the c:onsultant by the Prairie Gateway Chapter of
ASLA. The pro1ject coordinator for ASLA was Frank Theis,
chairman of th.e chapter's Historic Preservation Committee.
The project coordinator for the Kansas City Parks and
Recreation Department was Jim Shoemaker. Survey coordinator
for the Missou,ri Historic Preservation Program is Gerald Lee
Gilleard.
A survey of the historic cultural resources in the
Kansas City Parks system resulted from the emergence of
interests in historic landscapes, both locally and
nationwide. E:ven prior to the passage of the Olmsted Bill,
the National Park Service has expressed a commitment to
surveying and registering historic landscapes. In 1984, the
Park Service produced a publication on the identification,
evaluation, and registration of rural cultural landscapes.
More recently, National Register Bulletin ~ addresses the
evaluation and registration of historic designed landscapes.
The American Society of Landscape Architects developed a
national survey form in an attempt to encourage local
chapters to begin inventorying significant designed
landscapes.
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This growing national interest coalesced with groups in
Kansas City who were interested in local historic landscapes,
the most notable of which is the park system. The Historic
Preservation Committee of the Prairie Gateway ASLA Chapter
had conducted preliminary research on George Kessler's work,
as well as that of the firm of Hare & Hare. After
corresponding with National ASLA, it was decided that the
local chapter would be the logical group to apply for a grant
to fund a survey of Kansas City's historic parks and
boulevards. As it was not feasible to survey the entire park
system in one grant cycle, and as this was the first time the
Missouri state Historic Preservation Office has been involved
in the survey of historic landscapes, it was d1ecided that the
1893 plan was an appropriate limit for the fir:st phase of
survey. In addition, the Parks and Recreation Department is
beginning to prepare for the centennial celebriitions of the
formation of the Parks Board (in 1992) and the first plan for
an entire parks system (in 1993). As this surley.will
undoubtedly prove to be of vital importance to any historical
celebration, the Parks Department agreed to prc)vide some of
the matching funds for the survey.
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METHODOLOGY

Boundaries
For reasons mentioned earlier, it was decided to limit
this first phase of historic landscape survey in Kansas City
to those parks and boulevards recommended in 1893 by the
Board of Park and Boulevard Commissioners (see Figure 1). In
addition, only those parks and boulevards which were within
the 1893 city limits would be surveyed in this phase. The
first published report lists the "parks and pleasure-grounds"
as: Penn Valley Park, West Terrace, North Terrace, The
Parade, The Paseo, Walnut Grove, High School Square, Holmes
Square, North Square, and Independence Plaza. The proposed
boulevards were: Independence Boulevard, East Boulevard,
South Boulevard, Grand Boulevard , and The Paseo. Of these,
Grand and South Boulevards were not within the 1893 city
limits, and were therefore not surveyed. Of the small
pleasure-grounds, North Square and High School Square were
never developed, and Holmes Square was sold in 1961.
Independence Plaza was not proposed for survey. Budd Park,
which preceded the 1893 park system plan, was instead
substituted as it was felt to be more significant, as well as
retaining more of its historic integrity.
Thus the parks surveyed for this project were: Penn
Valley, North Terrace (Kessler), West Terrace (Case, Jarboe,
and Mulkey Square), The Parade, Walnut Grove (The Grove), and
Budd Park. The Paseo, more correctly categorized as a
parkway, was also surveyed. Independence Boulevard
(Independence & Gladstone) and East Boulevard (Benton) were
surveyed for only those portions which were proposed in 1893.
Research Sources
The Kansas City Parks & Recreation Department provided
the vast majority of historic data, which included historic
maps and plans, historic photographs, Park Board annual
reports and meeting minutes, and newspaper clippings. In
addition, the Missouri Valley Room of the Kansas City Public
Library and the Jackson County Historical Society Archives
and Research Library also contained some data. The problem
with the historic research was not a lack of data, as is very
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Figure 1.
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often the case with landscapes. Instead, it was generally an
overwhelming amount of facts and figures, which required much
more time than initially planned for.
Even in these circumstances, there were still some
important dates which were not readily available due to the
project's funding. Most notable are demolition dates,
especially of the historic swimming pools and bathhouses.
Further research is recommended in this area, as it could
prove to be vital in determining integrity for a National
Register nomination. What was the reason for the removal of
virtually every historic pool? Since most were replaced with
another pool in" the same location, is this another example of
how landscapes (more so than buildings) can change over time,
yet retain their basic design form and function?
Field Survey
An intensive survey was conducted for above-ground
landscape resources in the designated parks and boulevards.
This resulted in their documentation in sufficient detail
which could permit their evaluation and registration in the
National Register of Historic Places. On-site field
observations were made, revealing those historic features
which were still extant, and those which were modern.
Several trips were required to each park and boulevard
throughout the various seasons in order to notate all
features and overall design. The features of the parks
included buildings, structures, objects (such as memorials),
circulation systems, drainage and engineering structures,
major vegetation groupings, site furnishings, and natural
features. Style, materials, and condition of the features
were recorded.

Recording .Qf Survey .DAtA
Survey Forms

The American Society of Landscape Architects' National
Survey Form was the standardized form which was used to
record the majority of data which was gathered. In every
instance, the information for Sections 8, 9, la, and 11 were
recorded on separate continuation sheets. For some parks,
individual features within those parks were singled out and
their historic data recorded with additional continuation

.....
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sheets. A discussion of this survey form follows in the
"Recommendations" section.
In all cases, the historic form of the park or boulevard
provided the basis for the survey form. For example, the
original proposal for Independence Boulevard in 1893 was to
become in reality two boulevards - Independence and
Gladstone. Only one survey form was utilized, but two
boulevards were inventoried. In another instance, West
Terrace Park remained fairly intact until the construction of
various highways from the 1960's through the 1980's. Today,
it is separated into three distinct parks -Jarboe Park,
Mulkey Square, and Case Park. Each park has its own
identifying sign, and is treated by park staff as different
parks. However, even the most recently published Parks
Department manual still lists West Terrace Park as having
over 30 acres, and as containing Jarboe Park and MUlkey
Square within it. Case Park is listed as having only 1.6
acres, even though in common usage, the entire north end of
the former West Terrace Park is referred to as Case Park. As
the Parks Department hasn't quite yet decided whether West
Terrace Park still remains, and as historically these three
parks were indeed one park, only one survey form was used to
record the data.
Mappinq

Many historic maps were available for review; only
those which could reasonably be reproduced and which were
relevant to the discussion were included. Base maps which
indicate current conditions and the location of major
features were not available for any of the boulevards and for
some of the parks. It was not within the proposed funding of
this grant to produce new base maps. In the cases where base
maps were missing, aerial photographs were used to indicate
the location of major features. In addition to historic maps
and current base maps, a map which indicates locational
information of the photographs is provided. In some cases,
this information was recorded on an aerial photograph. The
maps were coded and numbered for each park and boulevard.
The following abbreviations were used: Penn Valley (PV),
Kessler (K), West Terrace (W), Budd (B), The Grove (G), The
Parade (P), The Paseo (PS), Independence Boulevard (I), and
Benton Boulevard (BB).

I
it
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Photography
A black and white 5 x 7 inch photograph
was taken for
each significant individual feature, and for general, overall
shots. 5 x 7 inch copies were also made of important
historic photographs when available. The individual
photographs follow each survey form, and are keyed in the
same manner as mentioned previously for the maps.
Evaluation
The integrity and significance of the surveyed parks and
boulevards were evaluated individually with the National
Register criteria, as outlined in National Register Bulletins
16 and 18. However, these parks and boulevards were
designed, and function today, as part of an entire park
system. Therefore, it is only logical to also assess their
integrity and significance as they relate to the entire
system. While this may be logical, it was not possible to
accomplish at this stage with only six parks, one parkway,
and two boulevards surveyed. (See Figure 2 for an idea of
how the Kansas City park system grew from the original
proposal of 1893.) Further survey and research is required
in order to place these parks within their proper historic
context.
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SUMMARY

The history of the development of the parks and
boulevards sysi:em in Kansas city is also the history of its
early city planning efforts. Inevitably linked with the City
Beautiful moveJ~ent, the Kansas City parks system actually
accomplished what most City Beautiful movement efforts across
the country did not - it introduced rational planning and
civic design to the community.
The City Beautiful movement is generally credited as
having its ori~Jins in the Columbian Exposition of the Chicago
World's Fair in 1893. The "White City" as it was called,
featured gleaming structures, peaceful lagoons, and an
orderliness to the site which was selected by landscape
architect FredE!rick Law Olmsted. Many people assume that the
beginning of modern city planning in the United states
occurred at this time. The key implication of the Columbian
Exposition - that comprehensive planning could harness the
technology thai: was sweeping American cities and could
produce an attractive living environment - was indeed a key
component of city planning. However, most Americans were
enchanted with the more cosmetic aspects of the fair - the
classical arch~Ltecture, the broad thoroughfares, and the
generous landscaping.
The Chicaqo World's Fair of 1893 actually represented
the culmination of a movement which had been building in the
United states since before the civil War. Beginning with
Olmsted and Vaux's design for New York's Central Park in 1858
and continuing with the subsequent develop~ent of urban park
systems, the Fair only accentuated urban ~esign concepts
which had been maturing for over twenty years. As was the
case in Kansas City, the concept for a parks system was
developed before the Columbian Exposition and the term "City
Beautiful".
The original old town plat of Kansas City was on the
south bank of the Missouri River, east of that river's
eastward bent and the junction with the Kaw. By the 1870's,
the city's boundaries expanded to the south, east, and west
of the original plat. The city was enjoying a commercial and
industrial bOOln as the result of the first railroad bridge
across the Missouri River in the 1860's. Some citizens of
this period tried to donate various parcels of land to the
city to use for park purposes, but were defeated in their
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attempts. However, one of these attempts at donating land
may have led the local newspapers to join the efforts to
secure city parks. The Times and the Journal began their
editorial efforts in 1872. The~, founded by William
Rockhill Nelson, is often given the entire crl:!dit for the
founding of the Kansas City park system. Howl:!ver, the paper
was not founded until 1880; by then the other two newspapers
had already had several editorials with glowing praises of
urban parks. However, Nelson's ~ , along with many other
groups and citizens, had an important role in the eventual
development of the park system. ·William H. Wilson's ~ ~
Beautiful Moyement in Kansas City thoroughly ()utlines the
historical and political events leading up to and through the
establishment of the early parks and boulevards. As this
early history is quite complex, those desirinq a complete
understanding should refer to that monograph.
Before the Kansas City park system could become a
reality, it was necessary to build upon several layers of
legal works. It required a board free from political
interference (not an easy thing to accomplish in nineteenth
century Kansas City), a board with necessary powers to
condemn and control land, and one with an adequate and
independent source of income. Many legal setbacks occurred
until a board was appointed on March 5, 1892 vlhich was
finally able to met all the requirements. This board quickly
went to work, and after one year presented thE~ significant
Report 2f thg Board Qf ~ gog Boulevard ~lissioners Qf
Kansas City, HsL. Largely the work of the hirE~d landscape
architect, George E. Kessler, this bold report: was the
board's greatest early achievement.
The 1893 report outlined Kessler's bold vision for an
entire park and boulevard system in Kansas cit:y. The
community had grown haphazardly over rough terrain and
topography, and by this date had its fair share of slums and
shanties balanced by areas of expensive residE!nces. The
tendency at this time in park planning, by Olmsted and
others, was to focus the park system on a largre, rural park.
While Kessler recognized the future growth of the city and
the need for this type of park, he felt that t.he already
developed portions of the city required attention first. His
1893 plan for the system followed this logic (Figure 1).
considering the legal battles which quickly ensued over these
first choices for parks, it is well that the park board
concentrated their first efforts on acquiring land in the
already developed portion of the city. As it were, Colonel
Thomas H. Swope gave the city 1331 acres of land outside the
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city limits to use as a park.
focus of the entire system.

Swope Park soon became the

Groups in Kansas City organized their opposition to the
1893 park system plan. The most vocal and active of these
groups was the Taxpayers League. They were responsible for
many of the early lawsuits against the park board and their
actions. However, the end result of their lawsuits was that
the Kansas City park board was formed on a solid legal basis.
Many of the parks which were surveyed for this report played
an important role in these legal battles, as several lawsuits
were over their condemnation proceedings (see individual
survey sheets, Section 8). If for no other reason, these
parks and boulevards are very significant for the role they
played in the legal establishment of the entire parks system.
In addition, the surveyed parks and boulevards are the
first efforts of community planning in Kansas City. They
were the result of a detailed and comprehensive look at
Kansas City's topography, traffic patterns, population and
growth, commercial, industrial, and residential sections.
While the proposed improvements were "merely" for parks and
boulevards, they reinforced the growth in some areas of town,
and completely realigned it in others. Although hired only
by a park board with a limited agenda and authority,
Kessler's plan did include the redevelopment of three
blighted areas in Kansas City - the west bluffs, the Penn
street ravine, and the narrow block which was to become The
Paseo. Although it was not his job to be concerned with the
slum-dwellers which were displaced, Kessler was able to note
that no new slums sprang up to replace those beautifully
transformed.
These early parks and boulevards are also significant as
representatives of Kessler's work. One of his most
distinctive skills was the creative use of the natural, rough
topography. He utilized the existing contours for park
roads, and avoided as much as possible forced routes and
construction for the boulevards. He did feel constricted by
the grid-system of streets which had already been imposed on
Kansas City's topography, but was able to find boulevard
routes which made the most of the terrain.
As significant as these early parks and boulevards are,
it is important to note that they never existed together as a
system except in the 1893 report. By the time the legal
battles were completed for some of the parks, new parks had
been added to the system, and the boulevards extended. A
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final evaluation of the 1893 parks and boulevards cannot be
made until they are placed in the proper cont.ext. For their
relation to the design of the entire park system as it exists
today, extensive further survey and evaluatic1n is required.
BouleVards
All of the early boulevards shared common design
features (except for The Paseo, the only elat,orate formal
boulevard recommended.) Kessler's plan called for lOO-foot
boulevards, containing forty-foot roadways and thirty feet of
parking on each side. The parking would consist of turf,
three rows of trees, and an eight foot walk. This gave the
boulevards a parklike effect, which was radically different
from the other residential streets. Curbing and walks were
to be of granitoid (concrete), and the roadways would be
paved in macadam. Kessler put forth a vigorous argument in
favor of the macadam paving, which was not favored in Kansas
City because of the continual upkeep. However, Kessler felt
that the maintenance of macadam was much less expensive than
the rebuilding of other paving, which was so often necessary.
In any event, he felt that "No person at all familiar with
horses, or that is fond of driving or riding, will deny that,
next to a good dirt road, a macadam street is most
desirable."
Luckily, Kessler's original generous boulevard width
allowed for the inevitable widening, necessary when horses
were no longer in use. Although the movement of traffic was
obviously part of Kessler's consideration in the planning of
the boulevards, in the 1893 report he states that liThe chief
objects sought in making this class of improvements are to
fix for residence purposes the character of tne districts
through which the boulevards lead, and to prov'ide pleasant
driveways leading from populous centers throu,;h proper
surroundings to points of especial interest." To do this,
the boulevard routes had to meet four require;ments developed
by Kessler:
1. "The routes must offer good grades"
2. "They must be located in a naturally sightly
locality."
3.
"The lands that abut upon such boulevards must be of
a character satisfactory and suitable for good
residences."
4.
"There must be no costly natural or artificial
obstacles to remove to permit proper wid43ning of the
streets selected."
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The trees . as mentioned earlier, were .planted in three
rows along each side of the boulevards. At first, double the
number of treef; were planted. Kessler used the early
boulevards as nurseries for the parks and later boulevards,
eventually removing every other tree. The first trees
recommended for use were elm, Carolina poplar, Norway maple,
linden, ash, and soft maple. Later, Chinese elm seed
imported from China were grown and placed on the boulevards,
where they greu until a freeze in 1940 killed many of them.
The boulevards also served as the connecting links
between the parks, and for the entire city as well. Their
construction rE~sulted in the development of many new
residential neighborhoods. The boulevards immediately and
greatly enhancE~d surrounding property values, while the lands
adjoining the parks responded somewhat less quickly. J.C.
Nichols, Kansas City's most successful developer, wrote that
liThe most attractive headline that you can run for an
advertisement is 'on a boulevard' or 'near a boulevard.'" All
Kansas citians were justifiably proud of their boulevard
system. A 1900 annual of the Business Men's League had this
to say about the Kansas City system:
No rich citizen is so rich that he does not take pride
in drivinq along the boulevards and none is so poor that
he does not feel that a part of the splendid system
belongs to him. • . A trip over the entire system is
sure to increase one's admiration for the system as a
whole and to bring to light many delights which had been
hidden from him. Such a trip is a succession of
surprises and at last, as the comprehensiveness and
completenE!ss of the system breaks upon him at the close
of the trip he is prouder than ever of the great system
which . • • will equal that of any city in the country.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Additional Survey
As previously mentioned, additional surv.~y is required
before any evaluation or conclusions can be made about Kansas
City's parks and boulevard system. To break :l:uture survey
efforts into manageable phases, the idea of surveying
chronological development units should be con1:inued, although
Swope Park encompasses such a vast area that it would make
sense to inventory it by itself. However, any boulevard
should be studied in its entirety. For example, in this
report it would have been more logical in tenms of gathering
data to inventory all of The Paseo and Benton Boulevard,
instead of just those portions proposed in 1893.
Estimates for the costs of the remaining phases should
come after conferences with potential fundinq sources (such
as the Missouri State Historic Preservation OJ:fice) and this
project's consultant. As this was the first attempt at
historic designed landscape survey in the Sta1:e of Missouri,
there were no examples on which to base the grant
application. The result was an under-funded project. The
State of Missouri, realizing the experimental nature of this
project, included as a milestone a mid-term rE~port which was
to hopefully foresee problems such as this. Due to the
nature of this project however, the majority of the work was
in the preparation of the survey sheets. These were prepared
after the mid-term report, and therefore the funding shortage
was not clearly evident at the time of the mid-term report.
Lack of funds prevented adequate base maps to be made
for those parks and boulevards not already having a base map_
Future grant survey projects could utilize thE! formulation of
base maps as a match for the grant funds. Plslnt
identification was also not included in this project; if it
is felt to be necessary for future survey, thi.s too could be
used as match. For this and for ease of administration, it
would be preferable if the Kansas City Parks a.nd Recreation
Department would the grant recipient for future survey
projects. The Prairie Gateway Chapter perfonned a vital
service to the city in initiating and administ.ering this
project, and would undoubtedly want to playa part in any
future historic landscape surveys.
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Before any future survey work begins, members of the
Historic Preservation committee of the local ASLA chapter,
Parks department staff, and interested parties should
consider whethE!r the ASLA National Survey Forms are
appropriate for the recording of survey data. The purpose of
a survey form should be to facilitate integration of the
information in1:o current park planning, statewide survey
efforts, and the nomination of park properties. As it was
developed, the ASLA National Survey Form was only appropriate
for one of the above tasks - National Register nominations.
The key words in the preceding sentence are "was
appropriate". The ASLA form is directly derivative of the
old National RE!gister nomination forms. These forms were
changed significantly, and since October of 1988, the old
National Regis1:er forms were no longer accepted.
In additic)n, "inventory", or survey, is a completely
separate phase of historic preservation planning which always
precedes "evaluation" (in this case, National Register
nomination). J~ll the data must be recorded before the issues
of integrity and significance can be addressed. It is not
really appropriate in the survey phase to discuss these
issues at any 9reat length. This was brought to light most
clearly in thif:j survey project, where a complete evaluation
of integrity and significance of these parks and boulevards
cannot be made without additional survey. The parks and
boulevards lDUs1: be placed in the context of historic
landscapes, which cannot yet be done for this project.
Therefore, Sec1:ions 10 and 11 of each of these survey forms
may prove to bE! useless in the future.
Lastly, a different survey form could vastly improve the
presentation and facilitation of information gathered. As
these forms arE! arranged, the material is presented in
narrative form., While some narrative is obviously needed in
order to incorporate the complex variabilities found in the
entire range of historic landscapes, a simpler inventory form
utilizing chec}~lists and illustrations should prove to be
more useful. Only preservation consultants (36-CFR61) with a
dual background in historic landscapes are capable of
applying the National Register criteria in assessing
integrity and significance. If ASLA wishes local chapter
members to become involved in the survey of historic
landscapes, a different form with an accompanying handbook
should be considered. Cues should be taken from the
multitude of architectural survey forms, as well as those
historic landscape survey forms currently being developed by
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the National Park Service. More importantly in today's
technological society, the current ASLA National Survey Form
is not computer-compatible.
National Register
As has been mentioned several times earlier, further
research is required before a complete evaluation can be made
of the significance of the 1893 parks and boulevards. It is
very likely that they would be contributing elements of a
multiple property nomination of the entire park system. The
n-ationwide significance of the Kansas City park system is
widely acknowledged. Further studies of other systems
designed by Kessler, and of other cities similar and
contrasting in development to Kansas City will be necessary
to determine the exact level of significance. The potential
for even National Historic Landmark designatic:>n should not be
ruled out at this stage.
Several of the parks and features undoub1:edly have the
potential to be listed individually. Kessler Park remains
today as an excellent example of George Kesslear's design in
the pastoral, or naturalistic style. Budd Park is an
excellent exampl-e of a "vernacular" park which evolved over
time, yet remained true in spirit with the def;ign intent of
the Kessler-designed parks. Liberty Memorial is a
significant Kansas City landmark which retains a great deal
of its historical integrity. In the interest of economy
however, it would be best to approach any National Register
nominations with the entire system in mind, rather than
single sites.
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SURVEY FORMS

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS HISTORIC SURVEY
NATIONAL SURVEY FORN
Control Nurnber
_
Hi
s
tori
c__
N_o_r_th_T_e_r_ra_c_e_Pa_r_k
_
1 LANDSCAPE NAME
COmnlOni.-_K
-.;e=s;.=s.:;.le:::.:r:..-:.P.:::.a::;..:rk~
_

2 LOCATION USG5 Quadrangle
City, Town Kansas Ci ty
Zip Code
_County
UTi·'1 Coordinates

Acreaae 302.87
State Missouri
Congressional Oistrict
_

3 OWNER OF PROPERTY I f group or gov't agency, give contact person.
Name Kansas Ci ty Missouri ParkSt Recreation, Phone
444-3113
& Blvds.
Street Address 560S E. 63rd Street
City/Tov{n
Kansas Ci ty
State Missouri Zip Code 64130
Pertinent Information: Survey Project contact person: Jim Shoemaker

4 LANDSCAPE TYPE
-X.-Urban Landscape
_Qesldence

_-"-Estate
__Streetscape

Check all applicable categories:
-----Rural Landscape
_ _Institution
__Garden
__ Public Building
Botanical Garden __Square/Commons

_x_Park

_x_Park System (part) _ _City/Town

__Parkway
Battlefield

__Cemetery

__'Nater Feature

~crt

-----l"1onument Grounds -Farm
__Ceremonial
__ Commemorative

_____Enclave

__Settlement

__O t h e r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 5 LANDSCAPE STATUS Ple3se describe 25 reGuired below:
Ov"nershio: --.1L-Put~ljc _ _ Private __Other, please note
_
Pub 1ic A.cGuisit ien: _ _ Considered _ _ I Ii Progress ~Not Ccnsicere1j
,j.,ccess: .-X..-Unrestricts1j _'ieS(riCIea _ _No Access
Status: ---X..-::;a7e
;:'ndangered __Preservation Action Needed
Preservation Action Lndertaken, Describe
_
Further InformatiorL

_

6 LANDSCAPE ADDHES5 AND BOUNDARY INFORMATJON
Soel-jfic Location (Street, road, features comprisinq the bound2r'l) Mi.ssouri

PaClrlC Rallway on the north; Belmont on east; Gladstone, Lexlngton, & St. John on south;
ancl TRe Pa~eo Oil the west.

L.ocation of Legal Descrlption, Give contact Derson if <nown.
Cot.;rthouse/Pe(~istry

: t r 2 '2 t ,~, ddre3 S
:[2:2

:1issouri

of Deeds

4 ) 5 E.

Jackson Count'! G.:wrthouse

12 t b

7iD

Cit Y;' Tow n K an S 3 Cit Y
Phone (816) 881-3198
5

Cace 64106

7 REPRESENTATION IN OTHER SURVEYS Yes or No, excllain briefly,
__Nat' 1Register
_Nat'J Landmark
_ _State Designation
__
! ceal Designation
__OU"ter
_
Title of survey and depository of survey records
_

8 HI STORI C INFORMATION Check and complete, give detai IS wherever
possible.
_x_Oriainal Landscaoe Architect/DesiGner/Planner Narne(s):
_
~

Geo~ge

E. Kessler

~

__Gardener/HortiClJituralist Name(s):
_ ~Rui1der/Engineer Nanle(S):
__Clent/Community Leader Name(s):
_ -JJnate(s) of Construction:

_
_
.

_

_

8RI EF CHRONOLOGY Give pertinent facts about construction, subsequent
changes, events, notable occurrences, include social and cultural factors:
See Continuation Sheet

9 OESeRI PTION E,egin with overzi11 description, then note soecifics.
CONDITION:
CHANGES:
_ _Unaltered
x ~:<cej1ent
__Good
~ltered
----Fair
~dded to
_--*-,Oeteriorated
lOSS, removal
__Severe 1y deteriorated
!='ncroached Upon
DESCRIBE EXISTING CONDIT10NS Emphasize landscape features, attach p130
at 1" = 20' or 1" = 100', Include a minimum of two photographs of
signific,mt views and features with loc3tion and direction of view noted on
ploan.
.
_
See Continuation Sheet

10 INTEGRITY Do these categories exist in the form they were found at

the time of significance of the historic landscape?
x nesign/Pian
_~,rchitectur31 Features _x_Prooerty Boundary
x nesign Intent __
x_Spatial Relationships
_x_Vegetation
_x_Use
_--2LTcpograohy/Grading
_ _Site Furnishings
---LCirculation System
h
h
'=,'":"': ,....
'-1""1,1r-~\1-1
nr0",.,..,.';\-"0
~Jl Ilar'~"''''-o,:,
....
:.. :CI
i
r\,
':',:jl.-l
III
':'i':J
.
r 11~II=r:;)I""'IV
l Ihe. (..l·... f""rU~.• 'Vh;cLI! e '"'v·......
"oJ'

I I..·...

I

I~'",

4.

~,=.~

~

~

_II

4.

1.1

II~ ..JI_;:';.

an(J its significant fejtures are present today, explain categories of
integrity noted above and any others that apply.
See Continuation Sheet

11 SIGNIFICANCE j'Jote reasons landscaDe is historically important.
_x_Hisi:cric ,A,ssociation with Person GrouD Event
~istoric Significance in Landscape Design
J

J

.-X.-Historic Sj{jnificance in Culture
-x-Wor:< GT Recogni~:ed i't:Jster

__Important Artistic Statement
x ~xampie of Fine Craftsmanship
__Use of Unicue Material
_X_Unique Regional Expression
--..lL-lmpcrtant Landmark
x i='xample of Particular Style
__Example of Particular Type
_x_::~<ample of Parti:ular Time
__::x2rnp le of Time Sequence
_ _Other Verifi2ble Quality

_

~

5TA.TEi'1ENT OF SiGNIFICA.NCE

Expiain 1:2tegor1es of signific2nce noted

above.

_

See Continuation Sheet

Note sources used in survey with an *.
Repositories (Name, Address, Type of Material)

12 SOURCES FOR INFORMA,TION
___
I ocal

See Bibliography with accompanving Summary Report

-J\ion-Local Sources of Documents (Same as A,bove)

"

"

"

"

"

_

"

_ _31blir;graony of :'1ajor Publishe j ScLrces

_

1

"

"

13 FORM PREPARAT ION
Name(s) Deon Wolfenbarger

"

"

"

Date

Apri 1, 1989

Prlone (816) 524-7479

Street Address
1908 N.E. Patterson Drive
City/Town Lee's Summi t
Sta(e Missouri
i~jCLUCE

"

7ip Code 64063

Pr-!OTOGR,A,Pr.S, PLANS AND MAPS FOR FULL. INFORMATON.
FOR 1'\00 IT IONAl CCi"1MENTS ADO SEP,A,RA TE PAGE, USE CATEGORY NUI'~6ERS

KESSLER PARK
(HORTH TERRACE PARK)

continuation Sheets
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HISTORIC IlrFORMATIOH

The humblE~ beginnings of North Terrace Park, and the
inauspicious s1:ruggle over its acquisition, belies its
reputation as ~lhat many would later consider one of the best
representations of George Kessler's work in Kansas City. Its
history as a park begins with a tiny portion of the park, a
five and one half acre tract on Prospect Point, which was
purchased in 1870 by Jackson County. The site was improved
by nearby residents out of fear that the city would use it as
a site for a pEtst house. (Some sources claim it was used as
a pest house and burial ground for contagious diseases until
1885, when it became city property.)
In 1893, t:he Board of Park and Boulevard Commissioners
of Kansas City outlined their plans for a city-wide park
system. Kansas~ City's rugged topography presented both
difficulties and advantages to this group in selecting the
lands for the larger interior parks. The picturesque beauty
and scenic vie~7s into the broad Missouri River valley made
North Terrace Park a natural selection. However, as an
interior park being planned for a previously settled portion
of Kansas City, the rugged site also represented one of the
few choices aveLilable. There were many who were critical of
the site select:ion, as well as of the professed need for a
park system in general. They called the site a "squirrel
Pasture", with land "Too rugged for a goat to climb." North
Terrace Park bE!came the battleground over which the opposing
forces in the park movement in Kansas City fought.
Under the provisions of the 1893 Act which established
the Commission, a park, a portion of which would become North
Terrace Park, ~ras sought to be acquired by condemnation.
This case was eLppealed by a property owner to the Missouri
Supreme court, which declared the Act invalid in 1895. The
defects of the Act were corrected in a city Charter amendment
in 1895, and fi.rst acquisition of park lands began in 1895
and 1896.
In the mea.ntime, opposition to the park system plan had
been organizinc;r- Led by the powerful Taxpayers League, the
anti-park fOrCE!S held rallies and mass meetings. Repeal
ordinances were introduced to the city council, but were

eventually voted down. Lawyers for the opposition decided to
again challenge the condemnation proceedings making a test
case of the $603,000 assessed for North Terrace park. This
time, the state Supreme Court upheld the city's Charter
amendments in 1898. The park system opponents were defeated
for a while, and acquisition plans began again. Just to keep
matters in court a bit longer, in 1900 a bitt,er enemy of
William Nelson, a major park proponent, succe,eded in getting
the u. S. Circuit Court to grant a temporary i:njunction
against selling North Terrace Park certificatles. The court
eventually ruled in favor of the park.
The 1893 Report contained Georg~ Kessler's preliminary
sketch for North Terrace park, which he claim13d "will be one
of the finest parks in the country". (Map K-1) The drive
around the bluffs would make the "park famous for its beauty
and variety of scenery." (See separate continuation sheet for
further information on Cliff Drive.) He felt that few roads
or paths were needed in the park, and they "should be
constructed only where absolutely necessary tC) furnish
convenient communication between different points of
interest" . Two existing promontories, Scarri1:t Point and
prospect Point would be connected by the drivt~ (Photo K-1).
Few plantings would be needed, except in some places where
portions of the valley needed to be screened, and in some
places where Kessler would produce vistas thr()ugh "frames of
foliage". The northern exposure of the park, protecting it
from the heat of the summer sun, gave it a IUJcuriant
vegetative cover that would not be possible f()r many years at
the planned West Terrace park. A "Wilderness" of native
trees and bushes, north of st. John Avenue and west of
Walrond Avenue already existed, providing many scenic views
from various points.
A major portion of the park, 197.2 acres from Gladstone
Boulevard to Monroe, was acquired in 1899. The area from
Monroe to Elmwood was acquired in 1901, and one block of
Wabash along Lexington avenue in 1903. By 1905, the site had
only been partially improved with the construc:tion of the
driveways, which had to also serve pedestrians.
By 1896 (before the courts had decided the fate of the
park), The Concourse was under construction. The broad,
level expanse with a panoramic view of the Missouri River and
hills was originally one of the north bluff's deep valleys.
A huge excavator drawn by twelve horses plowed up the earth
below, which was then carried up a belt and fe~ll into a
waiting wagon. Wagon after wagon eventually dumped tons of

earth into the valley to form The Concourse. In the
meantime, all lJf this early construction activity provided
much needed physical proof of the feasibility of the park
system plan, wJ1ich proved to be very helpful in the passage
of the entire park system.
Pedestrian walkways were finally begun in 1906. A
cinder walk wa:s laid from Wabash to Bellefontaine Avenue,
constructed so it would·be possible to add a cement top at a
later date. S"teps of rough stone and cinder pa~hs were
constructed frc:>m Lakota Avenue to Cliff Drive, allowing
public access "to and from the East Bottoms. The frontage
along Lexington Avenue was graded in the fall of 1906, and
the park space along the north side of the avenue was planted
with elms and lsown with bluegrass. In that same year,
several shrub plantings were established, and approximately
ten acres of lawn was also seeded. The lake at Cliff Drive
and Chestnut ~~enue developed a leak, which prevented it from
filling. Instc:!ad, the basin was drained and the leak
repaired.
While Kes:;ler felt that North Terrace Park was an
example of a property on which improvements could be made
over many years, he also stated that it "should be always
maintained as a rugged, picturesque place, and very little
attempt on the hillsides and valleys at the so-called
improvement in the form of fine lawns and garden schemes."
However, on thc~ upper level of the park next to the
residential di:;tricts, he allowed that "there may be
considerable fine embellishment", such as "The Colonnade" at
the corner of Gladstone Boulevard and st. John Avenue.
Foundation wor]{ on The Colonnade was begun in 1906, and the
structure was :Einally completed in November of 1908 (see
separate continuation sheets).
In 1907, considerable general grading and seeding was
carried out in the park, including most of the grading for
the approach from Lexington and Wabash reaching Cliff Drive
(Photo K-2). Shrub groupings were established in the bend of
Cliff Drive opposite Brooklyn Avenue, and embankment slopes
below Cliff Drive were planted with willows, nursery stock
from Swope Park, and "wild stuff from the adjacent woods".
Natural gas lights were first lit in 1908. They were
spaced one hundred feet apart for the whole length of Cliff
Drive and its approaches. A total of 147 lights were
installed in 1908, and when lit at night, presented a
striking effec1: along the north bluffs, which were visible to

train travelers approaching the city.
Condemnation proceedings were completed in 1909 for the
western extension of the park to Maple Boulevard and Missouri
Avenue. The 24.31 acre tract contained twenty-seven
buildings, and were obtained for $102,939.50. A plan for
North Terrace Park was completed by Kessler in 1911 (MaR_-_._K-2) • It shows many of the improvements and .acquisitions
made to date, as well as some features which 'Nere never
built. Not shown on this map were four tenni:s courts, which
were established in 1910 when a block of grou:l'ld south of The
Colonnade and west of Gladstone Boulevard was graded and
seeded.
Further acquisitions were made, includinq two blocks at
st. John Avenue and Wabash in 1912, the extension at Maple
and Linden in 1913, and from Elmwood to Belmont in 1912.
Grading, paving, sidewalks, and curbing ~¥ere finished at
Traber Point in 1914, a triangular piece of ground at the
intersection of Pendleton Avenue and woodland avenue. A part
of North Terrace Park, it included a formal rc)se garden in
its center. A quarry was maintained in the park for the use
of the Welfare Board in providing work for thE! unemployed
during the winter months. The Park Board purc::hased from the
Welfare Board enough crushed rock to finish summit Drive,
which had been graded in 1914. Also, a scenic:: path was built
connecting Cliff Drive with Gladstone Boulevard at Bale
Avenue, which opened up a previously unused p()rtion of the
park. 175 trees and shrubs from the Swope park nurseries
were planted at North Terrace Park that year.
The Thomas Hart Benton Memorial, located at the
intersection of st. John Avenue, Gladstone Boulevard, and
Benton Boulevard, was dedicated in 1915. The four ton
granite boulder commemorating the u.s. Senator from Missouri.
Scarritt Point Memorial on the west side of WcLlrond at
Norledge Street had an unknown dedication datE!. It was
designed by E.F. Corwin, and features a brOnZE! plaque mounted
on a limestone mound. Nathan Scarritt, D.O., a leading
citizen of early Kansas City, owned the elevat:ed land bearing
his name.
The Board of Fire and Water Commissioners. built a
reservoir on Prospect Point sometime between 1915 and 1921.
They purchased some of the land in 1909, and the Board of
Park Commissioners condemned the block to the south and west
to complete the park line. The building of the reservoir was

deferred at first, as the East Bottoms was rece1v1ng the
desired water pressure. Once it was constructed, it only
remained in use until 1930.
In the la1:e 1920's, the lake near Lexington and Chestnut
Avenues was abelndoned when plans were made to fill in the
site. After appeals by the residents of the northeast
section, work !;tarted in 1941 to restore the lake. It
contained a smelll "duck island" near the west end, and was
approximately 600 feet long with a maximum width of 169 feet.
It was bordered with paved pathways, and the surrounding
grounds landscelped and a parking area provided near the
northwest cornE~r of the tract.
The city-wide "Ten-Year Plan" bonds, voted in 1931,
included the e}ctension of Cliff Drive east to Indian Mound at
Belmont Boulevard. Also provided for in the bonds was the
"beautification" on Indian Mound, where artifacts had been
found. According to legend, it was a promontory from which
the Indians wa1:ched for the river boats of traders coming to
Westport Landing. (See separate continuation sheets for
further information of Indian Mound). By 1943, parking areas
had been provided along Cliff Drive at scenic views at
scarritt Point" Prospect Point, and Reservoir Hill.
The Scarritt Point Band Shell was constructed in 1948.
The reflector type roof directed sound to the aUdience, and
the 40' by 20' frame structure provided room for 25
musicians. In 1939, a sail pond was added, which also serve
as a pool for c=asting practice. This was later converted to
a fountain.
In 1965, 1:he John F. Kennedy Memorial was dedicated on
The Concourse. The grey sandstone pillar took the place of
the former fountain at the Colonnade. The William R. Royster
Memorial was dE~dicated on The Concourse in 1974 in memory of
a northeast political leader.
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DESCRIPTION

North Terrace Park is naturally divided into two
sections, east and west, by a ravine occupied by today by
Chestnut Trafficway (Aerial Photo 22-10 and 23-10). Two
large natural rock promontories are in each section, Prospect
Point in the west, and Scarritt Point in the east (Photo
K-3). The panoramic views from these rock oU'tcroppings of
the Missouri River valley below are spectacular, in spite of
the many industries located in the bottoms.
Cliff Drive meanders through the entire :rugged,
picturesque park, and connects scarritt Point and Prospect
Point with a bridge over Chestnut Trafficway (Photo K-4).
Today, it is approximately six and one half miles in length,
extending eastward to Belmont and westward to Highland Avenue
where The Paseo was extended north to meet it. stone columns
and walls with iron railings are situated at 'the entrances to
the park on Cliff Drive (Photos K-5, K-6).
In addition to the rough terrain, the park also contains
many level or gently sloping areas suitable for recreation
activities. The western section, east of Wabash in
particular, possesses open ground which today is furnished
with contemporary playground equipment (Photo K-7). A
historic concrete reservoir, oval in shape and approximately
590' long by 230' wide, is surrounded by an iron fence and is
currently unused and overgrown with weeds (Phc:>to K-8).
Fairly level ground exists above scarritt point, with an iron
railing protecting park visitors at the edge of the cliff.
Rough cut stone steps, blending with the park setting,
provide access from the upper portions of the park to Cliff
Drive, as well as to the bottoms below. In sc)me places
today, the steps are covered with dirt and trash.
North Terrace Lake, an irregularly-shaped body of water
in the ravine west of Chestnut Trafficway, contains a small
island in its southeast portion. Concrete sidewalks surround
and protect the entire water's edge, and provide two separate
casting docks (Photos K-4 and K-9).
The Concourse is a two-block, rectangular level area of
the park bounded by Gladstone Blvd. on the north, Benton
Blvd. on the east, and Anderson Avenue on the south. A
fountain is the main focus today in the center of The
Concourse (Photo K-10). It is a large, rectangular pool
surrounded by a low stone wall. A spray ring is the central

water feature, with several other water jets, some of which
arch inward, and others straight up. Modern concrete benches
are around the pool. At the south end of The Concourse is a
small stone, gable-roof building, with a south gable-roof
bay, and a north hipped-roof bay (Photo K-ll). Some historic
shrub grouping::; remain at the south end of The Concourse. At
the very south-ern edge, steps with historic decorative iron
rails lead do~~ to Anderson Avenue by the Gladstone Bridge
(Photo K-12)~ Directly north of The Concourse is The
Colonnade, a B.eaux Art structure featuring a memorial to John
F. Kennedy (Photo K-13i see separate continuation sheets).
West of The Concourse and Gladstone Boulevard are four
lighted tennis cOQrts, and a smaller hard-surfaced playing
court (Photo K-14).
/From the .eastern terminus of Cliff Drive (at
approximately :E:lmwood), North Terrace Park narrows between
the Missouri River valley and Gladstone Boulevard, containing
just native veqetation and bluffs. This strip extends to the
eastern edge o:E the park to Indian Mound, a twelve acre site
(see separate c::ontinuation sheets).
Kessler's overall master plan of North Terrace Park,
with its empha:~is on natural scenery, native plant materials,
lack of formal design, and curvilinear circulation system,
represents a park designed in the American Romantic style
(Photo K-15). Many features within the park, such as
retaining walls, steps, etc., were constructed with native
stone quarried on the site so as to blend with the natural
features. On ·the edges of the park, which were adjacent to
an upper-class residential district, more formal features
such as The Colonnade and the pools in The Concourse were
allowed.

10.

INTEGRITY

The overall master plan for North Terrace Park retains
the majority of its integrity in the above marked categories.
The major feature, the circulation system as represented by
Cliff Drive, varies only slightly from the original 1893
plan. In that plan (Map K-1), the proposed bridging of the
ravine now occupied by Chestnut Trafficway waf; situated
further north. However, the present location of the road is
as it was built, and it today serves its original design
intent of providing panoramic views of the river valley
below.
The integrity of the design intent of thE~ park not only
remains in the circulation system, but in the major usage
areas and their spatial relationships within t:he park as
well. The level portion west of Wabash still provides
passive recreation areas as well as a playground. The
reservoir, although no longer retaining its integrity of use,
does retain its original materials and design. North Terrace
Lake remains in approximately its original location, although
the shape of the lake was altered somewhat in the 1940's.
The many stone walls and steps retain the!ir integrity of
design, although some of the materials have be:en compromised
wi th recent mortar repairs. In addition, some: steps have not
been used in recent years. The fountain at The Concourse has
been altered somewhat in changing its usage from a sailboat
and casting pool.
The portions of the park vegetation which were left in
their native state have still remained as such, and retain
their integrity of design, intent, materials, and usage.
Even though individual specimens have undoubtedly changed in
some places, the vegetation can also be said to retain its
integrity in the "wilderness" areas. The proportion of
planted areas to lawn is still retained in its historic
balance, although in some specific areas the vegetation has
lost its integrity. Obviously, all the elm plantings were
lost to Dutch Elm disease, and these have not all been
replaced with a comparable species. Several specific
groupings of shrubs no longer remain, and most all of the
formal flower beds are gone.
No historic park benches or light fixtures remain.
However, the light fixtures along Cliff Drive have been
replaced with more powerful fixtures which serve the same

function with fewer fixtures. Some of the park seating has
been replaced with modern fixtures, but not in the same
number. Many of the stone retaining walls, originally
intended to also serve as seating, still provide that
service.

11.

SIGNIFICANCE

North Terrace Park is an extraordinary rl3source
interwoven with the history and the culture o:f Kansas City.
As the park which retains the greatest degree of integrity as
designed by George Kessler (in the 1893 park plan for Kansas
City), it is unique as a representation of thl3 work of a
master.
Park and parkway systems were a key compc)nent o'f the
American Renaissance and the City Beautiful ~)vement. As an
urban planning tool, park systems were a meth()d of bringing
the country to the city, in order to escape the evils of
urban living. For the important role it playE!d in the
beginning of the park movement in Kansas City" especially in
establishing the legality of the condemnation procedure in
the Kansas City park system plan, it is signij:icant to the
culture of the community.
Landscape architecture and community planning are the
areas of significance for which the North Terrace Park could
be nominated to the National Register of Historic Places.
The park embodies the distinctive late 19th and early 20th
century characteristics of American landscape design
traditions. North Terrace Park represents an outstanding
local design interpretation which is harmoniously responsive
to local conditions. Although it was designed in a
previously settled area, it was to become a kE~y part of
Kansas City's urban design legacy.
North Terrace Park is an excellent repres.entation of a
park designed in the American Romantic style, with its
emphasis on natural scenery, native plant materials, lack of
formal design and curvilinear circulation syst.em.
Some of the individual features incorpora,ted in the
park, such as The Colonnade and Cliff Drive, h.ave a specific
importance not encompassed by the cited areas of significance
(see separate continuation sheets). Those areas include
engineering and architecture. In addition, the possibility
exists for archaeological significance, although this would
require further research before that can be stated with
certainty.
Lastly, North Terrace Park is in itself an individual
work of art. Kessler's design is such a perfect marriage of
man-made and natural features that the park was known as "one
of Nature's beauty spots in Kansas City's park system".
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INDIAN MOUND
KESSLER PARK

Continuation Sheets
8.

HISTORIC INFORMATION

There have been several theories about the original use
of Indian Mound, varying from burial ground, center of
religious activities, as well as a sentinel station and
signal point. Its history since the turn of the century,
however, is w~~ll recorded as an example of botched amateur
archaeology.
Another lRound was located nearby, within a few hundred
of the Scarri1:t home. Mr. Scarritt' s father is believed to
have been the first person to excavate the mound, sometime
before the turn of the century. He made a small excavation
in the top and found a bed of ashes and a few pieces of
flint. He th~:!n "restored" the mound. The larger mound,
known now as "Indian Mound" is at the eastern terminus of
Gladstone Boulevard, and North Terrace (Kessler) Park (Map
K-2) •

In 1907, about five or six men dug into the mound,
motivated by a legend of gold. During their excavation, they
would not allow any curiosity seekers near, although one
onlooker clained to have seen arrowheads, tomahawks, and an
axe head. In 1923, William c. scarritt, then President of
the Park Board, made an informal request that the mound be
examined. ThE~ city engineer, a Mr. Butts, along with a group
of men, opened it and "pronounced it trUly of Indian origin."
Over the years, the mound became worn by erosion and by
excavations of curio seekers. In 1937, as part of a $220,000
WPA project, 1:he mound was rounded out and restored to what
was believed 1:0 be its original shape and form. The park
area surrounding it was graded and sloped down to the level
of the roadway on the west, and the surface of the ground
about the mound itself was lowered. By "restoring" the mound
and lowering 1:he surface around it, the mound was greatly
accentuated, clnd "now a very commendable mound adorns this
portion of thE! park". A roadway was built around the north
and east side of the mound, connecting Gladstone and Belmont
Boulevards. J~t the point of the bluff, the east side of the
roadway was widened out into a parking bay.

9•

DESCRIPTION

At the extreme end of Kessler Park, the park widens out
from a narrow wedge into a square containing about twelve
acres. At the northeast corner of the square, on the point
of the bluff, is Indian Mound (Photo K-16). The sides of the
mound slope up to a level top. The mound in covered in turf.
It is surrounded on the north and partially on the west and
east with deciduous shrub plantings. Mature trees are
scattered about the remainder of the square, and there is a
modern playground set. On the point of the bluff (northeast
corner), the street widens into a parking area with stone
parapet walls.
10.

INTEGRITY

As an archaeological site, Indian Mound retains no
integrity. Undoubtedly any information which the site might
have had the potential to yield has been destroyed or removed
by curio seekers. However, as a physical atte:mpt to recreate
our archaeological past, Indian Mound does retain its
integrity of location, feeling, and association. There have
been no recent attempts on record to further "improve" the
mound; therefore it appears that the feature d<)es retain its
integrity from the 1930's reconstruction.
11.

SIGNIFICANCE

Indian Mound is unfortunately no longer significant in
the area of archaeology or the history of Nati'iTe Americans.
However, it is significant in the area of park:; and
recreation as an early attempt to provide a historical
representation of early Indian life, even if that attempt
would today be considered false and misleading. Federal
money was used was used to "restore" and "enhance" the mound
in order to provide a recreational experience for the
citizens of Kansas City. Viewed as a represen1:ation of a WPA
historic preservation project, Indian Mound gains a great
deal of significance.

THE COLONNADE
KESSLER PARK

continuation Sheets
8.

HISTORIC

I~~ORMATION

George Kes,sler felt that North Terrace Park "should
always be maint.ained as a rugged, picturesque place, and very
little attempt on the hillsides and valleys at the so-called
improvement in the form of fine lawns and garden schemes."
Perhaps due to pressure from the homeowners in the fine
neighboring res:idential district, he eventually allowed that
"there may be considerable fine embellishment" on the upper
levels of the park. Thus "The Colonnade" was begun in 1906,
and finally conlpleted in 1908.
Plans for The Colonnade are on file with the Park
Department, and indicate that it was designed in 1906 by
architect Hen~' Wright, although other sources credit John
Van Brunt (Map K-3). The contract for construction was
awarded to J.B. Neevel & Son for $26,744.50. The outer
retaining wall and steps were constructed by the park labor
force, and thus: are not included in that cost. By November
of 1908, the btlilding was completed with the exception of
permanent paVelllent and walks. Temporary pavement was
installed at fi.rst to allow the ground to settle (Photo
K-17) •
The centrell focal point of The Colonnade was the
fountain, also designed by Henry Wright in 1908. The
fountain was eventually removed, and replaced in 1965 with
the John F. Kennedy Memorial. The Memorial's eternal flame,
for many years unlit, was "made eternal" again in 1989.

9•

DESCRIPTIOU

The Colonnade is designed in the grand tradition of the
Beaux Arts school. It features two pavilions connected by a
semi-circle, dc)uble-row peristyle. Those pavilions in turn
are flanked on both the east and west with pergolas ending in
another set of pavilions, or music stands as they were called
(Photo K-18). The inner pavilions feature domed roofs and
arched openingH with classically derived, intricate moldings,
some of plaster (Photo K-19). In the keystone area of the·
arch is a medallion with the date "1907".

The central curved peristyle has a tile gable roof with
a pedimented entry supported by double columns at the central
point. A balustrade is on the north side of the peristyle.
The approximately 63' long pergolas, lined with benches, lead
to the pyramidal roofed music stands, again roofed with
tiles. The octagon shaped music stands have square columns
at each corner, coupled with a round column. rhese round
columns, as well as those throughout The Colonnade, are
fluted along the upper two-thirds of the shaf't. The capitals
are of a Doric derivative.
The construction of The Colonnade is concrete,
reinforced with steel frames, and faced with :smooth stone.
It is in good condition today, except for missing tiles on
the roof.
In the courtyard area formed by the curvl:!d peristyle is
the John F. Kennedy Memorial. It is an eight foot tall grey
sandstone pillar on a one foot high base. A bronze basrelief of Kennedy's bust and inscription faces Gladstone
Boulevard. A vase with an "eternal" flame is on the top of
the monument. Annual flower plantings in a fc)rmal
arrangement surround the memorial.

10.

INTEGRITY

The Colonnade retains a high degree of all seven aspects
of integrity - location, design, setting, matE!rials,
workmanship, feeling, and association. The only noticeable
alteration is the removal of the fountain and replacement
with the John F. Kennedy Memorial. Although 1:he fountain was
a significant feature, its loss does not alter the feeling
and association that one still receives from ~~he Colonnade.
Some roof tiles are missing, but at this point it does
not affect the integrity. However, continued maintenance is
necessary to retain The Colonnade's integrity of materials
and workmanship.

11.

SIGHIFI~ICE

The Colonnade is significant for its association with
the developmen1: of the Kansas City park system, and as a
representation of a particular style and time. The
development of the park and boulevard system in Kansas City
was closely associated with the City Beautiful movement
nationwide. The landscape architect for the system, George
Kessler, was particularly adept at utilizing the movement as
a land use and planning tool. However, the individual
features he def;igned for the parks were usually executed in a
romantic style in native materials. In only a few instances
did the early parks have features in the formal Beaux Arts
style. The Colonnade is an excellent representation of one
of those Beaux Arts features.
North Terrace (Kessler) Park was planned to be rugged
and picturesquE~. However, George Kessler ev~ntually
acquiesced tha1: a formal feature could be allowed next to the
finer residencE~s. In spite of being formal and classical,
The Colonnade ~vas not merely placed on the edge of the park.
Instead, it is an example of jUdicious site planning, being
set on the top of a ridge and looking out over lithe
Wilderness" of North Terrace Park. Running alongside
Gladstone Boulevard across from The Concourse, it is an
excellent fit with the park.
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CLIFF DRIVE
KESSLER PARK

continuation Sheets
8.

HISTORIC INFORMATION

From the very first report of the Board of the Park and
Boulevard Cownissioners in 1898, it was evident that Cliff
Drive would not only be a focal point of North Terrace Park,
but of the en1:ire park system. George Kessler felt that the
roadway "will make this park famous for its beauty and
variety of sc.~nery". A drive would furnish views along the
Missouri River valley to the north, and to some extent of the
city to the s()uth. Kessler noted that with "a jUdicious
planting of shrubs and trees screening portions of the valley
below, and forming in some places vistas through frames of
foliage, a grE~at diversity of scene can be produced."
Besides providing for numerous opportunities for viewing
the scenery, one of the other functions of a cliff drive
would be to c()nnect the two regions on both sides of Agnes
Avenue ravine (see Map K-1). This would be accomplished with
a stone viaduc::t leading the road from Scarritt Point (Photo
K-20) on the E~ast to Prospect Point on the west (Photo K-21).
Cliff Drive was one of the first features to be
constructed in North Terrace Park. By 1905, there were three
and a half miles of drive. The majority of expenditures were
related in sOItte way to the road, either for grading,
retaining walls, lamps, etc. However, Cliff Drive still
required workn In 1908, Kessler felt a critical need for
additions to 1:he driveway system west of the canyon, as well
as an entranCE! from Bellefontaine and Anderson. Grading for
the entrance 1:rom Wabash and Lexington was completed in 1909.
At this point,. he lamented the face that the driveway system
had to serve 1:or pedestrians as well. One of the design
features emphasized by landscape architects such as Frederick
Law Olmsted and George Kessler was the separation of
different mOdE!S of traffic. It was Kessler's hope that in
time a number of bridle paths could be constructed to give
equestrians and pedestrians "opportunity to.enjoy the rugged
portions of this property • . . in security from the
automobile spE~ed-maniacs." Unfortunately, along Cliff Drive
at least this never seems to have been the case, as it served
throughout its history as a carrier for all modes of traffic
(Photo K-22).

In 1910, a wall was constructed to extend easterly from
the spring in order to retain the bluff in position above the
spring. A classical scallop shell fountain had already been
installed at the spring by 1906 which provided cold,
refreshing drink for park visitors year round (Photo K-23).
By 1911, the construction of the west extension of Cliff
Drive from Garfield Avenue west around Traber Point to a
connection with Maple Boulevard at Missouri Avenue was
completed except for the macadam pavement. As did much of
the work on Cliff Drive, it required heavy grading and
considerable rock excavation. For much of Cliff Drive, an
extensive drainage system was provided for storm water
runoff. 3.86 miles of Cliff Drive was completed in 1911; at
total of 7.91 miles of drives had been proposed for North
Terrace Park (see Map K-2). By 1914, the acquisition of the
northern bluffs and the eastward extension of the park
brought along a need for the eastward extension of Cliff
Drive as well. The need for the extension was completely
obvious to Kessler, as he noted in the annual report of 1914.
However, it never became obvious to the parks department, as
the extension was never constructed.
Although the extensions Kessler felt nece:ssary were
never completed, construction continued on Cliff Drive. The
Wabash Avenue connection to Cliff Drive was gri~ded and paved
in 1914, which again called for heavy grading and extensive
landscape work on the rough hillside. The trii~ngular piece
of ground at the intersection of Pendleton and Woodland
Avenue known as Traber Point was connected to Cliff Drive
that same year. In addition, a path leading from Gladstone
at Bale Avenue to Cliff Drive made the roadway more
accessible to pedestrians.
A 1920 Park Souvenir listed Cliff Drive's eventual
length was 5.98 miles from the entrance at the North Paseo
extension east to the Indian Mound at Belmont. In reality,
Cliff Drive was never extended past the point ~~here it joined
Gladstone Boulevard at approximately Elmwood (l~ap K-4),
although as late as the 1940'S, its length was still referred
to as almost six miles (thus including the por1:ion of
Gladstone which ran to Indian Mound).

9•

DESCRIPTION

Cliff Dri.ve today generally refers to the park drive in
Kessler Park ~7hich leads from the western end of the park at
the northern E!xtension of the Paseo, easterly to where it
meets Gladstone Boulevard (Map K-4). However, in historic
times it was eLlso used for that portion of Gladstone along
the park to Irldian Mound, at Belmont. For the majority of
its route, thE! fairly level road meanders and curves (Photo
K-24) witn thE! bluffs of the park rising on the north (Photo
K-25), and thEl Missouri River Valley below on the south. It
crosses the fe»rmer Agnes Avenue ravine, (now Chestnut
Trafficway) wi.th a single arched concrete bridge (Photo K-4).
Non-historic light fixtures are situated along the roadside
(Photo K-26).
At various points along the north edge of Cliff Drive,
stone walls are provided as a safety measure for automobiles
along look-out: points. These stone walls vary in their
masonry construction, from rubble to squared, coursed
(compare Photos K-27 and K-28). At especially strategic view
points, the Cliff Drive widens to provide parking spaces for
automobiles (Photo K-29). In some places, motorists are
discouraged from pUlling off to the side of the road by large
limestone boulders (Photo K-30). Where the topography is
somewhat level next to the drive,' a granit curb is sometimes
used (Photo K-·31).
At appro>.:imately Jackson Avenue, a stone retaining wall
maintains the cliff at the point where a natural spring comes
through (Photo K-32). stone steps lead down to Cliff Drive
from the highE!r ground at various points, such as those near
scarritt Point: (Photo K-33). steps also lead down to the
bottoms from Cliff Drive at approximately Garfield Avenue
(Photo K-34).
summit Drive was formerly connected with Cliff Drive by
a short roadwclY just north of the lake. That roadway has
been graded and covered with grass, although light posts
still line thE! former roadway. Large boulders block its
former connect:ion off of Cliff Drive (Photo K-35).

10.

INTEGRITY

Cliff Drive retains its integrity of location, design,
setting, feeling, and association. The first design of Cliff
Drive showed the bridge across the Agnes Avenu,e ravine to the
north end of the property (Map K-1). This was redesigned to
be situated much further south (Map K-2), whicl'l did call for
realignment of Cliff Drive. However, as shown in the 1911
plan of North Terrace Park, Cliff Drive today retains its
integrity of design from that period. As noted earlier,
however, the 1911 design also includes the eas"t:ward extension
of Cliff Drive from approximately Elmwood to B1elmont, which
was never constructed. The fact that this was not built in
no way diminishes the integrity of Cliff Drive today, as what
was constructed serves as a finished unit. Thle eastward
extension was probably never more than a hopeflll suggestion,
as it passes through an extremely narrow and si::eep portion of
the park. with rising labor costs, it undoubtledly would have
been an extravagant expenditure, considering that Gladstone"
Boulevard today serves in very nearly the same capacity as
the proposed extension.
originally constructed in macadam, the roadway of Cliff
Drive obviously does not retain its integrity ()f material.
However, Kessler specifically engineered the r()adway beds to
provide for future hard surfacing if and when j:unds were
available for construction. Although the road~l1ay material
does not retain its historic integrity, the retaining walls
and steps leading from Cliff Drive do retain their integrity
of materials.
Of greatest importance, the areas of setting, feeling,
and association of Cliff Drive retain their in1:egrity from
the historic period. As Kessler noted in 1914" "There is
hardly a point along the entire Cliff Drive in which one does
not receive the impression of being isolated from all
habitation and all the disturbing intrusions 01: city life.
Its picturesque beauty has, perhaps more than any other one
park improvement, given Kansas City its distinctive
character." Comparisons of historic photographs with recent
ones show that Kessler's words are as true today as they were
in 1914 (See Photos K-27, K-31, and compare Photo K-20 with
K-25) .

11.

SIGHIFIC~UfCE

Cliff Drive is significant in the areas of landscape
architecture and engineering for criteria A and C. It is
acknowledged as one of George Kessler's masterpieces, and as
"the drive that has made Kansas City's park and boulevard
system famous l ' . Kessler himself called Cliff Drive "one of
the greatest ()f the many features in the system as
developed". Nearly all historic reports, accounts, and
promotional brochures of Kansas City from this era refer to
Cliff Drive when speaking of the park system. The 1908
Annual of the Business Men's League, for example, calls Cliff
Drive the "piE!ce de resistance" and "chef d' ouvre" of the
entire park and boulevard system. Their claim that it was
famous "from one end of the country to the other" was not far
from the truth. Although such reports are known for their
hometown fanfare, the following quote remains as true today
as it was when it was penned.
If it were only beautiful or only rugged and
striking" the Cliff Drive would not be the "show
piece" oj: the system. But being both, it is doubly
attracti"e. sweeping around the entrance, which is
as graceful as a swan's neck, the visitor enters
upon a noble stretch which extends for several
miles, with majestic cliffs towering on the right
and entrancing panoramas of the East bottoms
breaking through the windows in the trees on the
left, like beautiful pastoral pictures on a frame
of green.,
Kessler'~; design for the roadbed and subsequent grading
is a masterpiE!ce, combining both his artistic and engineering
skills as a landscape architect. In addition, through
skillful removal and planting of vegetation, he arranged
which views a traveller on Cliff Drive would see. The stone
walls and steps, constructed of native stone, are unobtrusive
elements which do not detract from the natural views.
Indeed, as wit:h most of the masonry features in Kessler's
parks, they add to the romantic feeling associated with Cliff
Drive.

The construction of Cliff Drive turned North Terrace
Park from the "squirrel pasture" that was "too rugged for a
goat to climb'" into one of the more popular parks in the
first part of this century. It takes topographic conditions
which were SeE!n as a definite detriment to this park and
turns them into an asset.

K-21

Chestnut Av. Viaduct looking N.
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Cliff Drive at Scarritt Point
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Cliff-Drive
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K-22
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Scarritt Point entrance to Cliff Drive
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Al'1ERICAN SOCIETY OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS HISTORIC SURVEY
NATIONAL SURVEY FORN
Control Number
_
1 LANDSCAPE NAJ'1E ,Historic Penn Valley Park (part: Feld Park)
COmnl0n Penn Valley park
2 LOCATION US6S Quadr8ngle
City, Town Kansas Ci ty

Zip Code
UII·1 Coordinates

,A,creaae 176.58 acres
State Missouri

County

Congressional District

_

3 OWNER OF PROPERTY I f group or gov't agency, give contact person.
Name Kansas Ci ty ~[issouri Parks, Recreation, Phone
444-3113

5tree t ,A,ddress 5605

.::,E..;..
. ...;:6:..;::3;.:.r.;:.d...;:S:;..;:t;.:.r.;:;.ee;::..;t=--

& Blvds.

_

City/Town
Kansas City
State Missouri 7ip Code 64130
Pertinent Information: Survey Project contact person: Jim Shoemaker
4 LANDSCAPE TYPE Check a11 app 1i c3b 1e categori es:
~Urban Landscape
_qural Landscape
_ _Institution
_ _Residence
_ _Garden
_ _Public Building
_._Square/Commons
_--,,"-Estate
Botanic::!l Garden
__Streetscape
_ _Park
_ _Park'Nay
_X_Park System (part) _ _Clty/Town
Ra~tiefield
_ _Cemetery
_ _'Nater Feature
_ _Settlement
----.-F art
----l"1onument Grounds -Jr:: arm
____Fnclave
_ _Ceremonial
_ _Commemorative

__O t h e r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

5 LANDSCAPE STATUS

Ple3se describe 2S reGuired below:
Owner-ship: -lL-Public __Private _ _Other, please note
_
Public Acquisitjcn:
Considered __ In Progress -X-Not Ccnsi(~eretj
,~c:ess: .-X-Unrestricted
_qestriC(ea -l~O ,A,ccess
Status: '-'x"""Jaie
~ndangered _ _Preservation Action Needed
Preservation Action Undertaken, Describe
_
Further Informat iOrL

_

6 LANDSCAPE ADDRESS AND BOUNDARY INFORMATION
Specific Location (St.reet.. road, features comprising the boundary) 26th St.

on north; Wyandotte & Ma1n St. on the east;
Dr.

OLl

& Pershing Rd.
31st St. on south; SW Trafficway & Kessler

wes L •

LOC3ClOn of L.egal De:icr1ption, Give concact person If known.
Courthouse/Registry of Deeds
Jackson Count" Courthouse
,.. ... ,Street ~.ddreS·3 L.l c:, E 17th
'_lty; lown Kans3s Cj t;'
Phone (816) 881-3198
2:0 Code 64106
:3tJce ~'1issouri

7 REPRESENTATION IN OTHER SURVEYS Yes or No, exolain briefly.
__Nac' 1 Register
Nat'! Landmark
_ _Stat,: DesignatIon
___I ccal Desicnation --L....Otrler_-_
Title of survey and depository of survey records
_
Kansas Ci ty Landmarks Conm:ission;

City Hall;

Kansas C-Lty

MQ

8 HISTORIC INFORMATION Check and comolete, give det31ls wherever
possible.
~OriGinal Landscaoe Architect/DesiGner/Planner Name(s):
_
J

~

'

George E. Kessler

__G2rdener/Hort1CU]turalist N~me(S):
_
_ -J..JRui leer/Engineer Nan1e(s):
_
__Clent/Community Leader Name(s):
_
x Date(s) of Construction:.~1~9~Qo~-~1~9~38~
~
~
SR! EF CHRONOLOGY Give pertinent f~cts about construction, subsequent
changes, events, notable occurrences, include social and cultural factors:
See Continuation Sheet
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SIGNIFICANCE Note reasons landscape is historically important.
_X_Hjs~Gric ,A,3sociation with Person} Grouo} Event
___~_J-iistoric SiGnificance in Landsc3De Desicn
---lLHistcric :3jcnificance in Culture
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_X_lmportant Artistic Statement
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__Use of Unique Material
-*-Unique Regional Expression
----X-lmportant Landmark
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----L.E)<arnole ')f Time Sequence
__ Ott~er VerlfiablE' Quality
11
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above.
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See Continuation Sheet
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PENH VALLEY PARK
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8.

HISTORIC INFORMATION

From the beginning, it was felt that the area which
would contain Penn Valley Park was at the minimum a necessary
addition to the boulevard system. The drive from westport
north into Kansas City was originally part of the Santa Fe
Trail, and passed through a variety of natural conditions
which, as a boulevard, would give great diversity to the
system. However, the Board of Park and Boulevard
Commissioners realized that the lands through which the old
westport road passed were not only quite vast, but offered
many conditions which were desirable in a park as well. Thus
their proposal in 1893 was to acquire approximately seventyfive acres that was to include a park drive would serve the
same function as the boulevards. The seventy-five acres
included a sitie known as "Feld Park" and acreage to the south
of it.
In George Kessler's mind, Penn Valley seemed "intended
by nature for park purposes." First of all, there was a
great diversity of lands within the proposed boundaries,
allowing for a variety of recreational activities and
features. Sec()ndly, the surrounding area was quite heavily
populated and in great need of a place for such recreational
activities. Indeed, the Commissioners felt that "There is no
locality in thE~ city that is so much in need of park
construction and of pleasure-drives as this section."
The Feld Park area contained a lake, which needed to be
enlarged and improved according to the Board. As the
commissi..oners noted, "If there is anyone thing that will be
needed in our parks, that thing is a liberal supply of bodies
of water, for boating use in summer, and for skating use in
winter" . Althclugh this particular lake did not remain when
Penn Valley Park was finally developed, the desire for
"natural" water bodies was one reason that a new lake was
constructed. 'I'he original proposed site contained other
favorable natural features, however. A high projection in
the north area of Feld Park provided a naturally breathtaking view do~n the valley and of the cliff to the east
(Photo PV-1). A high point in the southern half was proposed
as an excellent site for a pavilion (Map PV-1).

While the selection of the site for Penn Valley may have
come naturally, the property was not obtained quite so
easily. with each visit to the site, more desirable ground
was "discovered" and a succession of even finer views were
presented, until the Board finally recommended 134 acres,
generally south of Twenty-sixth and west of Main streets. In
1896, an active group of nearby property ownerf; worked
closely with the city council and its park com!ittees on the
passage of the Penn Valley Park condemnation ordinance.
Twenty-five members of the association literally followed the
bill through its passage, from its introduction in the upper
house, to the lower house chamber where the aldermen ratified
it, to the mayor's office where he signed the Dleasure.
Fifteen minutes passed from the time the ordina~nce was
introduced in the upper house and the mayor sig~ned it. The
improvement association then hired a hall and h.eld a victory
celebration.
The victory proved to be temporary, however. The site
of the future park was already settled. Known as "Vinegar
Hill", some of the houses were in good condition, but most
were dilapidated. In 1897, the jury's verdict for the
condemnation staggered the park board - nearly $871,000.
This, added to the cost of West Terrace Park, made the west
park district (a relatively small district) carry an enormous
proposed tax load. The Taxpayers League, an an·ti-park
organization, rallied against all the big parks; the Penn
Valley improvement association opposed any redul=tion in the
park, and the park board was caught somewhere il1 the middle
trying to arrange compromises. West Terrace Park was scaled
back somewhat, but the park board became weary of the
struggle over trying to modify Penn Valley. In the end, the
pUblic outcry forced the project to continue wi1:h the
expensive plan.
While waiting for this ordinance to clear 1:he courts, no
construction work could begin. with their housE~s already
condemned, the morale of neighborhood residents began to
decline with the condition of the houses. No one would bUy a
condemned house, the owners did not want to repclir houses
which would soon be torn down, so people were forced to
continue to live in deteriorating conditions. By 1900, three
hundred houses were purchased, and by 1904, the park finally
had a presentable appearance.
with the addition of so much land and the alteration of
park boundaries, very little of the original proposed design
for Penn Valley park was implemented. A plan from 1910 shows

the new lake s,ituated in the ravine (Photo PV-2) in what was
the northernmclst section of the original proposal (compare
Maps PV-1 and PV-2). However, the main drive through the
park (from 26t.h to 31st street) remains nearly identical to
the original plan, as this was the old route from the city to
westport. This was the road which was felt to be so
necessary to the park and boulevard system. Since it ended
up within the park boundaries, it was treated like a park
road, although the level of traffic it received was that of a
boulevard.
It is believed that the realization that a portion of
the Santa Fe Trail passed through the park was partly
responsible for hastening its purchase. While that mayor
may not have been the case, it is true that one of the
earlier expenditures was for the placement of the Santa Fe
Trail marker, in 1906. Slightly earlier on the development
agenda was the vehicular circulation system. The main drive
served at firs't for both vehicles and pedestrians, however.
By 1906-07, approximately three miles of the main drive was
completed, and thirty-five gas lamps were installed from
Twenty-sixth tl) Thirty-first Street (Photo PV-3). In 1893,
the Board felt that any improvements to the park would be
very simple in nature, "consisting of trees, shrubbery and
shaded walks." However, by 1907 the complete absence of any
conveniences, playgrounds, shelters, etc. was greatly
lamented. The park was beginning to receive many visitors,
and facilities were greatly needed. In fact, in 1907 it was
necessary to r_!surface and widen the main road to forty feet
in width (Photc)s PV-4, PV-S). That same year, grading work
was completed in several areas throughout the park and
seeded.
Grading w()rk continued in 1908 and '09, when the Main
street entranCE~ was completed, allowing for a broad Plaza
designed by Kessler. A combined boulevard and trafficway
along Twenty-sixth, from summit to Broadway, was also graded
and prepared fc)r pavement and sidewalks. Gas mains were laid
in the park, and 86 natural gas lights were installed along
the drives and walks.
By 1909, t:here was a playground gymnasium which was well
patronized. Tennis courts were also maintained, but there
was still not E!nough provision for active recreation at this
point in time. In 1910, plans were made for the ten acres in
the northwest corner of the park to be transformed into an
athletic field, including a ball diamond (Map PV-2). Eight
tennis courts w'ere laid out this year next to the playground

on Broadway Hill. Also completed in 1910 was the operations
building in the southeast corner of the park facing the road.
It was constructed by Alexander Kinghorn for $20,650.00 (see
separate continuation sheet on Stable).
8.5 acres were added to the park in 1913 as a gift from
the Kansas City Terminal Railway company. A m4)re accurate
survey at this time estimated the acreage of the original
purchase at 131.923 acres.
Plans by architect Herman J. Stroeh were approved by the
Board in 1914 for the Field House in the north~iest corner
playground, just south of Twenty-sixth at JeffE~rson. The
central building, serving for administrative purposes, and a
60'x~02' swimming pool were started in 1914, and completed in
1916. The building was constructed of dark rough brick, with
cut stone and terra cotta trim and a roof of Spanish tile.
In the 1940 's, the pool was converted for use clS showers for
a military camp which had been set up the southwest section
of the park. Accommodating 1000 troops, the ccLmp was used by
men from the surrounding area military camps arId for
contingents passing through. The building and the entire
northwest playground area was demolished when a.rterial
connections were made with Penn Valley Drive and Southwest
Trafficway. This area had previously served as a tourist
camp in the 1920's (Photo PV-6).
As an outgrowth of a suggestion on the editorial page of
the Kansas ~ Journal on November 9, 1918, a committee was
formed to investigate the idea of a Victory monument for
Union station Plaza as a memorial to honor those who served
in World War One. Acting upon this suggestion, the
Committee's eventual result was the construction of the
commanding Liberty Memorial. As first suggested however, the
Union Station Plaza did not end up being the location for the
Memorial. A higher and more sightly location Wi!iS selected on
the west side of Main Street just south of Twen't:y-fifth. The
Park Department acquired the land by condemnation in 1920.
32.766 acres were purchased for $952,050.8 and added to Penn
Valley Park. (See separate continuation sheet for further
information on "Liberty Memorial").
The fourth tract of land to be added to Penn Valley Park
was also acquired by condemnation in 1926, cost:Lng $255,754
for 2.671 acres. It was between Pershing Road clnd Twentyfifth, and west from the east line of the vacatE~d Wyandotte
Street. It was acquired to make room for KesslE!r Boulevard.

In additi.on to Liberty Memorial and the Santa Fe Trail
Marker, there were several other memorials or monuments which
were located i.n Penn Valley Park. The Charles Carroll
spalding MemoI'ial was dedicated in 1918 south of Penn Valley
Lake at 29th street and Pennsylvania Drive. Spalding wrote
the book "Anna.ls of the City of Kansas and The Great Western
Plains", which became a promotional tool for the city in its
early days. The Missouri Valley Historical Society raised
$500 for it. The bronze tablet, stolen in 1929, was replaced
with a brass plaque (Photo PV-7).
The Scout was designed by SCUlptor cyrus E. Dallin for
the Panama-Pacific Exposition in San Francisco, where it won
a gold medal in 1915. On its way back east, it was
temporarily ex:nibited in Penn Valley Park. It was so well
received by local residents that $15,000 was raised to buy
the statue, primarily in nickels and dimes through a fund
called "The Kids of Kansas City. II It was dedicated in 1922.
The statue has been moved three times, all in the vicinity of
its present location at 29th street and Pennsylvania street,
overlooking Penn Valley Lake. Originally exhibited on a flat
base, the pres~~nt pedestal was a proposed WPA project in
1941.
The Pioneer Mother Memorial group was dedicated in 1927.
A gift to the c:ity from Howard Vanderslice, an early member
of the Kansas City Art Commission, he donated it on two
conditions: thE~ cost of the statue would never be revealed,
and all molds clnd plaster casts would be destroyed to prevent
duplication. The artist, New York SCUlptor Alexander
Phimister Proct:or, complied with his portion of the
agreement. However, the city newspapers spent a considerable
amount of time and research trying to ascertain the cost of
the statue. Ne'wspaper articles are full of itemized accounts
of estimates of the memorial's expense. The granite pedestal
was designed by the Kansas City architectural firm of Wight &
Wight. The bronze memorial is in remembrance of all pioneer
mothers who crossed the plains. It is situated west of the
entrance to the Liberty Memorial Mall, on the former site of
the tennis courts (new tennis courts were constructed on a
plateau in the southwest section of the park).
Proctor wr,:>te from Rome that "There is no reason why the
group should no't stand there for hundreds of years unless
destroyed by the hand of man and this does not seem likely to
happen as the SUbject must appeal to all classes of people. 1I
This unfortunatl:!ly did not prove to be the case, as the
statues had been damaged and threatened with collapse from

rusting armatures within. The Pioneer Mother group was
recently restored and rededicated on May 20, 1989 by the
Parks and Recreation Department at a cost of nearly $250,000.
within the last six months, the road encircling- the statues,
Pioneer Mother Drive, was removed, and replaced in part with
a fitness trail. A parking area was provided ,at the same
time just west of the triangular plot of land 4:::ontaining the
"Hiker".
The Hiker is a bronze statue commemoratin(J the veterans
of the three conflicts at the turn of the century, the
Spanish-American War, the Philippine Insurrection, and the
China Relief Expedition. "Hiker" was t~e name given to
infantrymen of these conflicts. Theo A. R. Ki1:son was the
sculptress. The statue was dedicated in 1947, and is
situated just south of Liberty Memorial Mall and Memorial
Drive.

9•

DESCRIPrIOH

Penn Valley Park is a 175.69 acre site with a variety of
topography and site conditions. The park is somewhat
irregularly bounded: the western portion is fairly
rectangular, and is bounded by Southwest Trafficway on the
west, 31st Street on the south, Wyandotte on the east, and
26th street on the north (Map PV-3). The northeast portion,
containing Liberty Memorial and the Liberty Memorial Mall, is
bounded by Main Street on the east, Pershing Road on the
north, and Kes»sler Drive on the west (for further description
of Liberty Men~rial Mall, see separate continuation sheets).
The main drivE!, Penn Valley Drive, physically and visually
separates the park into two major sections. Also separating
the two secticlns is a high limestone cliff covered with
vegetation on the east of Penn Valley Drive.
The Hiker' is a bronze statue situated just south of
Liberty Memorial Mall and Memorial Drive in a triangular plot
of land. Surrounded by hawthorne trees in the rear, the
statue is fifteen feet tall, set on a five by five foot
Georgia marble base (Photo PV-8). To the west of this statue
is a newly constructed parking area, also flanked by
hawthorne trees on the west.
Further west of this, at the peak of a high plateau, is
the Pioneer Mother group. Recently restored, it features a
group of bronze pioneer figures set on a pedestal of
Minnesota pearl pink granite and concrete base. The memorial
is composed of two horses and four figures, a pioneer mother,
her baby and hllsband, and a guide. The pedestal is 4' 8"
high, 37 I lonq, and 28' wide, and is surrounded at the base
by a planting bed with concrete edges (Photo PV-9). A newly
laid asphalt fitness trail partially follows the former
roadbed of the Pioneer Mother Drive which was recently
removed. Further west, along Penn Valley Drive, is a heavily
vegetated clifj:.
North of the Pioneer Mother group is a small picnic area
with swings, and a ball diamond (Photo PV-I0). A modern
restroom struc:ture of concrete is currently not used (Photo
PV-ll). The si.te of the ball diamond is at a lower elevation
than the PiOneE!r Mother Memorial area. At the same
elevation, Kess:ler Drive at this point follows along the
western edge of Liberty Memorial Mall, and provides excellent
views of the ME!morial (see Photos PV-12 and PV-13).

S'outh of the Pioneer Mother group, west o:E Wyandotte,
and east of Penn Valley drive is a high grassy plateau dotted
with mature trees (Photo PV-14). In the southt~ast corner of
the part, set at a lower elevation than the plateau, is the
two-story stone service facility (see separate continuation
sheet) .
The eastern and western sections of the park are
separated by the curving, four-lane Penn Valle~r Drive (Photo
PV-15). The opposing directions of traffic on Penn Valley
Drive are separated by a narrow strip of grass. Broadway
joins with Penn Valley Drive at the southern erld of the park
by means of a concrete bridge with stone abutmElnts (Photo
PV-16). At the approximate location of the bri.dge is the
drive entrance to the western section of Penn Valley Park. A
narrow ravine runs north/south between Penn Valley Drive and
Penn Drive, a park road. A stone wall is at th.e south end of
the ravine, on grade with the road (Photo PV-17). A fitness
trail meanders through the bottom of the ravine (Photo
PV-18), crossing over the creekbed twice with small, arched
stone bridges (Photo PV-19). At the northernmost section of
the ravine is a 3.08 acre lake containing a small island with
deciduous trees (Photos PV-20, PV-21, and PV-22). A stonefaced bridge/overflow structure is at the northern edge of
the lake (Photo PV-23). Along the west side of Penn Drive,
across from the lake, rock outcroppings left from road
construction are supported by dry stone retaining walls
(Photo PV-24).
South of the ravine, Penn Drive slopes upwi:lrd (Photo
PV-25), then turns sharply to the right (back north). This
road circles around four full tennis courts and a half
practice court with a high berm southwest of tht~ courts
(Photo PV-26). At the northern point of this road is the
promontory site for The scout, a 10' tall bronzE~ statue of a
Sioux Scout on horseback (Photo PV-27). The 8' tall platform
is coarsely-laid limestone which is narrower at the base, and
gradually widens (Photo PV-28). The Scout faces north over a
limestone ledge which drops off several feet to the roadway
below.

10.

INTEGRITY

Several significant historic features remain within Penn
Valley Park, although they represent several different points
in time. The boundaries have been altered somewhat. The
original 1893 recommendation was for a much smaller park, and
although this was a serious point of contention in Kansas
city politics, it has no bearing on the discussion of
boundary inteqrity except as a historical note. The land
that was even't:ually acquired in 1900 remains today, except
for the north,~est playground corner, which is now a maze of
roadways and ~~ntry ramps. The park boundaries were again
changed in 19:~0 and 1926 with the addition of the land which
would serve af; the Liberty Memorial. Thus the park
boundaries retain their integrity from 1926.
In many TJlays, Kessler's design and intent for Penn
Valley Park helve remained much the same throughout history.
Penn Valley Drive was never really intended to serve as a
park drive, but more as a thoroughfare from Kansas City to
westport. ThE! speed of today's vehicles, amount of traffic,
and the natura.l rough terrain do more to separate the eastern
and western se~ctions of the park than does Kessler's design.
In fact, the natural rough topography separates the park into
various use areas - grassy level plateaus for recreation,
cliffs and promontories for views, and natural vegetation on
the edges - and Kessler's design takes advantage of these
features. These have all retained the same basic spatial
relationships (compare Maps PV- and PV-). Some use areas
have been changed, however. The tennis court~ were moved to
approximately 29th and Pennsylvania, and two ball diamonds
added. In addition, Penn Valley Park became the location for
several memorials (see sections 8 and 9).
Penn Vall1ay Drive has retained much of its integrity of
design and location, although it no longer has a center row
of street trees. Portions of the secondary park drives
remain, althouqh one - Pioneer Mother Drive - was recently
removed and replaced with a fitness trail. The drive leading
to The Scout has also been altered, although the new drive
does partially follow the old. In general, the circulation
system retains enough integrity to be representative of
Kessler's desi9n, although any further changes would begin to
affect that integrity (PV-29).

As alluded to earlier, the vegetation ret,ains much of
its integrity to the 1910 design. Major groupings of trees
remain much as they did, although it is likely that some
individual trees have been removed or added. Some historic
shrub plantations are also extant. No historic:: site
furnishings remain in areas of the park other "chan the
Liberty Memorial. One major architectural fea1:ure, the Field
House and pool, has been removed. However, th.~ stable and
stor!lge barn remain in use today as a service j:acility.
The topography is today much the same as it was in its
historic period - a combination of rough, natural conditions
which were jUdiciously "enhanced" by Kessler. The roads were
engineered to blend in with the topography, al1:hough grading
was still necessary. The lake is man-made, and except for
the island, retains its integrity from Kessler's design.

11.

SIGBIFI~JfCE

Penn Valley Park is significant for its association with
the events surrounding the park movement in Kansas City. As
one of the "triad" of major parks in Kessler's original 1893
park system plan, it was the object of much intense local
debate. Many voluntary groups were formed in the midnineties for the purpose of supporting various park projects.
The most active of these was the "improvement association"
formed by the property owners living around the Penn street
ravine. Although Penn Valley was among the .Board's original
recommendations for acquisition, it was really the local
citizens who banded together and saw to it that site
purchased for 'the park was larger than the Board's original
proposal. The transformation of the area from the cheap
houses and rublJle to a finished park of natural beauty so
impressed prop4:!rty owners in a neighboring residential
district that ~they purchased a similar tract of land and
donated it to 1:he city for a park. This tract became Roanake
Park.
Penn ValIE!!y Park is significant in the area of landscape
architecture as the work of a master, George Kessler.
Although the site had natural beauty, for years it was hidden
by cheap housing and stores. After the condemnation
proceedings, the land was pocked with old cellar excavations
and rubbish heaps. Due to the steep topography, runoff water
from the higher ground on the south, east, and west was
washing away precious topsoil which was so necessary for the
new plantings. Kessler's engineering and artistic skills are
quite evident i.n the solutions he devised for this problem.
An earth dam wa.s built across the low northwest section, and
water allowed t.o fill the basin to form a lake. As not all
of the park drained into the lake, a system of underground
drains was constructed to divert the runoff. Over three
miles of park drives also carried away water with cement
gutters. Kessler's skill in enhancing the natural beauty of
the site are also evident in the series of lookout points
throughout the park which afforded a variety of views of the
city. The circulation system took advantage of these views
and of easy grades wherever possible on this difficult site.
In places where the roads were cut into limestone cliffs,
specially designed masonry foundations blended in with stone
ledges above (Photo PV-30).

Penn Valley Park, with the Liberty Memorial (see
separate continuation sheets), is an example c»f a particular
style of landscape architecture, while at the same time an
example of time sequences as well. The majori.ty of the park
retains features of the American Romantic style of park
design, while at the same time showing necessa.ry adaptations
for modern lifestyles. Like the other parks from this period
it has many excellent examples of the stone features which
were constructed to blend with the naturalistic park design
(Photos PV-31, PV-32).
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STABLE AND STORAGE BARN
PENN VALLEY PARK

continuation Sheets
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HISTORIC INFORMATION

The stable and storage barns, located in the southeast
corner of Penn Valley Park, were designed in 1909 by the
noted Kansas City architectural firm of Root & Siemens. The
construction contractor was Alexander Kinghorn. The complex
was completed in 1910 for $20,650.00. It now functions as a
service facility for the Park Department.
9•

DESCRIPTION

The stable and storage barns in Penn Valley Park are
constructed of concrete and natural stone. The complex
consists of a rectangular building on the north. From the
east and west ends of the structure, castellated walls extend
south and acro,ss the south end of the complex, forming a
rectangle arou.nd the stable yard (Map PV-4). One entrance is
on the west th.rough gate-height walls (Photo PV-33). Two
entrances are on the south - one at a below grade elevation
leading to the- former wagon shed, and another at a higher
elevation leading into the yard (Photo PV-34). The higher
arched opening' elevation was originally a window identical to
the two others. to the west.
Originally tile, the hipped and gable roofs of the barn
and wagon shed are now shingle, with wide, overhanging open
eaves. There are two gable dormers on the south elevation of
the building, one gable wall dormer on the west, and one
large gable wa.ll dormer on the north elevation (Map PV-5).
Two stone chimneys are on the western half of the building,
and a pyramida.l-roofed ventilation lantern is centered in the
gable portion of the structure.
Several 'Yf'indow openings have been boarded up; those
that remain are deeply recessed and feature casement windows
with diamond lights. The natural limestone walls are of
random and coursed rubble. Squared, flared pillars at the
corners of the pyramidal roofed section feature Mission style
parapet caps (Photo PV-35). There are arched openings and
windows in the stable yard wall, as well as an arched window
in the west fa.cade of the building.

10.

INTEGRITY

The stable and storage barn retains its integrity of
design of location, design, setting, workmanship, feeling,
and for the most part, materials. There has been some
alteration with the change in roofing material, and the
boarded up windows do affect the appearance of the building.
While still in fair to good condition today, continued
neglect will eventually erode the complex's hi.storical
integrity.
11.

SIGNIFICANCE

The stable and storage barn complex is significant as a
good representative of a vernacular Mission style park
structure. The architectural firm of Root & Siemens combined
elements of this style in a working park structure. Although
imposing in appearance, the buildings still fit in with the
romantic and naturalistic design of Penn Valley Park. They
are representative of the many fine native stone buildings
found throughout the park system, and Kansas City as a whole.
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LIBERTY MEMORIAL MALL
PENH VALLEY PARK
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HISTORIC

I]~FORMATION

The Union Railway Passenger Station, designed by Jarvis
Hunt and compl 19ted in 1914, was Kansas City's most prominent
architectural :Eeature in the City Beautiful movement. Before
the station was finished however, citizens began to have the
same worry they had with the former rail station - that of
the view from 'the new building. They were adamant that
Kansas City be represented in the best possible light to the
thousands of t,ourists which would be pa$sing through the
station. The architect was even more insistent than the
locals on this point. "And what will they see? They'll see .
. • Kansas City's front yard, eh? Yes, they'll see those
clay banks, if Kansas City doesn't do something. But that's
Kansas City, those clay banks."
In a typical move of City Beautiful proponents during
that time, a grand and formal civic center was proposed. It
was thought that the area immediately south of the station
could serve this function, and the railroad donated this area
as station Park to the city. Kessler developed a plan which
connected the civic center to Penn Valley Park, removing the
bluff in front of the station in spite of his devotion to
naturalistic landscape architecture. Between 1911 and 1914,
the date of th.e station opening, a variety of proposals for
beautifying th.e site were presented. However, the earlier
city leaders responsible for the parks system were gone.
August Meyer ~'as dead; William Nelson had a few months to
live; George Kessler was in st. Louis performing minor
duties for thE! park board; and Delbert Haff was never
enthusiastic SLbout the civic center plan. It took a new
group of citizens, rallying around an entirely different
cause, for thE! development of the area south of Union station
to take place.
On November 9, 1918, just two days before the signing of
the Armistice of World War I, the editorial page of the
Kansas ~ Journal suggested that a Victory monument be
erected on Union station Plaza as a memorial to local
soldiers. R.J~. Long, lumber tycoon and civic leader, took up
the idea and became President of the Liberty Memorial
Association. The Association featured an active committee of
one hundred, and an advisory committee of one hundred and

fifty members. Several meetings were held and polls
conducted to ascertain the public's feelings on the memorial.
The decisions was to construct "a monument plus a building,
not for utilitarian purposes, but to house trophies of war."
A campaign was started in the fall of 1919 to raise the
construction. funds. Within ten days, one-fourth of the
population of Kansas City contributed. $2,517,095 was raised
from voluntary SUbscription, a sum greater that any other
city in the country for such a purpose at that time.
A juried competition was held for the design of the
memorial. H. Van Buren Magonigle, noted New Yl~rk architect,
was the unanimous choice. The hill south of Miain street was
selected as ·the location for the memorial complex. Eight and
a half acres had already been given by the Kansas City
Terminal Railway Company in 1913. The tract b4~tween Main and
Central was acquired by condemnation in 1920. Both of these
tracts became a part of Penn Valley Park. TheJ~e was still
thoughts of developing the site as an arts complex in the
future (Map PV-6). However, when William Rockhill Nelson's
money became available for a gallery, it was dE~cided to build
it on a different site.
The site for the memorial was dedicated in 1921, the
cornerstone laid in 1924, and the final dedica1:ion was on
November 11, 1926 (Map PV-7). From 1932 to 1938, the grounds
around the Liberty Memorial were improved (Pho1:o PV-36),
particularly the north approach from Union stat:ion. The
terraces were graded and stone wall built. Planting was
begun in this period, and carried out over sevE!ral years.
The entrance at the corner of Main Street and Pershing Road,
as well as the Dedication Wall and approaches, were designed
by E.M. Prellwitz of the Olmsted Brothers landscape
architectural firm in 1933. The Kansas City architectural
firm of Wight and Wight further refined the de$ign of the
Dedication Wall along pershing Road in 1934 (Ma.p PV-8). The
frieze was carved in 1935 by Edmund Amateis, an.d fountains
were installed. The landscape architectural firm of the
Olmsted Brothers of Brookline, Massachusetts designed an
elaborate planting plan in 1933 for the North Terrace, the
Mall, and the grounds immediately surrounding the Memorial
(Map PV-9). However, the plan was never fully executed,
although the majority of tree planting was completed in 1938
for a cost of $50,000. Much of the work was provided by
federal work relief programs. As many as 1500 men, provided
by the WPA and other federal agencies, were employed on all
of these related improvements.

The Avenue of Trees, located along the east and west
sides of Liberty Memorial Mall, became a memorial project to
commemorate the men who served in war. The first
commemorative tree in the park, a hackberry, was planted in
1932 northeast of Penn Valley Lake in memory of Mrs. Harry
Lee Rust, president of W~kefield National Memorial
Association. This dedication must have inspired others to
plant memorial trees, and the Liberty Memorial Mall was the
obvious site to honor those lost in wars. In 1942, The Heart
of America Navy' Mothers Club dedicated a tree east of the
mall to six sons who died in service. At the same time, three
oaks were planted as a tribute to three Kansas City men who
were killed at Pearl Harbor. The ceremony that year marked
the dedication of the site for future memorials to sailors,
marines and coast guardsmen, in the southeast corner of the
mall. In later' years, trees and plaques were dedicated to
men from World War II. Generally, the trees planted in honor
of the Navy sailors and Marines are located east of the Mall,
and those in honor of the Army men are located west.
The 89th Division Memorial was dedicated in 1948, and
commemorates th.e 89th Division in World War One, whose
service men were largely from Missouri. If features a
flagpole topped with a gold leaf eagle, and a bronze base
with a dedication inscription. It is located at the south
entrance to Liberty Memorial Mall.

9•

DESCRIPTION

Liberty Memorial consists of a tower, a terrace with two
large sphinx figures, two buildings containinq' war relics, a
retaining wall facing Pershing Road on the north adorned with
a frieze and a fountain, a dedication wall along Pershing
Road, and a mall on the south consisting of t';/O long entrance
roads separated by a grass terrace and flanked by rows of
trees.
The cylindrical tower is a three hundred foot shaft from
foundation to top (Photo PV-37). It features an elevator
running to an observation platform 217' above the Memorial
Court. The grooved shaft has four guardian spirits over
forty feet high surrounding the Altar of Sacrifice at the
top. The altar's flame is visible for many miles at night.
Two guardian sphinx flank the shaft on the southeast and
southwest. They are twelve feet long, fifteen feet wide, and
fifteen feet high above a pedestal (Photo PV-:J8). The sphinx
symbolize "Memory" and "Future". "Memory" fac:::es the east
(and the battlefields of France), and her head is shrouded in
sorrow. "Future" faces toward the west and is also covered,
as the future is unknown. Seen from the south, the top of
the shaft and the guardian sphinx form a triangular shape
(Photo PV-39).
Two limestone-faced buildings are to the east and west
of the tower. The west building is the Liberty Memorial
Museum, containing a collection of World War One memorabilia
(Photo PV-40). The east building is Memory Helll, containing
murals, bronze memorial tablets, and battle maps. The flatroofed Egyptian Revival buildings feature two--story tall,
narrow recessed windows and entrances flanked by two large
urns (Photo PV-41).
A 488' retaining wall on the north is adorned with a
148' frieze (Photo PV-42). By descending the steps to the
Frieze court and fountains (Photo PV-43), one can view the
allegorical sculpture symbolizing the course of war and
'celebration of peace (Photo PV-44). The two-level fountain
has spray rings on the upper level. From there, a series of
weirs break the water into separate cascading sheets, which
fall to the lower level. The spray jets on the lower portion
of the fountain are pointed inward to form arches.

North from the Memorial and Great Frieze, a large grassy
area slopes do~rn towards Pershing Road (Photo PV-45). From
Pershing Road, stone steps lead to the Dedication wall (Photo
PV-46) and around the east and west of the grassy area up to
the Memorial-si.te (Photos PV-47, PV-48). The smooth stone
wall features plaques of five of the Allied leaders of World
War One (Photos PV-49).
The Libert:y Memorial Mall is a parkway consisting of
parallel entrarlce roads separated by a level grassy area.
The Avenue of 1~rees on either side of the road features a
double row of sugar maples (Acer saccharum) immediately next
to the drives, followed by rows of hawthornes (Crataegus
phaenopyrum) and finally pin oaks (Quercus' palustris). West
and east of thE! formal rows of trees are more naturalistic
placed tree grc)upings (Photo PV-39). Winding walks on either
side feature stone steps (Photo PV-50).
The 89th Division Memorial is at the south entrance to
the Liberty Menlorial Mall. It is a seventy foot flagpole on
an octagonal platform on concrete studded with river pebbles.
In the center, three stone steps rise to a two foot, nine
inch square bronze base. The sides of the bronze base
contain inscription tablets and bas relief portraits.
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INTEGRITY

The architectural features of the Libertv Memorial
retain a high degree of integrity in location~~ design,
setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association.
As designed by Magonigle and others, the Memorial Mall and
North Terrace retain the same spatial relationships of
features, topography and grading, property boundaries,
circulation system, and even some original sit:e furnishings
(see Photo PV-40). The majority of trees planted for the
Avenue of Trees and for the Olmsted Brothers plan remain
today. However, many of the shrub groupings have been
removed except at some of the entrances (Photo PV-Sl) and on
some of the slopes.

11.

SIGNIFICANCE

The Liberty Memorial is significant is several areas.
First, it is the only major memorial and museu.m in the
country dedicated to World War One. It serves as an
important landmark not only for the city of Kansas City, but
for the nation as well. The events leading up to its
construction, especially the fund-raising, reflect an
significant era in Kansas City's history.
It is significant as the work of a master, H. Van Buren
Magonigle. Magonigle's classical architectural expertise
gave the Memorial several interesting details, such as:
-The top of the north terrace wall is a curved
line higher in the center than the ends, and all
horizontal joints in the stonework and terrace are
parallel to this curve, giving the massiv,e wall an
unusual effect of spring and life.
-All walls incline backward one inch ,every eight
feet (called "entasis"), giving them a feteling of
greater stability (Photo PV-S2).
-From any point in the east or west s"teps,
the outline of the shaft is seen in unison with the
lines of the corners of the buildings (Phc)to PV-S3).
When it was built, and even to this day, it ranks as one
of America's outstanding monuments, as well as an excellent
example of the Egyptian Revival style. Magoniqle's
contempories were full of praise for this projE~ct. An
editorial in the American Instutute of Architec::ts' Journal

said "The art of architecture in America had made a momentous
stride. May SLt some not far distant date this Memorial be
scanned by historians of American architecture with something
akin to the belief that it will have to take rank as a
turning point or landmark?"
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AMERICAN SOCIETY OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS HISTORIC SURVEY
NATIONAL SURVEY FORM
Control Number
_
1 LANDSCAPE NAME Historic__W_es_t_T_er_r_a_c_e...;P;...;;a...;;,r..;..,k
_
Comnlon West Terrace Park LIarboe Park. Mlll key Square,

Case
Park)
Acreaae (30.8 acres - see survey)
State Missouri

2 LOCATION USGS Guadrangle
City, Town Kansas City
Zip Code
Uli1 Coordinates

:ounty

Congressional District

_
_

3 OWNER OF PROPEHTY I f group or gov't agency, give contact persoll.
Name Kansas Ci ty Missouri ParkSt Recreation, Phone
444-3113
Street AddressS60S E. 63rd Street
& Blvds.
State Missouri Zip Code 64130
City/Town
Kansas City
Pertinent Information:Survey Project contact person: Jim Shoemaker
4 LANDSCAPE TYPE
~Urb"an Landscape

Check all applicable categories:
------Rural Landscape
_ _Institution
_~esidence
_ _Garden
_ _ Public Building
_~Estate
Bot3nic3l Garden
_ _Square/Commons
__5treetscape
_ _Park
__Parkway
_X_Park System (part) _ _City/Town
Battlefield

__Cemetery

__\Nater Feature

__Settlement

-----Fort
____Enclave
__Other

-----l'1onument Grounds
_ _Ceremonial

-Farm
_Commemorative

_

5 LANDSCAPE STATUS Please describe 2S required below:
Ownership: _X_Pub'ic _ _Private __Other, please note
_
Publ ic Acquisition:
Considered __In Progress --L-.Not Considered
,~ccess:
-x-Unrestrict-9d _qestrictea _ _No ,A,ccess
Status: .-L..:,aie _--Endangered __Preservation Action Needed
Preservation Action Undertaken, Describe
_
Further InformatiofL-

_

6 LANDSCAPE ADDRESS AND BOUNDARY INFORMATION
Specific Location (Stn?et, road, features comprising the boundar'l)

_
Case

See continuation sheets for bmmdary deser; pr; ous of Jarboe, MJl ) key; &

LOC3CJOn of

Legal Description, Give contact person if known.

Courthouse!Ke(~istry

of Deeds

S treetA. ddres 5

F:.

r.=.

'~~ :...'0"
~
......

.4 1 5

Missouri
---

1 2t

Jackson Countv Courthouse
h e i t Y/ Tow n K an 5 a 5 c;

2io Coae 64106

Phone (8162 881-3198

t

y

&

7 REPRESENTATION IN OTHER SURVEYS Yes or ;'10, ex::,Jain briefly.
_ _;~at'l Register
_Nat'J Landmark
_ _State Designation
_~! ccal Designation
_ _Otrler
_
Title of survey and depository of survey records
_

8 HISTORIC INFORMATION Check and complete, give details wherever
possible.
~Original Landscape ,Architect/Designer/Planner Narne(s):
_
George E. Kessler

__Gardener/Horticulturalist N2me(S):
____Roui IderlEngineer Nanle(S):.
__Cient/Community Leader Name(s):

x nate(s) of Construction:_....J.;;u90.......3~-:..&,.J.;L,9".;...Il_------_-

_
_

_
_ _- -

BRIEr CHRONOLOGY Give pertinent facts about construction, subsequent
changes, events, notable occurrences include soclal and cultural factors:
J

See Continuation Sheet

9 OESeRI PTION c.egin with over211 description, then notl: specifics.
CONDITION:
CHANGES:
__E::<ce 11 ent
_X_Good
~]tered
--X..-.Fair
-Added to
x neteriorated
X lOSS, removal
_____Severely deteriorated
x ~ncroachecl Upon by highways
DESCRIBE EXISTING CONDITIONS Emphasize landscape features, attach plan
at 1" = 20' or I" = 100'. Include a minimum of two photograpns of
significant views and fe3tures with loc3tion and direction o( view noted on
pl-an.
~~-----_---------------_
See Continuation Sheet

10 INTEGRITY Do these c2teqories exist in the form they were found at
the time of signific::mce of the historic landscape?
_~r)esign/Pian
_....L-Architectural Features _ _Property Boundary
_~nesign Intent
_~5p2tial Relationships
_ _Vegetation
_x_Use
__X_Tcpograohy/Grading
_ _Site FurnishIngs
__Circulation Systern
S7 A.T::i"1Ei,/T OF INTE~~~~!TY Describe the (je9ree v"hich the overall ]alid-sc2pe
and its significant fejtures are present today, explain catef~ories of
integri ty noted above and any others that apD ly.
See Continuation Sheet

11 SIGNIFICANCE Note reasons landscape is historically important.
-y--Hj5~Gric Associz.tion VJith Person, Group, Event
__~_His~oric SiGnificance in Landscaoe Desian
J

X

I

',..il·~"?'\ric
'~;"nir-l'-':1nc'o
>oJl'., I
.....
11; , I
l..~ I '"

_ _I ;

~

l'r1 rultllr'~
.... '-' .~

;"o-oanl"':"ud 1~1':'1"'~c,,'
c:J·.::L .....
__Important Artistic Statement
_x_L<amp Ie of Fine Craftsmanship
__Use of Unique M2terial
-x-Unique Regional Expression
__ Important Landmark
x ~xample of Particular Style
__Examp Ie of Part icular Type
__ ~~<ample or Particular Time
__:><crnpJe or Time Sequence
v
\~/Jrl,
--A-~ll
,\

-,': K ... C
\..11

'w'

I

.:.....

__Other Verifiable Quality

_

5"\ A.TEi'1ENT OF
above.

SIGI\~IFiC,A.NCE

E::<piain

t:2te~ories

of significance noted

_

See Continuation Sheet

12 SOURCES FOR INFORMATION Note sources used in survey with an *.
_-,-I ocal Repositories (Name, Address, Type of Material)
See Bibliography with accompanying Summary Report

__Non-Local Sources of Documents (Same as A,bove)
"

II

"

"

_
"

"

__e,ibI1egr3phy of 1'13jor Publishe rj Sources
"

"

13 FORM PREP ARAT ION
Name(s) Deon Wolfenbarger

"

"

_
If

"

Date Apri 1, 1989
Phone (816) 524-7479

Street Address
City /Town

1908 N.E. Patterson Drive
Lee I s Summi t
5 tate Missouri

7ip

,:ooe

64063

l1'ICLUCE Pr.OTOGP.A.PHS, PL4.NS ,AJ'JD MAPS FOR FtJLL iNFORMATION.
FOR ;\DOITIONAL COMMENTS ADD SEPARATE PAGE, USE CATEGOfiY NUi"16ERS

WEST TERRACE PARK

continuation Sheets
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HISTORIC IN'FORMATION

At the tim.e of the Board of Park and Boulevard
Commissioners' initial recommendation to the city in 1893,
the site of West Terrace Park had long been considered an
eyesore. It was a cause of much consternation to civicminded Kansas Citians, because it was facing Union Depot and
was seen by thousands of tourists as they arrived in the
city. Although. the bluffs had great natural beauty, at the
time they were covered with shacks and ramshackle buildings,
and were genera.lly considered by both locals and visitors to
be ugly (Photo W-1).
The Board's initial recommendation for acquisition of
West Terrace Pa.rk was the land between the edge of the bluff
and Freight street below, and between Seventh and Seventeenth
Street. They urgently recommended an immediate improvement
in appearance by removing the shanties, general clean-up of
the site and trimming vegetation, and by the inexpensive
planting of vines. A more "dignified" improvement however,
would involve c:onsiderably more expenditure (Map W-1). The
illustration presented in 1893, however, was meant to serve
less as an actual site plan than as mere suggestions for how
the park could be improved. The main intent of the plan was
to illustrate ~rays of utilizing the bluff as an integral
feature of the park. Several lookouts, steps, and terraces
are recommended to provide views of the bottoms below.
George Kessler felt there at least five significant
points along the summit which had the capability of being
formed into places of "great interest", and which would lend
character to the whole park. First, north of Ninth Street at
the face of thE~ precipice above the ledge, he recommended a
stone turret, 9radually merging into the natural wall.
Second, south c)f Ninth Street, along Jefferson, he designed
two levels of t:erraces with formal parterres. Third, at
Tenth and Summi.t Streets, an architectural structure with a
broad center st:airway leading to the ledge below would form
an excellent gathering place for viewing the bottoms, in
Kessler's opini.on. At Fourteenth and Belleview Avenue, a
fourth site would be treated in a similar manner. Last,
Mulkey Place would be developed as a pleasure-ground, serving
as a local par}~ with convenient paths from entrances on all
sides.

MUlkey Place, or Mulkey Square as it was later known,
was at the northwest corner of Thirteenth and. summit
streets. According to the stories, it was the site of an
early burying ground. When the town began to encroach upon
the grounds, the bodies were moved to Union cemetery. A
peach orchard replaced the cemetery. A William Mulkey
acquired the land and built a fine home on the site. This
was the same William Mulkey, who along with his wife
Catherine, deeded to Kansas City its first Park in 1882. The
old MUlkey homestead became park of West Terrace Park, and
the house stood on the grounds for several years afterwards.
First however, West Terrace Park was to meet with some
opposition before it could be acquired and developed. In
1896, the condemnation jury arrived at a verdict of
$866,237.32, all to be paid by property owners in the west
park district. Although the west park district contained
sizable wholesale and retail sections, it was also being
asked to bear the tax load for Penn Valley Park. As the park
was primarily an ornamental feature for travelers alighting
at Union station with a small play area for children on the
crest, it was seen as an extravagent expenditure. West
Terrace Park became one of the points in the park system plan
around which the Taxpayers' League, an anti-park group,
rallied. Several anti-park plan petitions were signed
opposing the high cost of the bluffs parks, which contained
many acres unsuited to recreation and seemed to be devoted
solely for ornament.
By 1897, the Taxpayers' League had manag,ed to get
several ordinances to repeal the three big park projects. On
a tactical blunder by the anti-park councilmen, the repeal
for West Terrace Park failed, and the original plan for the
park stood. Many citizens however, including August Meyer,
President of the Park Board, called for a reduction in the
plans for West Terrace. In 1899, the city council reduced
the size of West Terrace Park, and therefore the cost. The
anti-park group, somewhat appeased, agreed no"t to carry the
proceedings to the Supreme Court. However, i"t went to court
anyway because a resident was unhappy with his settlement.
In 1903, the state Supreme Court eventually ruled in favor of
the park.
Due to all the legal complications, West Terrace Park
was the last of the "triad" of big parks in the 1893 plan to
be acquired and developed. The first portion of the park,
from Eighth to Seventeenth Streets, was acquired in 1903. In

1907, the section from Sixth to Eighth Streets containing 4.6
acres was added. sixteen lots at Twelfth street were added
in 1911, and seven lots at Ninth Street, and a tract at sixth
street in 1920. In 1944, a tract of land adjoining West
Terrace Park at Tenth and Jefferson Streets was donated to
the Park Depart'ment by George Case. More land, acquired by
purchase and condemnation, was added until a one and a half
acre site formed a separate but adjoining park (called Case
Park). In 1966, much of West Terrace Park was taken by
condemnation for the highway which now passes the park. It
eliminated part of Mulkey Square and all of Kersey Coates
Drive. Further highway condemnation has separated the park
into three smaller, separate parks.
The first two years of construction within the park
concentrated on the driveway and retaining walls. By 1906,
West Cliff Drive, as it was first called, was completed from
Eighth to Twelfth Street (Photo W-3). The greatest portion
of expenses in those first years was on the retaining walls,
including an extensive drainage system. In 1906, The wall
and towers at Tenth and Summit streets were completed (Photo
W-4). The steps and lower landing were finished in 1908
(Photos W-S, W-6), when the wall was extended north another
200 feet (Map W-2). This structure also was known as Kersey
Coates Terrace.
By this time, there were two playgrounds - one at
Seventeenth and West Prospect Place (Holly), and another at
Thirteenth and Summit (Mulkey Square). A pergola and shelter
building with comfort station and shower baths north of
Seventeenth was completed in 1914 (Map W-3). Northwest of
this, a combined wading pool and swimming basin was
constructed in the triangle between the two pergola wings in
1920. Henry F. Hoit, Architect, completed plans in 1912 for
the improvement of the playground in Mulkey Square,
containing a pavilion, pergola, and wading pool. While
Mulkey square continued to be used as a playground over the
years, Hoit's plans were not implemented. The majority of
facilities there were completed as a WPA project in the early
1940's. This includeg softball diamonds in the northeast and
southeast corners of the tract, a wading pool and playground
near the southwest, and tennis and basketball courts in the
center. At Thirteenth and Madison, within Mulkey Square, the
James Pendergast Memorial was dedicated in 1913, containing a
bronze statue of the Kansas City political boss.
In 1933, Resolution #14524 of the Park Board renamed the
plot of ground located at Seventh and Kersey Coates Drive in

West Terrace Park as "Clark's Point". This ~ras in honor of
Mr. Charles H. Clark, a former Councilman of the First
District. In 1941, the WPA, under the supervision of the
Park Board, began turning the bare bluff into a park,
playground, and parking area on the observation point at
Eighth and Jefferson. It was on this site on September 15,
1806 that Meriwether Lewis and William Clark stood and
recorded in their Journal that the location was ideal for a
fort. In 1957, the Kansas City Park Board and the American
Trails Association dedicated the granite Lewis & Clark
Memorial here. In 1951, the Kansas city landscape
architectural firm of Hare & Hare designed a seating terrace,
and developed planting and grading plans for Case Park (Map
W-4) •

9.

DESCRIPTIOlr

The area vlhich was once West Terrace Park today is
actually a series of separated parks - Jarboe Park, MUlkey
Square, and Cas;e Park (Map W-5). However, the Kansas City
Parks Department manual still lists West Terrace Park as
having approxillately thirty acres, Case Park as having 1.6
acres, and Jarl~e Park and Mulkey Square as being within West
Terrace Park. Jarboe Park comprises what was the
southernmost sE~ction of West Terrace Park. It is bounded by
Seventeenth on the south, West Pennway on the west, and
Jarboe Street ()n the east. There is a ball diamond at the
south end (Pho1:0 W-7), and a small pool, playground, and
bathhouse to the north of the ball field. The land
surrounding thE~se recreational features is well maintained.
There are groupings of approximately 20' pine trees bUffering
the ball field from the street and the playground area. The
narrow strip oj: land which follows the bluff northward from
the pool area 1:0 the highway is not as well maintained, with
some overgrown brush and trash.
Mulkey Square is also now a separate park, in the area
of Thirteenth and Summit streets. Although it has retained
its name throuqhout most of its history, until the highway
was constructed, it was considered a part of West Terrace
Park. Currently, there is a ball diamond which is in use
(Photo W-8), and tennis courts which are not in use. The
ball diamond and tennis courts have native limestone
retaining walls, with steps leading to the tennis courts. A
free-standing limestone wall extends westward from the ball
diamond (Photo W-9). West of the tennis courts is the James
Pendergast Memorial. Vandalism has destroyed much of the
memorial (Photo W-10). The approximate five foot bronze
statue of Pendergast is badly discolored, and sits on a five
and a half foo1: tall granite base. The base is missing two
bronze tablets, as well as the two bronze statues of children
which were set below Pendergast's feet.
To the south of the ball diamond is a block which is
heavily overgrown and trashed. There is currently a burned
shell of a house (Photo W-ll). However, plans are underway
for the revitalization of this section of Mulkey Square.
From the tennis courts in Mulkey Square, the view
northward over Interstate I-35 shows what was the
northernmost section of West Terrace Park (Photo W-12). The
entire area is sometimes referred to as Case Park, although

at one time Case Park was just one and a half acres adjoining
West Terrace Park. The area today is roughly bounded by
Interstate I-35 on the west, Jefferson street on the east,
Eighth street on/the north, and Hereford on the south and
east. Between Hereford Drive and the bluffs is the native
limestone Terrace. The Terrace is comprised of a series of
connecting stairways and landings on various levels which
work their way down the bluffs to afford a variety of outlook
points and views of the west bottoms (Photos 'W-13, W-14,
W-15). There are two pavilions, often referred to as towers,
with round arched openings and pyramidal wood-shingled roofs
(Photo W-16). The random work, quarry-faced limestone walls
are capped with dressed-face copings. The paving material is
concrete of recent construction.
West of Jefferson street between Tenth and Ninth streets
is the portion which historically comprised C,~se Park (Map W4). A curving walkway leads northwesterly frtJm the Terrace
to the sidewalk along Jefferson, basically following the
topography (Photo W-17). To the west of this walk are the
trees and shrubs along the bluff, with a plan"ted flower bed
serving as foreground interest immediately alcJng the walkway.
In the northwest corner of Tenth and Jefferson streets, a
curved limestone retaining wall with benches forms a small
seating plaza which serves as the focal point for this
section of the park (Photo W-18). steps lead from this small
plaza up to the sidewalks, which is below the grade of the
street. The lawn area is well shaded with ma1:ure deciduous
trees (Photo W-19).
Immediately to the north of this area is a paved surface
recreational court partially surrounded by a c=hain link fence
(Photo W-20). There is a bubbling fountain hE~re, which was
once the site of the wading pool. A high limE~stone retaining
wall on the north edge of the court encloses a grassy area on
the south section of the highest portion of the park (Photo
W-21), the circle observation area at Eighth and Jefferson
streets known as Clark's Point. Clark's Poin1: consists of
two levels - the upper level is a circular roadway with
parking around the edge (Photo W-22). The Lewis and Clark
Memorial is in the center of the roadway, and consists of a
four foot by six foot by three foot red granit:e boulder with
an embedded bronze plaque. The outer edge of the circular
road is the pedestrian walkway, separated front vehicular
traffic with a limestone retaining wall (Photo W-23). The
walkway is approximately three feet below the grade of the
street (Photo W-24). There is another limestone wall on the
outermost edge of the pedestrian walkway servi.ng as

protective railing. The inner retaining wall has sunken
areas inset with wood benches (Photo W-25).
On the eastern edge of Clark's Point (north of Eighth
street) is a level grassy area with volleyball nets and
poles, as well as another large, sloping grassy section north
of this (Photo W-26). There are asphalt paths along the west
and north of the level grassy area.

10.

INTEGRITY

West Terrace Park has suffered an obvious loss of
integrity with regards to many specific features. Those
features include property boundaries, site-furnishings,
architectural features, topography, and vegetation. In
particular, the vehicular circulation system (Kersey Coates
Drive) has been destroyed by the Interstate highway system.
The newly formed separated parks individually serve.a portion
of the original design intent and use, but except for perhaps
Case Park, no one section provides all the visual and
recreational features that were once found in West Terrace
Park.
For the entire park, the loss of these features
adversely affects the integrity of design, setting, feeling
and association. However, some individual features still
retain their integrity. All of the remaining WPA limestone
work from the 1940's retain their integrity of location,
design, materials, workmanship, and association. These
features, primarily free-standing and retaining walls, are
found in Mulkey Square, and Case Park at Clar:k' s Point.
The Terrace is in excellent condition, and remains
intact except for the lower portion, which int:::luded the
Grotto. This feature was a part of what was lost when
Interstate 35 was constructed. The Terrace retains its
integrity of location, setting, workmanship, :feeling,
association, and materials (except for recent paving in some
areas). It still provides an excellent view of the
industrial bottom lands, thus functioning in ·the same
capacity as originally intended.

11.

SIGHIFICMrCE

As the Board of Park and Boulevard Commissioners noted
in their original proposal for the Kansas City park system,
"The scheme to improve the West Bluffs is probably as old as
the city." HowE~ver, in 1893, the argument to improve the site
with the construction of West Terrace Park appears to have
been one of thE~ cornerstones of the entire park system plan.
Much was said cLbout the value that such a park would have in
advertising thE! city. Although the west side was very much
in need of a local recreation ground, the site didn't really
seem to hold much promise for that purpose to the
Commissioners. They noted that "on account of the location
close to the smoke and noise of our great railroad yards, it
cannot be expected that the "West Terrace" would be very much
used for purposes of recreation." Yet they felt that the
view down into the great railway yards in the Bottoms would
not only be very interesting to park visitors, but would also
be very represE!ntative of Kansas city, "Because such a view
would give a comprehensive idea of the business interests and
the factors upc1n which the greatness and prosperity of our
city so much dE!pend." The view from the park today provides
the same types of views to visitors (Photo W-27).
In the mir.lds of early Kansas City residents, West
Terrace was a natural site for a park, because it was the
first to appear to the eye of a stranger and because, in
their view, it was "certainly the ugliest spot in the city".
The hope for th.e improvement of this area was one of the
chief selling points of the entire 1893 park system plan.
The fight for West Terrace park was long and hard,
representative of the entire struggle over the establishment
of the park system. For the role it played in this aspect of
Kansas City's history, West Terrace would be eligible under
criterion A in the area of social history.
In its historic form, West Terrace Park, and in
particular Kersey Coates Drive, was considered one of the
best representations of George Kessler's work in Kansas City
(along with Penn valley and North Terrace). Due to its loss
of integrity (discussed in section 10), it cannot today be
said to be representative of George Kessler's work as a park.
However, the Terrace is an excellent representation of
Kessler's work, showing his great skill in manipulating a
difficult site to its best advantage. The Terrace not only
utilized the numerous views which were possible from above
the bluffs, it also provided character to the site when seen

from below. Additionally, the stonework is particularly
distinctive among the many fine examples of such work within
the Kansas City park system. The walls appea,r to merge with
the natural stone of the bluffs, and are excellent
representatives of the type of features which. appeared in
parks during the American Romantic style of landscape
architecture. It was the most outstanding feature of the
entire park. Of the view from the Terrace, artist Lorado
Taft was said to have commented "I know of no city in America
or Europe which has a scene like that. It looks like a hill
town in Italy, but is more beautiful than any."
within Case Park are also many other fine examples on
the stonework which continued throughout the history of the
Kansas City park system. In these cases, the stone walls of
the circular terraces at Eighth and Jefferson streets were
constructed by the WPA, and are significant under criterion A
in the area of social history. Many park projects were
carried out by the WPA program, and the observation circle at
Clark's Point is a good representative of this type of work.
In fact, although not constructed until the 1940's, the
observation circle carries out Kessler's original design
intents for the site as laid out in his original statement
for West Terrace Park in 1893.
Mulkey Square today also contains good representations
of stone park features from the 1940's. It is providing the
same recreational needs today that was proposed in 1893,
except for a playground. The demolition of s,::>me of the
surrounding neighborhoods during the intersta'te construction
has probably reduced the demands on the park. While it has
suffered an obvious loss of integrity with its separation
from the remainder of the original park, it is significant
for its association with Kessler's design intent for the
area.
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AMERICAN SOCIETY OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS HISTORIC SURVEY
NATIONAL SURVEY FORM
Control Number
_
1 LANDSCAPE NAME Historic
_
COmnl0n~_ _...;:.;;B~u..;;;.,dd;;;;....;:.P...;;;.a..;;;.;rk~
_
2 LOCAT10N USGS Quadrangle
City, Town Kansas Ci. ty
Zip Code
.County Jackson
U7i"1 Ccordinates

Acreaae 26.39 acres
State Missouri
Congressional District
_
- -__

3 OWNER OF PROPERTY I f group or gov't agency, giv~ contact person.
Name Kansas Ci ty Missouri ParkSt Recreation, Phone
444-3113
Street Addres~5605 E. 63rd Street
& Blvds.
City/Town
Kansas Ci ty
State Missouri Zip Code 64130
Pertinent Information: Survey Project contact person: Jim Shoemaker

4 LANDSCAPE TYPE Check all applicable categories:
~Urban Landscape
-Rural Landscape
_ _Institution
----Residence
_ _Garden
_ _Public Building
_..--...Fstate
Botanic31 Garden
_ _Square/Commons
_____5treetscape
_X_Park
__Parkvvay
_X__ Park System (part) _ _Cay/Town
Battlefield
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----,Cart
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6 LANDSCAPE ADOHESS AND BOUNDARY INFORMATION
Specific Location (Street, road, features comprisinq the bound2ry) St. John Av.on the north;
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L.ocJcion of Legal Description, Give contact person jf known.
COlJrthouse/Pe(~lstry of Deeds
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,....., / ~tree~ ,~,ddress
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Phone (816) 881-3198
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2ip Code 64106
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_Nat'J Landmark
_ _Stace Deslgnation
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.
_
Title of survey and depository of survey records
_
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possible.
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Arch., Edward Buehler Delk (shelter house).

----X-6ardener/Horticulturalist Name(s): Col. P.B. O'Connor
leer/Engineer Nanle(s):,
.
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_
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changes, events, notable occurrences, include social and cultural factors:
_~8ui

See Continuation Sheet
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__Important Artistic Statement
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__Unique Regional Expression
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See Bibliographv with accompanying Summary Report
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BUDD PARK
continuation Sheets
8.

HISTORIC IN'FORMATION

Budd Park is the second earliest park established in
Kansas City. Originally, twenty acres was willed to the city
as a gift by Mr. Azariah Budd, conditional that the city pay
an annuity of $3,000 to his widow. Budd had obtained the
title to the land when he discovered that the original claim
to it was defective. He then moved onto the land, filed a
claim, and was allowed to remain. He was just as shrewd when
he attached the stipulation of payment to his wife when he
"gave" the land. to the city. After considerable conjecture
as to how long the then 63-year-old Mrs. Budd might live, the
city accepted t.he gift in 1891. Four acres in the northeast
corner were given to the city by Mrs. Budd ten years later in
1901, and approximately two acres were acquired the following
year by condemn.ation.
In the 1893 Report Q! ~ Board Qf ~ And Boulevard
COmmissioners ~~ Kansas City, Missouri, the Commissioners
were so anxious. to impress upon the city government the
urgent need for park space that they overlooked Budd Park's
existence, stating "There is not within the city a single
reservation for public use." However, it was true that Budd
Park was not originally given to the Park Department. In
fact, it was donated even before the existence of the Board
of Park and Boulevard Commissioners. First it was at under
the management of the Board of Public Works, from whom the
Park Department later inherited it.
The Board Report of 1905 states that "no path or other
usually accepted improvements have been made" to the park,
then goes on to report on the shelter house, settees, lamps.
swings, etc. In fact, Budd Park did receive "improvements"
(Map B-1), but for the most part, it was (and still is today)
simply a large expanse of sloping lawn interspersed with
groves of large trees (see Photo B-1). It never appears to
have been forma,lly "designed" by a professional, such as
George Kessler. In fact, it appears as if Kessler had little
to do with Budd Park. He writes of it in 1914 as if his
knowledge is second-hand.
Budd Park apparently remains a distinctive property.
Its improvement has been of the very simplest form
without paths, without roadways, having only the

lands, trees, ample shelter and the usual
conveniences, with some playground apparatus. It
has from the beginning . . . been the distinctive
picnic property for the whole city and seems
throughout this entire period to have held this
characteristic distinction. It illustrates that
paths and roadways do not make parks. It seems to
have an individual character that so far has not
been applied to any other property in th.e city.
Its management has been exceptionally good in all
this time and all the pUblic have felt safe in its
use without any special care of small ch.ildren.
From this and other references, it does not appear that
Kessler was involved in the design of the park, although
historical references show he had many ideas for it.
In spite indications of a "foster child" attitude
towards Budd Park, the park was under a regular program of
maintenance and construction. In 1896, a frame shelter
building was designed by John and Adriance Van Brunt. The
hipped roof was supported by turned posts, and the structure
featured a semi-circular deck. It was probably in the same
location as the present shelter house. This shelter, a stone
structure, was built in 1928, and designed by architect
Edward Buehler Delk. In 1899, John Van Brunt designed a
frame barn and tool house, located in the southwest corner of
the park. Water service was provided in 1905, drinking
fountains in 1907 and 1909, and the plumbing for toilets in
1908. Sewers expenses were incurred in 1905, and a brick
storm sewer was constructed across the south end in 1906,
providing necessary connections for storm water. Street
trees were planted around the east and north sides in the
same year.
George Kessler, as landscape architect for the entire
park system, was naturally involved with some design work at
Budd Park. He was responsible for the 1904 d1esign of the
limestone steps at the northeast corner of th,e park. Three
other cut stone steps were built in 1907, on 'the north at
Denver Avenue and Quincy Avenue, and on the east at Anderson
Avenue. By this date, sidewalks and curbing had been
completed around the park along both st. John and Hardesty
Avenues.
Children's gymnasium and swings were placed in the park
at an early date and were always an important feature in the
park. In 1906, they mentioned in a maintenance report as
being painted and repaired as they were under constant use

(Photo B-2). Several new swings were built in 1909 (by this
time the department was manufacturing their own play
equipment). A combined wading pool and swimming basing was
designed in 1917 and built that same year for $4,058.22
(Photo B-3).
Recreational opportunities for children were not all
that were provided at Budd Park. Roque, a form of croquet
played on hard-surfaced court with raised borders, was played
quite frequently here. In 1914, Ralph Benedic:l:, Assistant
Executive Officer and Engineer of Construction for the Board
of Park Commissioners reported of the roque court that
the attendance of its patrons has proven
conclusively that the Board made no mistake in
building the court. This court is one of the
finest in the united states. A five-inch cement
border surrounds the playing space, the arches are
of steel and the surface is kept in the very best
shape at all times, making the play fast and
accurate.
There were two courts by 1920. The Missouri Valley Annual
Roque Tournament was held for several years at Budd Park.
The courts were still in use during the 1940's. In addition
to roque, tennis courts were also constructed. Rock dust
courts were built in the eastern half of the park in 1914 at
a cost of $385.35. By 1963, they had been changed to hard
surface.
In spite of provisions for active recreation, from the
beginning Budd Park was primarily used for passive
activities. It. was known as an "excellent family park and
children's picnic grounds". The groves of trees provided
plenty of shade' and the large span of grass was regularly
maintained.
Kessler's 1893 plan for the park system shows the
location of Budd Park, but does not show it connected to any
of the proposed boulevards. As late as 1909, the
Commissioners in their annual report noted that "in the very
near future the: eastern section of the city must receive
attention. . . . Budd Park should be brought into the system
by a boulevard from north to south." It was not until 1913
that Van Brunt Boulevard was completed, running near the west
side of Budd Park from North Terrace Park. Budd Park
Esplanade was the final link which connected the park to Van
Brunt Boulevard and thus to the entire system. That was
completed in 1917 at a construction cost of $7,828.73.

9•

DESCRIPTION

Budd Park is a 26.39 acre park surrounded on three sides
by residential neighborhoods and on the north by a commercial
street. It is four blocks long by one and one-half blocks
wide. Its main feature is the large expanse of sloping lawn
interspersed with groves of large trees (see Photo B-4). The
highest elevation is in the northwest corner, with the ground
sloping down to the southeast. Except for·the grading which
naturally occurred at all boundaries, very little additional
earth work has occurred. There has been some grading for the
ball diamond in the north central portion of the park, the
swimming pool in the southwest corner, and the tennis courts
in the east central portion (Map B-2).
There are a large number of picnic tables and ovens,
concentrated under the trees in the southwest quarter of the
park, and a new small shelter structure in the southeast
(Photo B-4). The swimming and wading pool and batl1house are
also situated here, near Budd Park Esplanade (Photo B-6).
The softball diamond is on a level expanse directly north of
the shelter house (Photo B-7). The lighted tennis courts are
in the east section, near Hardesty Avenue (Photo B-a). stone
entry steps are at the northeast corner of the park (Photo B9), and lead southwest to Budd Park Esplanade. Two
triangular-shaped hard court areas are southwlest of the
tennis courts. The shelter house, situated just slightly
south of the center of the park, is discussed on a separate
continuation sheet. New curving pedestrian walkways meander
around the edge of the park. The paths are o:E bark chips
with a wood edge.

10.

INTEGRITY

Budd Park retains a significant degree of integrity in
the categories noted earlier. There does not appear to have
been a "plan" per se, but historic photos, maps, and
statements indicate that Budd Park has not undergone any
drastic changes since around the turn of the century. The
design intent has remained the same - a neighborhood park
providing a variety of experiences for the nearby residents.
For the most part, the use of the park today has remained
consistent. Mlen new facilities or structures were
constructed, such as the shelter house or pool, they were
located in the same spot as the facility they were replacing.
The only area of the park which has received a change in use
is the softball diamond. This was a section formally reserved
for passive USE~, but was also probably the site of many
informal acti VE~ games.
The major architectural feature, the stone shelter
house, is discussed on a separate continuation sheet. The
stone steps on the northeast corner of the park retain their
integrity of materials, design, setting, workmanship, etc.
The new pool and bathhouse are not historic, but as mentioned
earlier, the area has retained integrity of use and spatial
relationship with the remainder of the park. In fact, the
spatial relationship of the major features and use areas are
nearly identical to those of the historic period (compare
Maps B-1 and B-2).
As mentioned in section 9, very little grading work has
occurred in the park, therefore retaining its integrity in
topography. The property boundaries have remained the same
since 1902.
The original vegetation was not mapped in the early
plans of Budd Park. Except for tree plantings along the
streets and SOIlle areas of shrub "plantations", the major
horticul tural j:ocus in Budd Park was in maintaining the
status quo of groves of large trees. Some transplanting was
necessary to replace damaged or dying trees. without an
actual plant materials map from the historic period, it is
difficult to make a completely accurate assessment of
vegetation intHgrity. However, from historic photos and
descriptions of the park, it appears to retain integrity of
feeling in vegetation.

11.

SIGNIFICANCE

Budd Park is significant for its association with the
events and trends of the Park Movement in Kansas City. As
the second oldest park in Kansas City, it represents the
attempt of local citizenry to establish a haven from the evil
influences of urban life. While Kansas City was quite
fortunate to be able to establish an extensive park system in
areas of the city prior to its development, the need for
parks was most acutely felt in the already developed sections
of town. Budd Park was one of the larger parks in the
already urbanized portion of Kansas City (West Terrace, North
Terrace, and Penn Valley were larger). Its association is
therefore with the social history of Kansas City as it
pertains to the development of the park syste:m.
It is also significant under criterion C as a good
representative of a type of park. Although flew features were
added to Budd Park, the stated purpose of the park was to
take advantage of its natural features. Its :size and use did
not dictate the addition of a circulation system, for
example. The major man-made feature, the shelter house, was
constructed of native limestone to blend with the natural
features. In general, the park reflects the ~~erican
Romantic style with its emphasis on natural scenery, native
plant materials, and lack of formal design.
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SHELTER BUILDING
BUDD PARK

continuation Sheets
8.

HISTORIC INFORMATION

In 1927, architect Edward Buehler Delk submitted plans
for a brick shelter building to replace the frame structure
designed in 1896 by Adriance Van Brunt. The new structure
was to be sitE~d in the same location as the former shelter
building, whic:h had featured an half-circle deck. Delk's
choice of construction material was changed to nati~e stone,
and constructi.on began i'n 1928 on what was called Shelter No.
1.
9.

DESCRIPTION

The Budd Park shelter building consists of a center,
open-air rectangular pavillion with a hip roof. Two small
square wings ~rith hip roofs extend east and west containing
the men's and women's restrooms (Photo B-I0). The current
roofing material is asphalt-type shingle, and wide,
overhanging open eaves. The native stone structure features
concrete floors, white pine doors and sash, and the remaining
woodwork in cypress. The center portion of the shelter has
five doorway openings on the south elevation, and three on
the north. The restroom wings have doorways on the south
elevation, and stone chimneys where they join with the center
pavillion (Photo B-ll). The fireplace openings are in the
center section.
10.

INTEGRITY

The Budd Park shelter building retains its integrity of
location, design, setting, workmanship, feeling, association,
and materials (except for a probable roof replacement from
tile to shingles). Its retains all features necessary to
convey its historic appearance and association.

11.

SIGNIFICANCE

Shelter Building No. 1 (as it was called in 1927) is a
good example of a simple recreational structure in the Kansas
city Park system. The majority of park buildi:ngs were
constructed in natural stone so as to complement the
naturalistic, romantic landscape designs were built before
1915. It is significant that even park structures built
after the "heyday" of the Kansas City Park sys'tem, such as
this shelter building, continued to be designed so as to fit
in with a naturalistic park like Budd Park. The quality of
workmanship is also characteristic of the fine masonry work
found in park buildings and within Kansas City in general.
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AMERICAN SOCIETY OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS HISTORIC SURVEY
NATIONAL SURVEY FORM
Control Number
_
1 LANDSCAPE NAME Hi stori c_.--.;.;.W..;;;.;al;;;.;.n;;..;;;u..;;.,t.....;G;;;..;;r..;;.,o...;..ve..:;..,._
Comnl0n_---IoT..u,b.s;.,e~G;u.,r.l.L.Qy.x.seiii.._

2 LOCATION USGS Quadrangle
City, Town Kansas Ci.ty
Zip Code
.County Jackson
UT,'1 Coordinates

Acreaae 11.33
State tvlissouri
Congressional Distrlct

Acres

_
_

3 OWNER OF PROPE1~TY I f group or gov't agency, give contact person.
Name Kansas Ci ty Mi ssouri Parks, Recrea ti on, Phone
444-3113
& Blvds.
Street Address 5605 E. 63rd Street
City/Town
Kansas Ci ty
State Missouri Zip Code 64130
Pertinent Information: Survey Project contact person: Jim Shoemaker

4 LANDSCAPE TYPE Check all applicable categories:
-X.-Urban Landscape
----Rura 1 Landscape
__ InstHution
---Residence
__Garden
__Public Building
_---'-Estate
Botanical Garden
__Square/Commons
__5treetscape
_x_Park
__Parkway
_x_Park System (part) _ _City/Town
Battlefield
__Cemetery
__Water Feature
__Settlement
-----F ort
----I"1onument Grounds -Farm
_---'-Enclave
__Ceremonial
__Commemorative
__Other
.
_
5 LANDSCAPE STATUS Please describe as required below:
O'vVnership: -lL.-PubJic __Private __Other, please note
_
Pub1 ic Acquisition: __Considered __In Progress --L-Not Considered
:~,ccess:

-X...-Unrestrict.ed _qestricted

-No A.ccess

Status: .-.X.-Safe _----Endangered __Preservation Action Needed
Preservation Action Undertaken, Describe
_

Further Informat iOrL6 LANDSCAPE ADDI1~E5S AND BOUNDARY INFORMATION
Specific Location (Street. road, features comprising the boundary)

_

Truman Road on
the north, Benton Blvd. on the east, Benton Plaza on the south, & Benton Blvd. on the
west.

Location of Legal DesciiptiOn} Give contact person if known.
Courthouse/Registry of Deeds
Jackson Count'! Courthouse
Street A.Odress 415 E. J 7th
City/Town Kansas Cj ty
2~p
CO(je
64106
Phone (816) 881-3198
St2ce Missouri

7 REPRESENTATION IN OTHER SURVEYS Yes or ~Jo, explain briefly.
_ _Nat'l Register
_Nat'! Landmark
_ _State Designation
____
! oca 1 Designat ion
__Otrler
.----Title of survey and depository of survey records
_

8 HI STOR I C INFORMAT ION Check and camp 1ete, give deta i 1s wherever
possible.
_X_Original Landscape Architect/Designer/Planner Name(s):
Landscape Architect. George Kessler,

Arch., Wilder & Wi~ht (demolished strcture)

__Gardener/Horticuituralist Name(s):
_ -"-,Rui lderlEngineer Name(s):_ _-:-_ _Clent/Community Leader Name(s):
x

_
_
_
_

Date(s) of Construction:__1_89_8_,_19_1_1_,_1_9_14_,

_

BRIEF CHRONOLOGY Give pertinent facts about construction, subsequent
changes, events, notable occurrences, include social and cultural factors:
See Continuation Sheet

9 DESCRI PTION Begin with overall description, then note specifics.
CONDITION:
CHA,NGES:
__Excel1ent
__Unaltered

___Good
~air

~ltered

--!.-Added to
_~Deteriorated
..-LLoss, removal
___Severe ly deteriorated
Encroached Upon
DESCRIBE EXISTING CONDITIONS Emphasize landscape features, attach plan
at 1" = 20' or 1" = 100'. Include a minimum of two photograph::; of
significant views and features with location and direction of view noted on
pJan.
_
See Continuation Sheet

10 INTEGRITY Do these categories exist in the form they were found at
the time of significance of the historic landscape?
_---:-Jnesign/Plan
_--.Architectural Features _x_Property Boundary
x Design Intent _ _Spatial Relationships
_X_Vegetation (partial)
-LUSe
_L-Topography/Grading
_ _Site Furnishings
__Circulation System
5T A.TEf'1ENT OF INTE{3R TY Describe the deqree which the overall landscape
and its significant features are present today, explain categories of
integri ty noted above and any others that apply.
See Continuation Sheet

11 SIGNIFICANCE ~Iote reasons landscape is historically important.
_X_Historic Association with Person, Group, Event
-Historic Significance in Landscape Design
---x-Historic Slljnificance in Culture
__\Vork of Recognized !"laster
__Important Artistic Statement
__Example of Fine Craftsmanship
__Use of Unique Material
__Unique Regional Expression
__ Important Landmark
_ _l='xample of Particular Style
__Example of Particular Type
__Examp Ie of Particular Time
_x_E.xarnple of Time Sequence
__Other Verifiable Quality

_

5T A.TEi'1ENT OF SIGNIFIC,A,NCE

above.

Explain c2tegories of

signifjc~mce noted

_

See Continuation Sheet

12 SOURCES FOR INFORMATION Note sources used in survey with an *.
_-l..! ocal Repositories (Name, Address, Type of Material)
See Bibliography with accompanying Summary Report

_ _Non-Local Sources of Documents (Same as A,bove)
"

"

"

"

"

_
"

_ _Q,ibliography of l'1ajor PublishE!j Sources

"

"

13 FORM PREPARATION
Name(s) Deon Wolfenbarger

"

"

_
"

"

Date

Apri 1, 1989

Phone

(816) 524-7479

Street Address
City/Town

1908 N.E. Patterson Drive
Lee's Summit
State Missouri

7ip Code 64063

!~ICL!JDE PHOTOGPAPHS, PLANS A,NO MAPS FOR Ft.-ilL NFORMA TION.
FOR ADDITIONAL COMMENTS ADD SEPARATE PAGE, USE CATEGOf~Y NUi'16ERS
I
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THE GROVE

continuation Sheets
8.

HISTORIC INrpORMATION

"The Grove~" was the first park acquired in Kansas City
by condemnation proceedings. 12.21 acres were purchased in
1898 for $155,277.53. In the 1893 Park System Plan, it was
referred to as "Walnut Grove", for its fine stand of native
walnut trees, and was proposed to contain 9.7 acres. A plan
of the site dat.ed September 1, 1893 is titled "Reservation
'H''', and only indicates boundary lines (Map G-1).
George Kessler considered The Grove as belonging to the
smallest of the four classes of parks, that is, the smaller
local playgrounds. However, in the 1893 Report Q.f. ~ Board
Q.! £M:k gng ~.levard commissioners, he noted that "It is
somewhat larger, and sufficient to serve not only for
children's play, but can be made a pleasure-ground of
considerable be~auty." The four other proposed playgrounds or
public squares were much smaller, ranging in size from 1.25
acres to 2.8 acres. Indeed, "Walnut Grove" as it was known
was much more comparable in size to the original proposal for
"The Paseo"; hC1wever, size alone did not dictate the function
(and therefore, the form) of a park.
The Grove's relegation to the smallest class of parks
probably had something to do with its fairly slow planned
rate of development. Its original condition was sufficient
to serve for many simple recreational activities. More
importantly, it~ was probably viewed primarily as an
interesting turning point for the proposed East Boulevard.
Due to an existing exposition building and race track north
of Fifteenth Street, the proposed boulevard could not
continue northvlard along what was Chestnut. Therefore,
Walrond Avenue, approximately four blocks to the east, was
selected as the! northernmost route of "East Boulevard" (later
called Benton Boulevard). (see Figure 1, Summary Report) The
Park Board in 1893 stated that Walnut Grove would "materially
add to the beauty of the East Boulevard, and as the eastern
central part of the city becomes more closely built up, will
be of great value as a local pleasure and play-ground." Its
earliest function, therefore, was a beauty spot to be viewed
by travellers on the boulevard system. It wasn't until the
city grew that it became needed for more intensive
recreational activities.

In 1905, it was still considered unimproved, containing
only the grove of trees and an "excellent" la.wn. However,
maintenance costs were recorded for lamps (probably for the
boulevard edges) and for a gymnasium outfit. Up to that
year, nearly 6000 cubic yards of dirt had been deposited by
local contractors at the park, which was grading surplus from
all the construction work going on in the area. This fill
was used in all the low ground on the site. The main storm
sewer had been constructed through the park, some shrub
groupings planted, and the lawn area graded and seeded by
1905 as well.
Kessler's. early ideas for the park were quite simple.
In his original proposal of 1893, he stated that:
The ground is already well wooded. Its
improvement would be simple in formi including
walks, arranged to lead through shady groves, and
possibly some interesting plantation of flowering
shrubs around the borders of the property, and the
construction of convenient entrances, and perhaps
passages through the ground (see original conditions,
Map G-2).
By 1907, Kessler realized that the property had more
potential than originally stated in 1893. He noted that an
"interesting little water garden" could be fo:rned by creating
a small water basin in the old creek channel. At this time,
he still felt that all the Grove needed to give it a good
appearance were a few more shrub groupings and tree
plantings, and a more complete playground "paraphernalia" to
make it more valuable. Already the park was 'Nell used for
croquet, and the outdoor gym apparatus was well patronized.
continued growth in the surrounding neighborhoods put
increasing pressure on the few improvements provided in the
park. In 1910, George Kessler prepared a gen,:aral improvement
plan (Map G-3), which was approved by the Board in 1911.
Work began almost immediately. The wading po()l, constructed
in the ravine in 1911 at a cost of $6,700, waf; immediately
popular with children. In fact, as Kessler lamented, "each
new wading pool brings about demands on the part of boys and
men too old to use the pools for an opportunity for
swimming".

Kessler's plan divided the park into three fields of
recreation. The central portion was heavily wooded and
considered a "resting place" of sorts. The main feature was
the unusually large wading pool, discussed above, which
featured "natural" curved edges overshadowed by trees and
fringed with shrubbery (Photo G-1). The western third was
for the outdoor sports of women and children, "segregated
from the field of rougher sports of boys and men at the
extreme eastern third by.the central grove". Also in the
east was the outdoor swimming pool (Public Bath), used
primarily by ml:!n and boys, as mentioned above.
The Public:: Bath was designed in 1912 by the Kansas City
architectural firm of Wilder & Wight. Designed in the
Italian Renais::;ance style, it soon became commonly known as
the "Roman Bath". The rectangular structure featured an open
air pool in the center. Pavilions on the east and west ends
were connected by open colonnades (Photo G-2). The building
had year-round, 24-hour comfort stations, year-round 12-hour
shower bath service, and all the features necessary for the
summer outdoor swimming pool, such as shower & locker rooms.
Administrative offices were housed there as well. The cost
of the structure was nearly $100,000.
By 1914, the construction of Kessler's plan was
completed. In addition to the wading pool, SW1mID1ng pool and
bath house, a ball field, tennis courts, comfort station,
pergola, and playground equipment combined to make The Grove
the most compl.~te combined park and playground in Kansas
City. As finishing touches, in 1914 the entire park was
graded and sodded, and formally designed beds of flowers and
shrubs were planted (Map G-4). Two cut limestone landings
and steps were constructed at the ends of the cross paths at
Bellefontaine and Kansas Avenues, as well as at the east and
north ends of the wading pool.

9•

DESCRIPTION

The Grove is an approximate eleven acre park which is
four blocks long and one block wide. The eastern boundary
edge follows Benton Boulevard, forming a curVE~ around the
southeast corner. The topography generally slopes downward
from the western edge to the northeast corner., There is much
variation in grade around the former wading pool in the
southern portion between Kansas and Bellefontaine. The
concrete bottom and edge of the wading pool s1:ill remain,
collecting water after a rain as well as broken glass. stone
steps with rough stone retaining walls are still extant on
the south side of the wading pool (Photo G-3)~ Directly
across the pool are stones which are possibly remnants from
the former landing. At the southwest corner of the wading
pool is a large, semi-circular retaining wall (Photo G-4).
There are several large, old deciduous trees remaining,
primarily around the wading pqol. There are some trees still
lining the boundaries (north and southeast), as well as a
grouping of eight in the north central section. There are a
few older walnuts and oaks and some more recently planted
maples and ash. There are shrub groupings along the southern
edge and around the wading pool - spirea at the entrance at
Kansas, and mockorange, spirea, and lilac around the wading
pool and steps.
The southern boundary along Benton Plaza has the remnant
of an asphalt sidewalk. Another remnant aspha.lt sidewalk
leads directly north from the entrance at Kansas, and from
the entrance at Bellefontaine. There are no other paths in
the park other than the one leading to the new' pool. Two
stone landings, each with two sets of stairs a.nd iron rails,
from entrances at Kansas and at Bellefontaine (Photos G-5,
G-6) •

A drinking fountain, possibly historic, is north of a
playground area containing modern equipment in the center of
the park. To the west of the playground is a circular paved
half-court area with one basketball hoop. The are two ball
fields with metal backstops, one at the southwest corner and
another at the southeast (Photo G-7). Both field areas are
naturally of dirt and are graded level with a gentle slope
for drainage. A new pool and a concrete block bathhouse are
in the eastern third of the park, west of the ball field
(Photo G-8). There is a bank of land which drops from the
pool area about five feet down to the southeast ball diamond
(Photo G-9).

10.

INTEGRITY

Very few cLctual features remain from the 1910 plan of
George Kessler. The large stone entrances off of Benton
Plaza are all t:hat remain of the former north/south Beaux
Arts plazas (Map G-3). The individual stair landings retain
their integrity of design, materials, and location. The
wading pool, a major feature of the park, retains its
integrity of location and setting, and partially of design
and materials (noticeably lacking the water; compare Photos
G-1 and G-4).
As in all parks surveyed, the historic pool and
bathhouse have been replaced, in the same general location as
before. In addition, the playground equipment is modern, but
also in the sanle general area as indicated on the historic
plans. One southeast ballfield is in the same location,
although the backstop has moved. The southwest ballfield is
located on the former sunken field, which was used for
baseball. There are no longer any tennis courts. The
circulation system has virtually vanished, with just
deteriorating asphalt paths at the former north/south plazas.
The removal and/or addition of the above individual
features compromises the integrity of Kessler's 1910 design,
although not nE~cessarily the intent of that design. The park
is still dividE!d into thirds, with active recreation at both
the west and eclst ends. The general spatial relations of the
use areas therefore retain their integrity. The central
portion conveys the character of the original design and
planned use, with visual emphasis on the wading pool. The
vegetation, al1:hough reduced in number, gives a feeling of
time and place, again particularly around the wading pool
where several large, old trees remain along with groupings of
shrubs.

12.

SIGNIFICANCE

The Grove is significant in the history of the Kansas
city park system as the first park acquired by condemnation
proceedings. The long battle with pUblic sentiment and the
many legal battles were finally settled with this first park
acquisition by the new special powers of the city. Its
association with broad patterns in Kansas cit,y history is
especially notable in the field of community planning and
development.
The Kansas City park system was based on a hierarchy of
park classes, or property types. The Grove was the largest
and most significant of the smallest of the four classes of
parks in Kansas City, the local playgrounds. From the 1893
park system plan, The Grove is the only remaining site of
this property type. The smaller playgrounds were very
important features of the overall plan, which depended upon
the availability of a park within walking distance of every
child in the city. Without the smaller playgrounds, it was
felt that the quality of life in Kansas City would suffer.
For its association with athletic sports, play, and
leisure activities, The Grove is significant in the area of
recreation. It was felt to be a necessity to be able to
provide every child and adult a chance to escape from the
ills of the urban society. outdoor recreation was considered
a safe route to avoid evil.
'
The Grove was also significant as it related to the park
and boulevard system as a whole, and therefore to the
physical development of Kansas City. It was planned as an
interesting visual feature in a jog in Benton (or "East")
Boulevard. Approaching the southwest corner of The Grove
from Benton Boulevard today, and travelling east along Benton
Plaza, the remaining integrity of the vegetation and stone
entrances combined add to the conveyance of a feeling of
place (Photo G-IO).
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AMERICAN SOCIETY OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS HISTORIC SURVEY
NATIONAL SURVEY FORM
Control Number
_
1 LANDSCAPE NAME Historic Gates & Kendall Tract, The Par-adeway
(OmnlOn

2 LOCATION

USGS Gu2dr2ngle

City, Town Kansas Ci ty
Zip Code
County Jackson
UTr-1 Coordinates

The Parade
Acreaae 20 . 99 acres
State Missouri
Congressional District
_
_

3 OWNER OF PROPEHTY I f group or gov't agency, give contact person.
Name Kansas Ci ty Missouri Park~ Recreation, Phone
444-3113
& Blvds.

Street ,A,ddress S60S

63rd Street
Cay/Town
Kansas Ci ty
State Missouri Zip Code 64130
Pertinent lnformation:.survey Project contact person: Jim Shoemaker
E.

Check a11 applicable categories:
~Urban Landscape
-Rural Landscape
_ _Institution
----Residence
_ _Garden
_ _Public Building
_~Fstate
Botanical Garden
_ _Square/Commons
__Streetscape
_x_Park
_ _Parkway
Battlefield
.-.L-Park System (part) _ _City/Town
__Cemetery
_ _Water Feature
_ _Settlement
----Fort
----l1onument Grounds -Farm
_-,,"-Enclave
_ _Ceremonial
_ _Commemorat lve
4 LANDSCAPE TYPE

__Other

_

5 LANDSCAPE 5T ATUS Ple3se describe 2S required belo\v:
Ownership: .-1.-Public _ _ Private _ _Other, please note
_
Public :~,cquisition: __Considered _ _In Progress -.X_Not Ccnsicere,j
,~,ccess:
-X....- l...:nrestrict.2!j _qestricted __No Access
Status: -x-Safe _---Endangered _ _Preservation Action Needed
Preservation Action Undertaken, Oescribe
_

Further I nformatiorL-

_

6 LANDSCAPE ADDRESS AND BOUNDARY INFORMATION
Specific Location (Street. road, features comprisinq the boundary) Truman Road on the north;
\-loodland Av. on the east; 17th Terrace on the south; and The Paseo on the west.
Loc3ClOn of Legal DeSCr1D(jOn; Give contact person if known.
Courthouse/Re~j i stry 0'; Deeds
Jackson Coun tv Cou rthouse
,...0 .. ,2treec ,A,dcress_=-~1l..-5~f;".~1.....
?_"'u...h
- - ' - l l y ; lown Kansas Cj t~T
7 j P Coae--::;..64.:...:.1~06~_-Phone (816) 881-3198
St2te Missouri
r"'

'

hrl' ~:
1'1
7 REPRESENTATION IN OTHER SURVEYS I/.:.~
,"'''"'' or 1\10
I i , Px"-l
_I~)' a I' nI U
~II,.
_ _Sta;:e Designation
__NaL'] Register
_Nat'! Landmark
__
I cc31 Desicnation
_ _Otr:ef
.
_
Title of survey and depository of survey records
_

8 HISTORIC INFORMATION Check and complete, give det~lils wherever
possible.
_X_Original Landscape Architect/Designer/Planner Name(s):
_
Landscape Architect, George Kessler.

Arch., Howe, Hoit

(~

Cutler (demolishhed structure)

__Gardener/Hort1cuJturalist Name(s):
_-I-Rui lder/Engineer Nan1e(S):
__elent/Community Leader Name(s):
X Date(s) of Construction~ 1900, 1904, 1906, 1912, 1916, 1940.

.;...
_

_

6K!E~

CHRONOLOGY Give pertinent facts about construction, subsequent
changes, events, notable occurrences, include social and cultural factors:
See Continuation Sheet

9 OESeR) PTION Begin with over311 \jescription, then
CONDITION:
CHANGES:
_ _Excelient

nO(E~ soecif~cs.

_ _Unaltere,j

___
x __Good
~]tered
-----Fair
~dded to
_---'neteriorated
x 'oss, removal
____Severe ly deterior8ted
Encroached Upon
DESCRI6E EXISTING CONDITIONS Emphasize landscape features, attach plan
at 1" = 20' or i" = 100'. Include a minimum of two photographs of
significant views and features with location 2nd direction of view noted on
plan.
_
See Continuation Sheet

10 I NTEGRITY Do ttlese cater~ories exist in the form they were found at
the time of signific~ln:e of the historic landscape?
_~n.esign/P12n
_~\rchitectur3l Features ---1L..Prooerty Boundary
_x_Vegetation (partial)
x Design Intent _ _ Sp2tial Re 18tionsnips
__Use
_--!..-Topograohy/Grading
_ _ Site Furnishings
--x-C ircu lat ion Syst E~rn
~-I'
.~.-I'
~_-.I·'~,"',-.-,~·I-I·
{,)"C:
;',\1-,1
F'__
i.·-;,;J...I ....,· 'oil'
_
r'I
_
i

Dp'=l"'ri~p
.~,JI-. I~

tr-t U
,.~

(-!w'Jr'::'':'
~~

'1'h;'-'"
11\
~.,

11

and its significant fez:tures are present today, explain
integrity noted above and any others that apply.

l.L~e
1"\\/wr"~11
l!':\r·
.... -:::--':'l .... .:,
II
l.J~i '~l
c:; I\.J·-,'_;"W·~

catef~ories

of

See Continuation Sheet

11 SIGNIFICANCE Note reasons landscape is historically important.
x ~Wi,-;,.-,r·l''''' i\~-=I
A,-r-J-;~l'ion
'vI'th
D-,.,.... n Gr""I'1"\
r-\/~nlllc..I.J
\'/
I~''::;U
'-w'~~J C.
.,
;"';i'~"or;!"" ~1' (j;rl;i;r:1nr~ J'n L~nf-l"'''''';jpe
.:I <...
.;::
UP.....C:l'(1'"
i
X \":l'c:;'('r;'-'
'::::i"'rl r-j'(':1nc l'rl 'u'If-11r'e
1.. ....
\.•; ""r" loJl
~..: Doro"n I' i..__
-<:ld 1'-1"''''
·C(
I (,j·.::L·....
__ Important Artistic Statement
__E>(ample of Fine Craftsmanship
__Use of Unique Material
__Unique Regional Expression
__ lmportant Landmark
_ _f='xample of Particular Style
__E.xample of Particular Type
__::xamp Ie or Particular Time
--L[':<2rnp 1e or Time Sequence
__either Verifiable Guality
__

!1":!.\,.I1

___

; I·,.; I . '

_ _lz

1

.....

_ _ 1. (oJ

,\

1

'..J

1\... ....,
l~

_I(,:!

I I ... ·....

I I I _ '.... I _ .~
I

~ .....

O

\"r

J

....

'_

\j .

~

I:"

4'1

r"'I

I I

\-w

~

_

['<plain r:ctegories of significance noted
,

ST ~,TE!1ENT OF SIGNIFICA,NeE

aoove.

_

See Continuation Sheet

12 SOURCES FOR INFORMATION Note sources used, in survey with an *.
_~! oeal Repositories (Name, Address, Type of Material)
See Bibliographv with accompanying Summary Report

__Non-Local Sources of Documents (Same as Above)
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13 FORM PREPARATION
Name(s) Dean Wolfenbarger

j

"

_"

"

"

':;I-:I'r'("~.:::

··.J .' . . . . u,

I __

_

"

_

'- "-' ._

"

"

Date Apc~ 1, 1989
Phone (816) 524-7479

Street Adare=s
City/Town

1908 NeE. Patterson Drive
Lee's Summi t
St2te Nissouri

1~,iCL..UDE P~OTCGP/~,p~S, PLAt'\JS

7ip Code 64063

AND MAPS FOR Fl..JLL INFORl'1AT ON,
FeR /~.DD! TICNAL CCi"iMENTS ADO SEPARATE P,A,GE, USE CATEGORY NUt'16EKS

THE PARADE

continuation Sheets
8.

HISTORIC IN'FORMATION

From its inception, "The Parade" was considered somewhat
different from the other "pleasure-grounds" in the Kansas
city park syste'm. In 1893, one of the "obvious needs" of a
large city was a centrally located t~act of land to be used
for the drilling and parade of the local military
organizations, as well as for large outdoor demonstrations
and public gatherings. Such a tract of land could at the
same time also serve for the sports which required a lot of
room, such as baseball, cricket, and tennis. In reviewing
the available land within the settled portions of the city,
the Board of Pa.rk Commissioners found a site which met all of
these requirements. "We already possess such a locality well
adapted to the purposes mentioned, and which has been in part
so used." They' were referring to the land between Fifteenth
and Eighteenth Streets, and between Flora and Woodland
Avenues, known then as the "Gates & Kendall tract".
This site, a former circus ground, was located in a
heavily populated section of Kansas City, occupied largely by
small business owners and the laboring class. Due the
anticipated use by the surrounding residents, the Board felt
it desirable to add features which would make it comparable
to other propos:ed parks and playgrounds. with all of the
above uses combined - military drilling, public demonstration
ground, athletic sports, and "pleasure-ground" - the Board
felt "confident~ that the advantages of "The Parade" will at
once occur to our citizens".
As George Kessler noted, it was intended to supply a
place for all manner of outdoor games and general amusement
within easy realch from all parts of the city. The proposed
use, as well as the existing features, would dictate its
design. From t~he beginning, Kessler admitted that The Parade
was admirably s:uited for its intended use. The ground was
nearly level, and in 1893, the south half was well wooded.
The portion near Fifteenth Street was open, and large enough
to serve for many recreation~l purposes. Kessler's Plan #6
for the park system, dated September 1, 1893 and titled
"Preliminary Sketch of Reservation G and The Paseo" shows the
boundaries for The Parade, but does not include a site plan.
However, in the! 1893 Report to the Board Qf ~ and
Boulevard Commi.ssioners, he notes that there should be a

dense plantation of trees and shrubs close to the street. A
double row of street trees is shown on Plan #6. In the open
area, he felt that constant use would probably result in the
destruction of the grass, and recommended leaving it in bare
dirt, or paving it with a thin layer of broken stones and
screenings. He described the wooded portion having curving
walks.
In 1900, 20.99 acres were eventually acquired. The
ground was graded and intermediate sized trees (6-8"
diameter) were transplanted from the boulevards, transforming
it in one season to a well shaded park. An undated plan
titled "Plan for Improvement of The Parade" is probably ca.
1899-1900, due to the composition of the Board of
Commissioners listed (Map P-1). This plan is fairly formal
and symmetrical. The north central portion of The Parade is
reserved for an oval track and athletic field or "parade".
Directly south is the public bath, with a formal landscaped
entry treatment on its south facade. The four corners of the
site are shown as heavily wooded, except for i!i portion of the
southeast corner reserved for the shop and service yard. The
northeast and northwest corners have curving paths throughout
the wooded area which link with the circular sidewalk around
the athletic field. A plan of a few years later, 1908, shows
that for the most part Kessler's layout for The Parade was
followed (Map P-2).
The first public bath in Kansas City was erected on The
Parade not long afterwards, designed by Howe, Hoit & Cutler,
Architects (Photo P-1). In 1904, the Epperson Megaphone
Minstrels donated the money necessary for its construction.
The group was a pUblic spirited citizens' organization which
gave occasional minstrel entertainments to raise funds. A
sunken field of five acres served both as a summer athletic
field, and when flooded in the winter, a skating rink.
A general repair house for the entire park department
was constructed in 1906 at Seventeenth and Wo()dland. In the
same year, new plantings were established around the pUblic
bath house (Photo P-1) and a gymnasium outfi1: was
constructed at Seventeenth and Holly. The swing and
playground apparatus were so soon well patronized that it was
recommended in 1907 to remove operating buildings so that the
whole area could be devoted to playground.
The general plant, machine and repair shop for the
entire city park system was completed in 1912 in the
southeast corner of The Parade. A stable and storage yard

was completed in the same area in 1916. Large trees were
transplanted from Gillham Road in 1914 to replace the heavy
loss in The Parade due to dry weather from previous seasons.
The manure dump in the southwest corner was filled,
eliminating a long-standing nuisance. A field was added for
soccer, "an En<,:rlish game, which is fast becoming quite
popular with Kansas citians."
Although intended to be the great central playground of
the city, in 1910 it was said to be "very meagerly equipped"
and by 1914 it was still considered incomplete. In spite of
not being fully developed, the park was in constant use. The
swimming pool had an attendance of over 35,000 in 1913.
There were 566 baseball permits taken out in 1913, and many
more games WerE! played without permits.
In 1919, t:he public bath house "was turned over to the
use of Negroes, exclusively". A new Community Center, built
of native stonE!, replaced the pUblic bath in 1940. It
included a 45xl05' pool, the Dr. Richard L. sutton Pool.
Throughout the rest of its history, The Parade remained the
center of many recreational activities, such as baseball,
tennis, roque, basketball, volleyball, horseshoes, and
checkers for the senior citizens. The baseball diamond was
equipped with lights in 1947.

9•

DESCRIPTION

The Parade is an approximate twenty-one acre park
located on the eastern edge of The Paseo bet't\reen Truman Road
and Seventeenth Terrace. The rectangular park slopes from a
high elevation on the northern edge down to the south (see
Photos P-2, P-3, and P-4 for a panoramic view from the
northeast corner; Map P-3). The northern edge of the park
has the greatest number of trees, some large and some newly
planted (the majority sycamore).
The north central portion of the park features an oval
track (Photo P-4), surrounding an approximate five acre field
containing a weli lit ball diamond. Walks from the two
northern corners diverge and join up with the track, and with
the four newly constructed tennis courts northeast of the
track (Photos P-2, P-3). To the west of the track are
historic stone steps from the Paseo (Photo P-S).
To the southeast of the track are two paved full
basketball courts and a new playground system. The other
active recreation area is the ball diamond in the southwest
corner (Photo P-6). North of the ball diamond along The
Paseo is the pool and bathhouse. The bathhouse is a onestory, flat roofed structure constructed of native limestone
(Photo P-7). The pool area contains a pergola. In the
central southern portion of the site is the Gregg Community
center, a two story, flat-roofed brick structure, with a
half-circle drive and parking areas in front (Photo P-S). In
the southeast corner of The Parade is a complex of stone
structures, both one and two-story, which store equipment for
the Park Department (Photos P-9, P-IO).

10.

INTEGRITY

The Parade retains a significant degree of integrity in
the categories noted on accompanying survey sheet. The
circulation system is very nearly intact, except for the area
of the four new tennis courts. In their construction, some
of the sidewalks were destroyed; however, the design of the
courts was arranged so that their entrances aligned with the
existing sidewcllks. The walks coming from both north corners
of the park sti.ll diverge and meet with the oval track in the
center, and the stone entry steps off of Paseo are still
extant (Photo P-S). The circulation system thus retains its
integrity of location, setting, feeling, association, and for
the most part, design.
The intent: of the design remains intact, as does the use
of the park except for one notable instance. It is no longer
needed for mili.tary drilling or pUblic demonstrations.
However, it is still frequently used for active recreation.
The use zones of the park have remained intact over its
history. Passi.ve recreation a~eas are in the two northern
corners; track and baseball in the center track; swimming in
the southern half; and park maintenance and repair activities
in the southeast corner. Playground equipment, an import·ant
feature of the historic park, is still in use.
The property boundaries and topography have remained
unchanged, excE~pt for the grading necessary for construction
of the new pool and community center. Historic vegetation
remains in the northern corners of the park and around the
community centE~r, although not in as great a number. The
park departmen1: has recently planted trees, replacing those
lost and restoring the northern edge to its former grove
appearance.
The maintE!nance building and stable complex individually
retains a high degree of integrity in location, design,
materials, wor}~manship, and feeling. The south, east, and
north facades are unchanged.

11.

SIGNIFICANCE

The Parade is significant for its association with the
parks and recreation movement in Kansas City. The Parade was
located in an area which was already densely populated. In
1893, it was at a natural central point in the proposed
system of parks and boulevards. Thus its proposed uses made
it of general interest to the entire community, as well as
the first local playground park. As Kansas city grew
however, it was no longer needed to serve as an all-purpose
park for the entire community. Its use was modified to
become that of a neighborhood playground and park, thus
making it a good example of a time sequence both in its
development and form. It has always remained an important
visual feature of The Paseo. Driving along Truman Road or
The Paseo, The Parade still conveys a feeling of time and
place (Photo P-11). Its integration with the boulevard
system remains significant.
The Parade is also significant for several other
historical themes in social history. It is one of the
earliest parks to be designated for the use o:f Negroes, from
at least 1919 to throughout the 1950's. It i:s probable that
this affected the development of the park. K.~ssler's design
of ca. 1899 was never fully carried out. In part, as
mentioned above, this was due to its changing role in the
entire park system. However, the park has relnained in
constant use for active recreation throughout its history.
The maintenance building and stable complex is
individually significant under criterion C as a good
representative of the limestone park buildings in Kansas
City. Native limestone was used throughout the system for
buildings and other architectural features, such as retaining
walls and steps. This was an important design element of the
naturalistic school of design in landscape architecture,
sometimes called the American Romantic style. The man-made
features of parks in this design utilized native materials,
so as to "soften their presence" in the landscape.
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THE PASEO
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HISTORIC INFORMATION

The Paseo has from its inception been considered a
"parkway" as clpposed to a boulevard, although it has often
later been classified with the other boulevards in the park
system. Georgre Kessler felt that The Paseo was a transition
between a boulevard and a park. Its location made it a
passage from 1'he Parade to the rest of the boulevard system
(Figure 1, Sun~ary Report).
In 1893, three-quarters of a mile was proposed from
Ninth street to Seventeenth street. An extremely narrow
block of land existed between what was Grove and Flora
Avenues. It ~ras proposed that this block serve as the center
of the dual bc,ulevard, making the entire width of The Paseo
223' north of Twelfth street, and 242' south. This would
include two st.reets separated by a central space of 113' and
132', a thirty foot parking space on each side, and the
remainder having the same division as the other boulevards
(see Summary Report, Boulevards). The intersecting streets
formed small rectangles of land. Kessler designed each block
into a distinctive, individual park (Map PS-1). The total
area of land for The Paseo under this proposal was eleven
acres.
The Paseo would connect Independence Boulevard and The
Parade in what. was practically the center of the city, going
through a section of already established residences. The
Board, in their 1893 Report, felt that The Paseo offered a
"rare opportunity" for a boulevard to be constructed similar
to Drexel Boulevard in Chicago.
In the im.provement of our boulevards and the local
pleasure-grounds, we do not expect to give much
attention to purely decorative and ornamental
planting, our intention being to provide simple and
wholesome recreation and opportunities of physical
training. We do believe, however, that an
ornamented pathway, or garden, with a reasonable
amount of floral decoration, should be provided
somewhere, both for education reasons and because
of its pleasing qualities. The city should have
some place where everybody can see beautiful
flowers, and flowers more or less rare, in

abundance and under conditions of artistic
grouping or display. The "Paseo" offers this
opportunity.
It was necessary for the Board of Park and Boulevard
Commissioners to be persuasive and insistent about the need
for The Paseo, since what they were proposing 1Nas quite
expensive comparatively. As they noted, "with possible
exception of the "Paseo," there is no difficult.y and but
little expense to be expected • • . The cost of the "Paseo"
also, as compared with the many and great advantages that
would be secured from its construction, it seems to us, would
be entirely within the bounds of reason."
The Paseo, meaning "walk" or "promenade", was named for
the famous thoroughfare in Mexico city called the "Paseo de
la Reforma". However, Kansas City's Paseo mor~~ closely
resembled a number of European boulevards, paralleling as it
did the gridiron street pattern. The Mexican boulevard cuts
across that city's street system in a diagonal~ Instead,
Kessler worked within the confines of the exis1:ing city
streets. However, that does not suggest that Kessler did not
radically transform the area. As with the wes1: bluffs, and
the Penn street ravine, the narrow area between Grove and
Flora Avenues was blighted and dotted with shacks (Photo
PS-1) .
This survey report is concerned with the history of that
portion of The Paseo which was designed in 1893, in other
words, from Ninth to Seventeenth Streets. The formal, dual
boulevard portion of The Paseo extended from Ninth to
Eighteenth, however. Although an important link from The
Parade to Independence Boulevard in 1893, The Paseo quickly
gained further prominence within the park system, and by 1914
reached from Admiral Boulevard (Sixth Street) i.n the north
all the way to the southern city limits at 79th Street, over
nine miles. The portion from Ninth to Fifteent:h was acquired
in 1896, and from Fifteenth to Seventeenth in 1897. An
additional length was acquired from Admiral to Ninth that
same year. By April of 1898, the collection of shanties and
dilapidated houses had been removed. The entire section
(from Admiral to Seventeenth) was completed in 1899.
By 1900, most of the major features of The Paseo were in
place. Every section or block was treated differently. Even
the pedestrian circulation system was different for each
block. Some had a broad, central sidewalk (Photos PS-2,

PS-3), one had a wide walk off to one side, others had
encircling pa1:hways, and one block had no sidewalks in the
central portion at all. At Ninth street was the Paseo
Fountain. Be1:ween Tenth and Eleventh streets was the Pergola
(Photo PS-4). It was designed by Kansas City architect John
Van Brunt in 1899, and completed in 1900. Finished that same
year was the ~~elfth street Terrace (Photo PS-5) , a high,
rounded wall of masonry which provided a lookout to the south
over the SunkE~n Garden between Twelfth and Thirteenth (Photo
·PS-6). Across Twelfth street to the south is a Spanish
cannon named "Sancho el Bravo" from the war between the
united states and Spain. The cannon was dedicated in 1899,
and managed to survive the scrap metal drives of World War
Two. A traffic circle at Thirteenth street featured a
raised, formal floral display. At Fifteenth Street stood
what some havE~ termed "the wonder of The Paseo", an enormous
stone fountain which Kessler designed after a fountain at
Versailles. ~~he elaborate, formal portion of The Paseo
terminated in a small fountain at Eighteenth street.
The claim that The Paseo was "completed" by 1899
overlooks that: fact that much construction and improvements
continued over the years. The block between Fourteenth and
Fifteenth was not improved until later for example. The old
Chace grade sc:hool stood there in the middle of The Paseo for
many years, dE~spite repeated pleas of the Park Board, George
Kessler, and Dlany citizens to have it removed. Gas lamps
were installed in 1907 along all of The Paseo. Plans were
prepared in 1908 for "comfort" stations to be placed
underneath thE~ Terrace. That same year, the floral beds in
the Sunken Garden were redesigned by Miss A.L. Kessler (Photo
PS-7, Map PS-~~), and changed for a third time around 1914 by
George Kessler.
In 1909, a memorial to August R. Meyer, the first
president of t:he Board of Park commissioners, was dedicated
at Tenth Street, requiring redesign and construction of the
central path in the block between Ninth and Tenth, and of
steps and a snlall plaza area around the memorial. The
memorial was designed by Daniel Chester French, a New York
City sculptor. It was the first memorial to be placed in a
Kansas City park.
A plan developed by Kessler in 1909 reveals the
aforementioned features (Map PS-3); however, not all of the
improvements shown on the plan had been installed by 1909.
By 1914, the blocks between Thirteenth and Fifteenth were
still just bare grass with bordering trees, and did "not yet

reach the possibilities as the other blocks in that section
that have been improved."
A memorial to police who lost their lives in the line of
duty was dedicated in 1921. It was originally located at
Fifteenth street, but was removed from the site in 1949. It
was cleaned and reinstalled at 59th and The Paseo. In 1973,
it was moved again to its present location in from of Police
Headquarters at 12th and Locust streets.
nt
In 1922, another
this time in honor of
physician who was the
War I. This memorial
Kansas City architect
12th street Terrace.

memorial was dedicated in the Paseo,
William T. Fitzsimons, an Army
first American officer killed in World
was a limestone fountain, designed by
John Van Brunt and installed within the

The design of The Paseo, especially the formal flower
beds, were maintenance-intensive. During the first part of
this century, the parks department was able to keep up the
high level of maintenance. The turf areas wer·e resodded
periodically, and a large number of soft maple:s (Acer
saccharinum) were removed on the blocks between Twelfth and
Fifteenth. They were originally planted for their quick
growth and shade, but were removed in 1914 when they began to
interfere with the growth of the "permanent" elm trees. The
high level of maintenance required by the flori:!l beds was too
expensive to keep up, and in the early 1940's the center
portion of Thirteenth street was graded over. street trees
that died were not replaced until a recent effcJrt at
replanting.
Mechanical problems forced the demise of other features
on The Paseo. The fountain at Fifteenth street was only
turned on at intervals due to a chronic lack of water
pressure. Even then, the water rippled gently over the piers
instead of gushing and sprouting as expected. The Kansas
~ ~ led critics of the design of the fountain, saying
it "resembled a cross between an Egyptian pyralnid and pigs in
clover". When the water was turned off, the S1~ felt it was
"the monument of a mistaken idea". An electric: recirculating
pump was installed and the water turned on again, causing
part of the basin wall to collapse. Later the fountain was
cut down to the basin and a set of rainbow spray nozzles
installed. Eventually it was demolished an replaced with a
flower garden. Other alterations to The Paseo occured in the
block between Fourteenth and Fifteenth when thE~ Highway
Department built an overpass bridge over the block.

A recent memorial was dedicated in 1968 in memory of a
17-year-old youth who was shot to death while preventing a
robbery. The Salvatore Grisafe Memorial is located in the
median at sixteenth street, and was designed by Jac T. Bowen,
a Kansas City sculptor.

9•

DESCRIPTION

Travelling down a gentle grade from Ninth street to
Eighteenth, The Paseo remains today a dual boulevard/parkway.
East Paseo and West Paseo each contain three lanes of one-way
traffic, with East Paseo traffic heading north, and West
Paseo heading south (Photo PS-S). A few mature street trees
remain in the strip of land between the outer sidewalk and
the two roadways, and recent plantings of youn~ trees have
replaced those that are missing. From Twelfth and Thirteenth
street, The Paseo jogs slightly to the west to the traffic
circle at Thirteenth.
The entire length of this portion of The Paseo features
a central strip of land which, with the interstscting
east/west streets, forms a small park with each block. The
northernmost park begins with the Ninth street Fountain, an
oval fountain with a low, dressed-face, coursed ashlar
masonry wall and central water jet which forms a three-tier
spray (Photo PS-9). A low, semi-circular retatning wall of
the same masonry construction as the fountain :surrounds the
fountain and a small plaza. An oval planting bed is located
just north of the fountain in the plaza area. Entrances to
the plaza are on the west, north, east with stone steps, and
south with a central sidewalk leading towards ~renth street.
Midway in the block, the sidewalk widens into another small,
square plaza of recent design, with a central planting area
featuring deciduous trees and low-growing junipers (Photo
PS-10). The sidewalk continues from there to join up with
another small plaza at the south end of the block, this one
featuring the August R. Meyer Memorial (Photo PS-11). The
memorial contains an 8' 11" bronze bas relief of Mr. Meyer
mounted in Knoxville marble. Included with thE:! memorial is a
staircase, also constructed on Tennessee marbIE~, and two
urns. Mature deciduous trees flank both sides of the
memorial, and also line the east side of the block. Modern
concrete benches are situated in the three plaza areas.
The block from Tenth to Eleventh features the Pergola,
located on the west side (Photo PS-12). Of primarily stone
construction, the Pergola has three separate levels as it
works it way down the slope to Eleventh. The structure has
an open latticed roof supported by regularly spaced, fluted
columns. The passageway is lined with non-his1:oric wood-slat
benches. The columns are wound with vining plant material,
and there are shrub plantings on the east side. The entire
block slopes down from north to south as well as from west to

east. Mature deciduous shade trees are at both ends of the
block and alongside the Pergola.
From Eleventh to Twelfth, the roadway of The Paseo
continues its downward slope to the south, but the middle
park area is level (Photo PS-13). This is made possible by
the large, circular retaining wall, known as the 12th street
Terrace (Photo PS-14). A central walk leads from Eleventh
street, with a sole mature tree at the north end. The
sidewalk split,s approximately two-thirds of the length down,
leading to steps from the Paseo as well as around a circular
turf area on t,he upper level of the 12th street Terrace. The
upper railing of smooth stone features a cut-out design. The
tall, stone retaining wall, is of random-range, quarry-faced
limestone maso,nry which has regularly spaced pilasters of the
same construct,ion. From the stairways on the east and west
side of the Terrace, a semi-circular sidewalk encloses a
small strip of grass at street level. The William T.
Fitzsimons Memlorial Fountain is set within the north side of
the stone terrace wall. Constructed of Dakota limestone, it
features an inscripted panel surrounded by carved pilasters
topped with an round arched pediment. At the base of the 12'
feature is a lion's head spout. The fountain, no longer
operating, is missing its water basin.
The Spanish cannon is located at the northern end of the
block between Twelfth and Thirteenth. sited on a small,
curved concrete plaza, the bronze cannon with wooden carriage
is five feet tall at its muzzle, and weighs approximately
6,500 pounds (Photo PS-15). A flower bed is directly south
of the cannon. Recent plantings of street trees line the
east and west sides of the central median.
The traffic circle at Thirteenth street has a diagonal
sidewalk and two trees (foreground of Photo PS-16). The
block from Thirteenth to Fourteenth Street has no features
other than vegetation - several pine trees, a few mature
deciduous trees, and some recently planted street trees
(Photo PS-17).
The block. from Fourteenth to Truman Road (Fifteenth
Street) is partially underneath Interstate Highway 70. It
also features only turf and a few trees.

From Truman Road to Eighteenth street, the central
median is virtually an unbroken expanse of turf sloping down
to the southern edge. A circular area remains from the
former location of the Fifteenth street fountain (later
flower bed). At sixteenth street, a sidewalk from both the
east and west leads to the Salvatore Grisafe Memorial in the
center of the median. The memorial is a 12 1/2 foot
stainless steel abstract sculpture, set on an 5 1/2 foot
exposed aggregate pedestal with two smaller pedestals.

10.

INTEGRITY

The Pasec) partially retains its integrity of design,
specifically in its architectural features and general
circulation system. In addition, it retains its integrity of
property boundaries (location) and topography, which is a
component of its setting. However, it has suffered virtually
an entire loss of integrity in vegetation except for some of
the plant matE!rials around the Pergola and some of the street
trees. This loss of plant material greatly affects the
integrity of design of the inner small parks along The Paseo,
even though the major architectural features remain. In
addition, nOnE! of the historic site furnishings remain, which
also adds to t:he loss of integrity of design. Travelling
along The PaSE!O, through its sheer size, associated with the
broad expanse of a combined promenade and thoroughfare, one
can still get some sense of time and place (i.e., integrity
of feeling).

11.

SIGNIFICANCE

The Paseo is significant in the areas of landscape
architecture and community planning. It is also associated
with the events surrounding the establishment of the Kansas
City parks and boulevard system. In fact, for the majority
of its history it has served as the main artery of the
boulevard system, extending through the heart of the city
from Kessler Park on the north to 85th street on the south.
None of the boulevards or parkways has dominated the entire
system as the Paseo.
It is significant as one the few examples of the Beaux
Arts classicism commonly associated with the City Beautiful
movement within the park system. George Kessler was one of
the rare designers who comprehended the comprehensive
planning aspects of the City Beautiful movement, which had
the potential to produce a more livable environment. In
general, he utilized comprehensive planning in his design for
the park system. However, The Paseo was his concession to
the cosmetic aspects of the City Beautiful movement, which
are generally credited as coming out of the World's Columbian
Exposition of Chicago in 1893. The classical architecture,
broad thoroughfares, and generous landscaping so popular with
city planners of the time are all supposedly to have come
from the World's Fair, and no doubt this influenced Kessler
to deviate from his usual romantic, naturalistic designs. It
is significant to note however, that the original plan for
The Paseo was pUblished in 1893 (Map PS-1), and was in
actuality prepared before the World's Fair.
The only elaborate, formal boulevard or parkway that
Kessler recommended in 1893 was The Paseo. Kessler must have
felt a need to justify his design, for in the 1893 Report, he
stated that The Paseo's "location in practically the center
of the city and its accessibility from all directions would
of itself seem to suggest that it should be made a promenade
of the highest order, containing improvements such as walks,
some trees, shrubs and fountains, and displays of flowers of
an extent that would perhaps be unwise in the parks." He
must have been particularly uneasy with the id,ea of formal
flower beds, as the following treatise from the same report
attempts to justify these for The Paseo.
The pUblic everywhere shows a thorough appreciation
of flowers, and although this is often expressed
only in extravagant praise of gaudy carpet bedding
monstrosities, there is excellent reason for

gratifying a well-defined desire for bright colors.
This property readily lends itself to such
improvemE!nt, that would hardly be justifiable in
the largE!r reservations • • . The educational
effect of a tastefully arranged floral display must
not be underrated. . .
The Paseo is not only significant as one of few examples
of George Kessler's formal, classical designs, but for its
association with Kessler in other ways. He not only designed
The Paseo, he helped to build it. During most of the
construction, he made on-site inspections, supervised the
workers, made design changes in the field, and located the
new boulevard. trees by stamping his heel in the ground at
intervals. Tbe large number of features and intense level of
design called for a lot of personal attention from Kessler.
As noted earlier, each individual block of the Paseo was
treated differently. In addition, The Paseo contained some
examples of Ke~ssler designed features which failed. The
fountain at Fifteenth street was one of the few features he
designed which. simply did not work, either mechanically (or
aesthetically for Kansas citians, a criticism which doubtless
hurt Kessler). It is of interest to note that for the
remainder of t.he length of The Paseo, it was an alternating
series of forItllal and winding, naturalistic roadways all the
way to Seventy-ninth Street, thus combining two aspects of
Kessler's design nature.
The Paseo is significant for other events which are
associated with community planning and the park and boulevard
system in Kansas City. As with Penn Valley ravine and the
west bluffs, the area which was to become The Paseo could
fairly be described as nineteenth century slums. Kessler
thought of the thoroughfare as a planned redevelopment of a
blighted area. Although as a park designer, he was not
concerned with the displacement of former residents.
However, Kessler was able to claim that no new slums sprang
up elsewhere, proof that the people were able to find better
housing elsewhere.
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AMERICAN SOCIETY OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS HISTORIC SURVEY
NATIONAL SURVEY FORN
Control Number
_
1 LANDSCAPE NAJ1E Historic Independence Boulevard
COrnnlOn Independence & Gladstone Boulevards
(I)

2 LOCATION USGS QUadr2ngle
City) lawn Kansas C1 ty
Zip Code
County

(G)

Acreaae I=.95m G=2.82m
5tate_M_i~_'s_o_ur_i
_
CongressIonal District

_

U11'1 Coordinates

3 OWNER OF PROPERTY I f group or gov't agency) give contact person.
Name Kansas City M.issouri ParkSt Recreation, Phone
444-3113
&
Blvds.
5tree t ,A,ddress 5605 ,:..E,:...
• . . ; :6:.=.3.: .,rd=--=S:. ;:,t. :. r.;:;.:ee:; . :t:. . _
Kansas Ci ty
State Missouri Zip Code 64130
City/Town
Pertinent Informatio~Survey Project contact person: Jim Shoemaker

4 LANDSCAPE TYPE

Check all applicable categories:
~Urban Landscap,e
----Rural Landscape
_ _InstitutIon
_qesidence
_ _Garden
_ _Public Building
_ _~state
Botanical Garden
_ _Square/Commons
__Streetscape
_ _Park
_ _Parkway
_x_Park System (part) _ _City/Town
Battiefield
__Cemetery
_ _',vater Feature
_ _Settlement
~t:"ort
-----l"1onument Grounds -Farm
_____Enclave
_ _Ceremonial
_ _Commemorative
__Other
_

5 LANDSCAPE STATUS Ple3se describe as recuired below:
Ownership: --1L-Plblic _ _Private _ _Other) please note
_
Public Acquisition:
Considered _ _ In Progress -L-Not Consicered
Access: --L-Unrestr~cted _qestricted __No Access
~ndangered _ _Preservation Action Needed
Status: .-L..Safe
Preservation Action ,Jndertaken, Oescribe
_
Further informatiorL

_

6 LANDSCAPE ADDRESS AND BOUNDARY INFORMATION
Specific Location (Street. road, features comprisinq the boundar'l)
Independence Blvd. from Woodland to Benton; Gladstone from Independence to Belmont

of Legal De::ciiptiOn Give contact Derson if known.
Cour th au se/ Reg i stry 0 fOe edS_---'=J~a:..=;c.:..:.:ks~o::..:.:n:......:;.;Co::..;:u:..;.;n:..:,.t. .:. "~C~o;..:::.u.::.,r ~th..:.: o:. : :u. : :. se:::._
,,;..
IS treec /o.dcreS3_:...::...I"l........S:..-J....
E ......-I.1,..;,.?"'-tbo.L.'_1 '-,/1 I own---.....l{""'"an....s....
3,;;a..s-"-C.....
; ......
t.---:'_ _
Phcne (8162 881-3198
5 t::3 ~ ~---=:;.:.:1i:...=s-=-s ~o r-.;;.i
~7 i p C0d e 64 106
~:JcatlOn

J

U.:...;'

7 REPRESENTATION IN OTHER SURVEYS Yes or No, explain brieflY.
__Nat'l Register
_Nat'l Lancrnark
_ _Stat= Designatton
_~! ocal Designation
_ _Otrler
_
Title of survey and depository of survey records
_

8 HISTORIC INFORMATION Check and complete, give detal1s wrlerever
possible.
~Original Landscape Architect/Designer/Planner Name(s):
_
George E. Kessler

__Gardener/Horticulturalist Name(s):
_ -:..IRui lder/Engineer Nanle(S ):
__Clent/Community Leader Name(s):

x Date(s) of

_
_
_

Construction:_~]~89~5~-~19~J~3~

~_-----

SR! EF CHRONOLOGY Give pert inent facts about construct ion, subsequent
changes, events, not8ble occurrences, include social and cultural factors:
See Continuation Sheet

9 DESCRI PTION

E,egin with overall (jescription, then note specifics.
COND ITION:
CHANGES:
__E;<ce] 1ent
__Una ltered
--X..-.A,] tered
_ _I=air
A.dded to
_---.;netericrated

_ _Loss, removal

__Severe ly deteriorated
Encroached Upon
DESCRIBE EXISTING CONDITIONS Emphasize landscape features, attach plan
at 1" = 20' or i" = lOa'. Include a minimum of two photograoh5 of
significant views and features with 1ocation 2nd direction of view noted on
plan.
_
See Continuation Sheet

10 INTEGRITY Do these categories exist in the form they were found at
the time of siGnificance of the historic landscape?
*
X rJesign/Plan
------Architectural Features -y-Prcperty Boundary
x nesign Intent --4-Spatia] Pe lationsrlips
_X_Veqetat ion
_x_Use
_X_Topocraohy/Gradinq
_ _Site Furnisrlinqs
__Circulatlon 5y~:tem
*-Partial
oJ

A y e'<plal'n
.-;nr1iFl't--rlt
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11 SIGNIFICANCE Note reasons landscape is historically important.
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__Important Artistic Statement
__E>arnple of Fine Craftsmanship
__Use of Unique i1aterial
__Unique Regional Expression
__Important Landmark
_ _~.xample of Part.icular Style
__E.xarnple of Part icu!ar Type
~::;<2mole or" Particular Time
_x_':x2rnple of Tim l: Sequence

__Ott1er Verifiable Quality

_

Exo j a in r:a tec:ori es ofs i r:nir" j GJnce noted

51A.TEi'1ENT OF SIGl'il Fi CA,NeE
above.
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See Continuation Sheet

12 SOURCES FOR INFORMATION Note sources used in survey with an *.
Repositories (Name, Address, Type of i'1ateria1)

_____
I ocal

See Bibliography with accompanying Summary Reoort'

__Non-Local Sources of Documents (Same as Above)
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13 FORM PREPARATION
Name(s) Deon Wolfenbarger

I _.

"

I.,·..J

"

_

"

C;(":I',.C~':::;
\.r .-J, I
~ _

_

._

"

"

"

Date Apri 1, 1989
Phone (816) 524-7479

Streec Adcress
City/Town

1908 ~.E. Patterson Drive
Lee's Summi t
State Nissouri

7ip Code 64063

!~iCLL;DE P~OTOGPAPHS. PLANS At\jD i'1,~,P5 FOR FUL~ i NFOPMAT IOt'L
FeR ACDITIONA.L CCi'~MENTS ADO SEPARATE PA.GE] USE CATEGOR\I NU,'16ERS

INDEPENDENCE BOULEVARD

continuation Sheets
8.

HISTORIC INFORMATION

So vital and obvious was the selection of Independence
Boulevard as part of the park and boulevard system which was
proposed in IB93,·the plans were unveiled and legal work
begun on the project even before the board released the first
report. The route was to run generally along the north
bluffs, from about Ninth and Grove Streets to Fairview
Avenue, a proposed length of 3.4 miles (Figure 1, Summary
Report). The route was adopted by resolution of the Board of
Park Commissioners, approved by the Board of Public works,
and adopted by ordinance of the City council all before the
pUblication of the first report of the Park Board.
The Park Board's foliowing statement sums up
Independence Boulevard's importance - "We find that this
boulevard is absolutely and unavoidable necessary to any
satisfactory park and boulevard system in the city, and we
believe that our plans will show this to be the case." It
was intended 1:hat what the proposed "South Boulevard" was to
do for the south side of the city, Independence Boulevard
would do for the north side.
The 1893 route for Independence Boulevard followed the
existing Independence Avenue, starting at Woodland on the
west to Gladstone. At that point it turned north on
Gladstone to st. John Avenue, making a curve from st. John to
the east side of a large lateral ravine. It then followed
the edge of the ravine to Scarritt Avenue, then turned east
on Scarritt Avenue to the city limits.
At that 1:ime, Independence Avenue was the location of
the "principal and handsomest residences" on the north side "as proposed unquestionably opens up, and connects, the very
best residence sections of the North Side". Independence
Avenue was also already quite wide - eighty feet. Other
streets under consideration for the north boulevard were felt
destined to bE~come commercial streets, too closely built up,
had cable lines, or did not border on "the best residence
property". The entire route was situated on high land which
dropped off on both sides. The eastern portion especially
would give some of the finest views of the Missouri River
valley and the hills beyond.

The route selected for Independence Boulevard was not
without its drawbacks. Due to the fact that Independence
Avenue already had cable tracks, the design of the proposed
boulevard was altered for that portion of the route (Photo II). Its width of 56' was maintained. From curb to walk was
planned six feet of turf. The walk would be eight feet wide;
an additional eight feet of turf would be maintained between
the walk and property line, and there would be only two lines
of trees. The other sections of the proposed boulevard were
to be the same as the other boulevards in the 'City (see
Summary Report, Boulevards).
Independence Boulevard soon became synonymous with
Independence Avenue, although only part of the Avenue was
actually developed as a boulevard. The eventual length of
what was developed on the former Independence .~venue was .96
miles, from Dykington to Benton. [Note: later statistical
charts on the boulevards from the 1960's confusingly show the
length of Independence Boulevard as .88 miles, with .95 miles
paved] The portion from Woodland to Gladstone was acquired
in 1895 and completed that same year. The por~cion from
Dykington to Woodland was acquired in 1897 and completed in
1899 (Photo 1-2). The portion from Gladstone to Benton was
acquired in 1896 and completed in 1899.
Although Independence Avenue and Boulevard exchanged
names, the 1893 plan had a much more extensive route in mind.
The entire route of the 1893 proposed IndependE~nce Boulevard
was developed, but the remainder of the route ~~as called
Gladstone Boulevard.
The portion .of Gladstone from Independence Boulevard to
Monroe was the first boulevard constructed undE!r the control
of the Board of Park Commissioners. It was acquired in 1895,
and was completed by 1897. By 1896, the park department was
already having to spray the thousand young elms planted to
rid them of the seventeen-year locust larvae. The section to
Elmwood was acquired in 1901 and completed in 1906. The
portion to Belmont was acquired in 1912, and the section to
Van Brunt was completed in 1913.
The first improvements were developed and constructed
under the control of the Board of Park and Boulevard
Commissioners, but the contracts for improvements for which
the tax bills were issued were let by the Board of Public
Works in 1895. This was before the final adoption of the

charter amendm.ent providing for the Kansas City park system.
It (including both the Independence Avenue and Gladstone
Boulevard portions) was the first acquisition in the
development of the system.
Originally surfaced in macadam, Independence Boulevard
quickly received so much traffic that it was resurfaced with
native limestone in 1906 for a cost of $4,500.00. The
surface on Gladstone Boulevard was nearly worn off between
Independence Boulevard and Smart Avenue, and in 1906 needed
resurfacing as well.
The next year, 106 gas lamps were installed on
Independence Boulevard. As the traffic on the boulevard was
entirely unrestricted, it was the most expensive stretch of
roadway in the department 0 maintain. The constant travel
created dust w'hich was carried into the park space until it
eventually built up the lawn surfaces several inches above
the grade of the sidewalks and curbing. To alleviate the
problem, the park department began oiling the streets. It
was necessary to regrade and lay new sod from Woodland Avenue
to Olive street. In that area, every other tree was removed
and transplanted elsewhere.
Gladstone Boulevard was extended eastward .66 miles in
1906 for a cost of $15,152.64, with grading, seeding, and
planting accom.plished in one year. Sidewalks were
constructed along the boulevard from Monroe Avenue as far as
the old Scarritt homestead, which was opposite a popular
viewpoint.
In 1910, the intersection of Benton and Independence was
rebuilt, providing a larger radii for driving and more room
for curbs and walks. An Isle of Safety was constructed for
pedestrians in the center of the intersection with an
ornamental five-cluster electric light standard. In
addition, the curbing on both sides of the eastern extension
of Gladstone Boulevard was completed. By this time,
Independence Boulevard had .96 mile completed, and Gladstone
Boulevard had 1.70 miles completed.
By 1914, it was becoming obvious that Independence
Boulevard was serving a different function than the other
boulevards. As the annual report of the Board noted, it
would "probably always remain a line of mixed business and
pleasure driving". There was no effort being made to
supplement the route with a parallel line to relieve it of
some of the heavy driving.

On a good note in that same year, the tre!es had grown to·
the point on Independence boulevard where they concealed the
trolley poles and gas lamp standards, as well as arching over
and concealing many cross wires. Thus the trees helped give
Independence Boulevard the same appearance as the other
boulevards; however, the heavy amount of traffic
differentiated it from the others. It was necessary to
resurface it much more frequently. Again in 1914, over
$25,000.00 was spent laying a bituminous macad.am surface of
Wisconsin granite over the old limestone found.ation.
In 1914, Gladstone Boulevard had reached a total length
of 2.82 miles (its eventual length), although only 1.88 miles
were completed. [Note: Charts from the 1960's referred to
earlier list Gladstone Boulevard's length as 2.64 miles, with
2.82 miles paved.] As this was the first boulevard
constructed, by this year the trees were showing partial
maturity (compare Photos I-3, I-4, and I-5). This only added
to the attractive conditions for residential development
along the boulevard. This attractiveness however, brought
with it increased vehicular traffic which was beginning to
over-tax the boulevard. Kessler recommended that the
original 40' roadway therefore be widened, which was possible
due to his ingenious arrangement of three rows of tree
plantings. Even if the roadway were widened to 60', only one
row need be removed, still leaving a double ro'w of trees on
each side of the street. Successive changes in paving
material, road width, and lighting have been consistant with
the changing needs of the automobile.

9•

DESCRIPTION

Independ€!nce Boulevard today is slightly less than one
mile in length., from Woodland Avenue to Benton Boulevard
(Aerial Photo 22-10). Gladstone Boulevard is 2.82 miles
long, running north from Independence Boulevard to Kessler
Park, then jog'ging east in front of The Colonnade, then back
north, east, north, and east again to follow the southern
boundary of Kessler Park to Belmont (see Aerial Photos 22-10
and 23-10).
Independe,nce Boulevard is a bUsy four-lane roadway with
one row of trees and sidewalk on either side (Photo I-6). It
is primarily commercial along its entire length. Today, the
only aspect that sets it apart from some other major traffic
routes are the street trees and small width of turf between
the street and sidewalk (Photo I-7).
Gladstone Boulevard is either a wide, two-lane roadway
with room for street parking on each side (Photo I-8), or a
four-lane roadway (Photo I-9). A strip of turf between the
road and sideYJ'alk generally contains mature trees its entire
length (Photo I-10). North of Independence Boulevard,
Gladstone travels through historic residential neighborhoods.
It jogs around the edge of Kessler Park (Photos I-11, I-12),
eventually following the park on its southern boundary to its
eastern terminus at Indian Mound (Photo I-13).

10.

INTEGRITY

Independence and Gladstone Boulevards today retain their
integrity of location, setting, design, and association. All
boulevards were originally designed to be constructed in
macadam, the material commonly in use for road.ways at the
time. George Kessler was farseeing enough, however, to
engineer the roadbeds in such a way that they could easily
take hard-surfacing at a future date. It is only logical
that the boulevards do not retain integrity of materials from
their original design, but this does not affect the overall
level of integrity.
In addition to engineering the roadbeds to allow for
future hard-surfacing, Kessler's generous road width
requirements (probably unknowingly) allowed the boulevards to
continue to be used with modern automobile requirements. The
level of traffic and noise has increased, changing the
boulevards in most instances from pleasure routes to
thoroughfares. This has negatively affected the feeling
formerly associated with the boulevards. Independence
Boulevard however, was different from the other boulevards
from the very beginning, and as mentioned earlier, was
"destined" to remain a commercial route. Gladstone Boulevard
on the other hand, most definitely retains its feeling
throughout the well-kept historic residential neighborhoods,
and certainly still serves as a linkage to one of Kansas
City's major parks.

11.

SIGNIFICANCE

Independence and Gladstone Boulevards are significant in
the areas of landscape architecture and community planning.
As part of the original 1893 park system plan for Kansas
City, they represent one of the earliest attempts at city
planning in th.e city. The construction of the boulevards was
planned not only to link up the parks and to provide
pleasurable drives (and thus serve as a vehicle for
recreation thE!mselves ), but to also direct the residential
growth of the city. Property values were expected to
increase along the boulevards, and they indeed responded with
a quick rise in land value. In 1914, a real estate
businessman reported that:
Gladstone Boulevard, one of our early improvements,
was put t.hrough at a time when there was almost no
sale for real estate, either on this street or in
the general neighborhood. During the work and
after co:mpletion many sales were made at from
$60.00 to $80.00 per foot on this boulevard.

In planning the boulevard system, George Kessler
undoubtedly felt more frustration than he did when selecting
the sites for the parks. with the parks, he basically could
review the available open space; with the boulevards, he had
to work with the existing city street system. Kessler felt
that the gridiron street system already in place in Kansas
city did not lend itself to a "picturesque driveway system".
Although he didn't attempt to change the gridiron system, he
fel t that "the! great north [Independence and Gladstone
Boulevards] and south parkways have sufficient change in
alignment and grade to largely obliterate the impression of
formal lines, giving very fine picturesque drives and still
directly in the line of travel to and from the business
city . " His bClulevards did more than provide pleasure
however. They were very successful in redirecting
residential growth in city, and are thus significant in the
history of Kansas City in the area of community planning.
Independence and Gladstone Boulevards are also extremely
significant for their association with the events surrounding
the establishment of the entire park and boulevard system in
Kansas City. They both served as the beginning of the great
boulevard system. The early construction activity along
Gladstone Boulevard played a very important role in the

political controversy which was involved in the establishment
of the entire park system. It is believed that the heavy and
intense construction along Gladstone of 1896 and 1897 was
very instrumental in winning over many citizens to the propark side (see Summary Report). After seeing firsthand the
many jobs provided by construction along Gladstone, the
city's central labor organization, the Industrial Council,
felt that the "establishment of such parks and improvements
will tend to relieve the congestion of the labor market" and
protested "most solemnly against the repeal of the ordinance
establishing parks."
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SOCIETY OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS HISTORIC SURVEY
NATIONAL SURVEY FORM
Control Number
_
_
1 LANDSCAPE NAME Hi star; c_---:E:.:::a:.:::,s..::.t....:B~o;..::::u~le:::..v~a:.:,;.r.:::.d
Comnlon__Bu.s;p:;..L.Du..t.I.LI
_
1 e~v~a.L.rdL1.o pLJ..-.L,BI.UQ.u.JJ..L..I

2 LOCATJON USGS OuadrClngle
City, Town Kansas Ci ty
Zip Code
Uli1 Coordinates

Acreaae 2.9

miles surveyed

State Mis~ouri

County

Congressional District

_
_

3 OWNER OF PROPEHTY I f group or gov't agency, give contact person.
Name Kansas City Missouri Parks, Recreation, Phone
444-3113
Street Address5605 E. 63rd Street
& Blvds.
City/Town
Kansas Ci ty
State Missouri 7ip Code 64130
Pertinent Information~SurveyProject contact person:

4 LANDSCAPE TYPE
~Urban

Landscape
---Residence
_--,-Estate
_ _Streetscape
_X_Park System (part)
_ _Cemetery
---F ort
_--,-Enclave

Jim Shoemaker

Check all applicable categories:
-----Rural Landscape
_ _Institution
_ _Garden
_ _Public Building
Botanical Garden
_ _Square/Commons
_ _Park
_ _ Parkway
_ _City/Town
Battlefield
_ _"Nater Feature
_ _Settlement
----l"'lonument Grounds -Farm
_ _Ceremonlal
_ _Commemor3tive

__Other

_

5 LANDSCAPE 5T ATUS

Please describe 2S required beiow:
__Private __Other, please note

Ownership: --L-Pub·~ic
_
Public ,A,cGuisiticn:
Considered __ In Progress -X-Not Considered
,.i,ccess: -X-l...:nr2stricted _ _qestrictea _No A,ccess

5 tatus:

--X.-Jdi e

_----.Endangered

__Preservation Action

i~eeded

Preservatl0n Action Undertaken, Describe

_

Further Informatl0rL-

6 LANDSCAPE

ADDH~ESS

_

AND BOUNDARY INFORMATION

Spec ifi c Locat i on (S treet, road, features compri sing the boundary )

_

Benton Boulevard, from Gladstone to Linwood

LocatiOn of Legal Descliplion, Give contact person if known.
Co u r t Ii 0 use ,/ Reg is t 1'1 0 f Deeds
St.re'2~ ,:",dd:-e:35
~15 v, 1 ')tb

::t2t9

Missouri

J a c k son Co un tv Co u r tho use

2jo C'JCe

_.,

/-

'_ltYI I own
64106

~apsas

Ci

Qhcne (8162 881-3198

ry

7 REPRESENTATION IN OTHER SURVEYS Yes or No) eXDlain briefly.
_ _Sta::e Designat10n
__Nac'] Register
-l'~at'l Lancrnark
__
I CC3] Desicr.aticn
_ _Otrle:
_
Title of survey and depository of survey records
_

8 HISTORIC INFORMATION Check and cornoJete) glve details wherever
possible.
_x_Oricinal Landscaoe Architect/DesiGner/Planner Narne(s):
J

•

'J

- - - - -

George E. Kessler

__Gardener/Hortic'Jituralist N2rne(5):
~
_
_ -,-,Sui 1der/ Eng; neer Nanl e( S):
--c-c
_
__Clent/Community Leader Name(s):
,
_
x Date(s) of Construction:_--'l..w8~96
....-....1""""9.1o.1.Q9_.. . .
_
cRI EF CHRONOLOGY Give pertinent facts about construction) subsequent
changes) events) notable occurrences, include social and cult.ural factors:
o_ _

See Continuation Sheet

9 DESCRI PTION Eegin with over211 description) then note specifics.
CeND ITION:
CHANGES:
__Una 1t erect

_X_Good

~ltered

-----Fair
---Added to
_-,-,Getericrated
1 ass , removal
__Severe ly deterior8ted
~ncroached Upon
DE5CRI6E EXISTING CONDITIONS Emphasize landscape features , attach plan
dl 1" = 20' or 1" = 100'. Include a minimum of two photograot,s of
signifjcant views and fe2tures with location and direction of view noted on
plan.
:---~-----_--------- __- - - - See Continuation Sheet

10 INTEGR ITY Do these categories exist in the form they were found at
the time of siGnificance of the historic landscape?
x* nesign/P1an
_ _Architectural Features __Property Doundary
x nesign Intent _.x-Spatial Re18tionsrlips
~Ve!~etation
_x_Use
_L-Tcpography/Grading
__ Site Furnisrdngs
__Circulation System
*PARTIAL
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ana its significant features are present today, e~<plain categories of
integri ty noted above and any others that apply.
See Continuation Sheet

11

SIGNIFICANCE

"ate reasons landscape is historically important.
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_ _ lmoortant Artistic Statement
__Example of Fine Craftsmanship
_ _Use of Unique i1at.erial

_ _Unique Regional Expression
_ _ Important Landmark

_ _i="xample of Particular Style
__.: .~< arn pIe 0 f P2 r tic u1arTy pe
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BENTON BOULEVARD
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HISTORIC INFORMATION

In the 1893 RepQrt Qf the BQard Qf ~ gog BQulevard
CQmmissiQners, the bQulevard referred tQ as "East BQulevard"
represents what WQuld SQQn be called "BentQn BQulevard" after
MissQuri's famQus SenatQr. It was tQ be the majQr
nQrth/sQuth rQute Qn the east side Qf the city. The Qriginal
prQpQsed length was 2.9 miles, frQm Independence BQulevard
(later GladstQne) and WalrQnd Avenue tQ Springfield (later
LinwQQd Blvd.) Avenue. East BQulevard extended a little
SQuth Qf the city limits at that time. HQwever, as the
CQmmissiQners w'ere thinking Qf the future, and as their
prQpQsed "SQuth BQulevard" was beyQnd the city limits, they
felt that the East BQulevard shQuld link up with it, thus
cQmpleting the connection (see Figure 1, Summary RepQrt).
In searching fQr the best obtainable grade on the east
side, George Kessler felt that the ridge between MQntgal1 and
Agnes Avenue was the "only IQgical solutiQn Qf the prQblem".
Prospect, BroQklyn, and TroQst Avenues all had street-car
lines. TroQst was alsQ already heavily built-up, and would
therefore require tQQ much mQney tQ widen. BroQklyn and
Prospect bQth bad steep grades. Thus the other pQssible
routes all failed to pass Qne Qr mQre Qf Kessler's
requirements fair a bQulevard (see Summary RepQrt,
BQulevards) . A.ccQrding tQ Kessler, "There is nQ Qther ridge
anywhere on the: SQuth Side that pQssesses such uniformly
beautiful grounds for so IQng a distance". Although not
heavily pQpulated at the time, he felt that the construction
of the boulevard would "develop a territory that requires
only such construction to make it at once available and
valuable".
The selection of the route for Benton Boulevard was not
without its prc,blems. From" South BQulevard" northward, the
proposed boulevard was to follow what was Chestnut until
Fifteenth Street. North of Fifteenth however, was an
existing expQsition building and race track. Being tOQ
expensive to continue northward at this point, Benton (East)
Boulevard turned eastward for fQur blQcks, then back
northward at Walrond Avenue. At the turn in the boulevard, a
small park, "The Grove", was developed.

The plans for Benton Boulevard were quickly expanded
with the acquisition of Swope Park, and it would eventually
become one of the major linkages between Nort:h Terrace Park
to Swope Parkway, the principal route to the gigantic park.
For the purposes of this report however, the originally
planned section of 2.9 miles was completed by 1909. The
portion from Independence to 31st Street was acquired in 1896
and completed in 1901. The portion from 31st street to
Linwood Boulevard was acquired in 1899 and completed in 1901.
The northernmost portion, that from st. John Avenue to
Independence, was acquired in 1908 and completed in 1909.
In 1906, a reinforced sidewalk was constructed at the
south end of the bridge over the Belt railway tracks,
connecting the walk with the bridge. By that same time, 220
gas lamps had been installed. In 1908, the b:>ulevard was
finally placed under the control of the Board of Park
Commissioners. Curbing, catch basins and sidl3walks were
constructed that year from st. John Avenue to Independence
Boulevard on the west side, and to Roberts street on the east
side. It was also paved to Thompson Avenue. The total cost
for construction that year was $17,782.01. This amounted to
$4.99 per frontage foot, and the entire amoun1: was charged to
the abutting property.
In 1914, a large number of trees were replanted due to
the loss by drought. The drought necessitated wrapping the
trunks with burlap to protect from the sun. ~~hat same year,
the Norway Maples were badly infested with red spider mite in
early summer. However, successive spraying CCtntrolled the
insect before any material damage occurred. Successive
changes in paving material, road width, and lighting have
been consistent with the changing needs of the automobile.
9•

DESCRIPTION

Benton Boulevard today is a wide, two-lane roadway with
an additional two lanes for parking on the side (or four
lanes of road where there is no parking allowed; see Photos
B8-1, 88-2). It begins in the north along the east side of
The Concourse at Kessler Park, through primarily historic
residential neighborhoods of single family residences and
apartments (Photo BB-3), although there are some non-historic
buildings (such as those just south of The Grove). One
historic neighborhood which borders on Benton is Santa Fe
Place, which is one the National Register. COIning from the

north, Benton Boulevard takes a small jog east at
Infependence Boulevard (Photo BB-4), turns west at Benton
Plaza (Sixteenth Street) for four blocks, then continues
southward where! another small jog in the roadway occurs at
Twenty-third St~reet (see Aerial Photos 22-10 and 22-9)
The street trees are mature along Benton south until it
reaches The Grove. Then, south along the boulevard from
sixteenth to Twenty-third street are recent plantings of ash
trees. From T'.\renty-third to Twenty-seventh Street, a few
mature trees remain among the newly planted street trees
(Photo BB-5). At Twenty-seventh street, older trees again
are again predominate as Benton continues southward to
Linwood Boulevard ,the limits of this survey (Photo BB-6).
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INTEGRITY

Benton Boulevard today retains its integrity of
location, setti.ng, design, and association. All boulevards
were originally designed to be constructed in macadam, the
material commonly in use for roadways at the time. George
Kessler was farseeing enough, however, to engineer the
roadbeds in s\,1c:h a way that they could easily take hardsurfacing at a future date. It is only logical that the
boulevards do not retain integrity of materials from their
original design, but this does not affect the overall level
of integrity.
In addition to engineering the roadbeds to allow for
future hard-surfacing, Kessler's generous road width
requirements (probably unknowingly) allowed the boulevards to
continue to be used with modern automobile requirements. The
level of traffic and noise has increased, changing the
boulevards from pleasure routes to thoroughfares. This has
negatively affE!cted the feeling formerly associated with the
boulevards. However, one can still associate the boulevards
as linkages within the park system, and Benton Boulevard
still serves that purpose. Travelling south from Kessler
Park, past The Grove, Benton eventually links up with the
great park of the Kansas City system, Swope Park.
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SIGNIFICANCE

Benton Boulevard is significant in the areas of
landscape archi.tecture and community planning. As part of
the original 1893 park system plan for Kansas City, it

represents one of the earliest attempts at city planning in
the city. The boulevards were planned not only to link up
the parks and to provide pleasurable drives (and thus serve
as a vehicle for recreation themselves), but to also direct
the residential growth of the city. Property values were
expected to increase along the boulevards, and they indeed
responded with a quick rise in land value.
Benton Boulevard was originally planned as the major
north/south link in the park and boulevard system. Kansas
City's explosive growth after the 1893 plan, coupled with the
unforeseen gift to the system of Swope Park, required more
boulevard routes. East of The Paseo, Benton remained one of
the principal linkages between Kessler and SlA70pe Park, along
with Van Brunt and Linwood Boulevards. Its relegation to a
perhaps more minor role in the complete boulevard system in
no way diminishes the significance of its original design and
function. In 1908, when the boulevard systenl was well on its
way to establishment, the Annual Reyiew of the Business Men's
League stated the Benton Boulevard was "one Clf the
magnificent thoroughfares of the east side". Looking beyond
its role as a linkage in the park system, the: AnnuaJ.
recognized that Benton Boulevard served anoth.er important
purpose, that of providing pleasure and opportunity to enjoy
beauty. "A beautiful perspective is obtained looking to the
south, where the eye rests upon a line of hills." In
addition, the obvious beneficial effect it had on the
surrounding neighborhood was a crucial element in the
physical development of Kansas City.

